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ABSTRACT

Ermedahl, A. 2003: A Modular Tool Architecture for Worst-Case Execution Time
Analysis. Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. Uppsala dissertations from the Faculty of
Science and Technology 45. 200 pp. Uppsala. ISBN 91-554-5671-5.

Estimations of the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) are required in providing
guarantees for timing of programs used in computer controlled products and other
real-time computer systems. To derive program WCET estimates, both the properties
of the software and the hardware must be considered. The traditional method to
obtain WCET estimates is to test the system and measure the execution time. This is
labour-intensive and error-prone work, which unfortunately cannot guarantee that the
worst case is actually found. Static WCET analyses, on the other hand, are capable of
generating safe WCET estimates without actually running the program. Such analyses
use models of program flow and hardware timing to generate WCET estimates.

This thesis includes several contributions to the state-of-the-art in static WCET
analysis:

(1) A tool architecture for static WCET analysis, which divides the WCET analysis
into several steps, each with well-defined interfaces. This allows independent replace-
ment of the modules implementing the different steps, which makes it easy to customize
a WCET tool for particular target hardware and analysis needs.

(2) A representation for the possible executions of a program. Compared to previous
approaches, our representation extends the type of program flow information possible
to express and handle in WCET analysis.

(3) A calculation method which explicitly extracts a longest program execution path.
The method is more efficient than previously presented path-based methods, with a
computational complexity close to linear in the size of the program.

(4) A calculation method using integer linear programming or constraint programming
techniques for calculating the WCET estimate. The method extends the power of such
calculation methods to handle new types of flow and timing information.

(5) A calculation method that first uses flow information to divide the program into
smaller parts, then calculates individual WCET estimates for these parts, and finally
combines these into an overall program WCET. This novel approach avoids potential
complexity problems, while still providing high precision WCET estimates.

We have additionally implemented a prototype WCET analysis tool based on the
proposed architecture. This tool is used for extensive evaluation of the precision and
performance of our proposed methods. The results indicate that it is possible to
perform WCET analysis in a modular fashion, and that this analysis produces high
quality WCET estimates.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last few decades, our society has become increasingly dependent on
computers. Not only the gray PC boxes at our desks, but also the myriad
of computer systems embedded in everyday things around us. In fact, over
98 percent of all computers sold are used to control vehicles, appliances, power
plants, telecommunication equipment, toys, and other products that are intrinsic
parts of modern society. Many of these systems are required to react within
precise real-time constraints to events in the environment.

Take a look around in a modern car. There is an embedded computer con-
trolling the engine, keeping performance up and fuel consumption down by very
precise control of the ignition and fuel pump. For your safety, the anti-lock
brakes (ABS) are controlled by embedded computers that continuously monitor
the behavior of the car to prevent brake locking. In the unlikely event of a col-
lision, yet other embedded computers will detect the crash within milliseconds
and deploy the airbags.

Such embedded real-time systems are based on one or more computers. One
or more computer programs are running on each compter. Any failure of these
embedded computer systems could endanger human life and cause substantial
economic losses, and thus, there is a need for software development methods
and tools to minimize the risk of failures.

The purpose of worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis is to provide
information about the worst possible execution time of a computer program
before using the program in the final product. WCET estimates are a key
component in providing guarantees of satisfactory system behavior, and are
especially important when it must be proven that the system will always behave
correctly, even in the most stressful situations.

Static WCET analyses are a means of determining the worst-case execution
time of a program without actually running it. Such analyses rely on models
of program behavior and timing to generate safe WCET estimates which are
guaranteed not to underestimate the actual WCET. The alternative analysis
method is to test the systems and measure the execution times. This will,

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Example of products using embedded computers

however, not guarantee that the true worst case will be found, since in general,
it is practically impossible to test all possible program behaviors. Static WCET
analysis is a concept similar to inspecting the blueprints of a bridge to determine
whether it will collapse, instead of building the bridge and driving heavy trucks
across it in order to test its strength.

This thesis is about static WCET analysis, in particular about a WCET
tool-architecture applicable to a wide spectrum of different embedded computers
and programs. The remaining chapters of this thesis will present different parts
of the tool in more detail, including methods and algorithms suitable for the
particular problems encountered.

The rest of this introduction will give a more detailed background of embed-
ded systems, real-time systems and program execution time. A reader familiar
with this background can proceed directly to Section 1.6, where the concrete
contributions of this thesis are presented.

1.1 Embedded systems

An embedded system can be said to be “a computer that does not look like a
computer”, i.e., it is a part of, incorporated within a product. It is a computer
used as a mean to achieve some specific purpose, the computer is not the end
product in itself.

Contrary to popular opinion, the majority of computers sold are not Intel and
AMD systems or servers. The great majority of computers are embedded, used
in consumer electronics, vehicles, airplanes, game systems, hand-held devices,
networking and communications systems, and many other applications. Figure
1.1 shows products that depend on embedded computers to function properly.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of on-board electronic modules in Volvo S80

In fact, over 98 percent of the total, more than 8 billion processors produced
annually, are used in embedded systems [Hal00, Tur02]. The dominating use
of computers today is embedded systems, and this will increase even further as
we enter an era of pervasive computing with enourmous amount of cooperating
computers controlling virtually all the devices in our environment.

In many embedded systems several different embedded computers are in-
cluded and may need to communicate with each other to fulfill the system ob-
jective. For example, a GSM mobile telephone contains at least two processors:
a digital signal processor (DSP) specialized for handling encoding and decoding
of radio and data signals, and a main processor to run the menu systems, games
and other user-interface functions.

As processors become more powerful, more reliable, and less expensive, they
also become attractive for use in new areas. In many cases, computers replace
sub-systems that were previously controlled entirely by mechanical systems or
fixed-function logic implemented as electro-magnetic relays or electronic circuits.
But not only do computers replace existing systems or system components, they
also have the potential to provide more functionality with higher reliability at
lower cost.

For example, it is now common practice to use embedded computers to
control many parts of automotive systems. Modern cars have an embedded
processor to control the engine. The processor calculates time-angle ratios,
which are vital for valve and ignition timing. Outside the engine, automatic
transmissions are microprocessor controlled as well. Cars currently available
even have adaptive shifting algorithms, modifying shift points based on road
conditions, weather, and the driver’s individual habits. Anti-lock brakes are
generally computer controlled, replacing the hydraulic-only systems of earlier
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Figure 1.3: Microprocessor unit sales. All types, all markets worldwide [Tur02]

years.
A car such as the Volvo S80 contains more than 30 embedded processors,

communicating across several networks. Figure 1.2 illustrates the arrangement
of on-board electronic modules in the Volvo S80 [Mel98]. Similarly, BMW 7-
series and the Mercedes S-class both contain over 60 processors [Tur02].

Another example of a system containing several embedded processors is a
normal PC. Apart from the main processor from Intel or AMD driving the
PC there is one processor in the keyboard, another processor in the mouse, a
processor in each hard drive and floppy drive, one in the CD-ROM, one in the
graphics accelerator, etc., all cooperating to enable the computer to behave in
the intended manner.

1.1.1 Properties of embedded hardware

Comparing the embedded processor market with the desktop market, we first
note that there is a much larger variety of processors on the embedded market.
Contrary to the desktop market situation, there is no specific architecture or
manufacturer clearly dominant. There are instead hundreds of processors types
to choose from, many very simple, low in cost and specialized for a certain type
of application.

As illustrated in Figure 1.3, simpler microprocessors (4-8-16 bit) completely
dominate the market in terms of units sold1. The list of embedded micropro-
cessors architectures (and manufacturers) available on the very fragmented chip
market is very long, including ARM, AMD, Intel, MIPS, SuperH, PowerPC and
NEC.

Embedded CPUs are usually much simpler in their design and therefore
in most cases much cheaper than desktop processors. The latter incorporate

1Desktop processors, however, represent a much large share of the manufacturers’ earnings,
since the profit per sold unit is magnitudes higher.
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many hardware features, including techniques such as caches, branch predictors
and speculative execution to boost their performance. Embedded processors
do not usually include such features which are generally too expensive, space-
demanding and power-consuming. Also, for embedded systems designed for
predictability, most of these features are considered to introduce too much time
variance into the system. For example, memory in embedded systems is often
based on static RAMs, since caches are considered too unpredictable. Caches
are also quite demanding in terms of chip area and power consumption, making
them less suitable for embedded systems.

Comparing desktop and embedded processors further, we note that embed-
ded processors are often more specialized, intended to perform a specific task.
An example of such a specialized embedded CPU is a digital signal processor
(DSP). A DSP is targeted to perform intense mathematical calculations, over
and over again, and is normally used for processing streams of digital media
or signals. Consequently, a DSP is designed to work very differently from nor-
mal processors which are more focussed on control-flow decisions and logical
operations.

Examples of factors that influence the choise of microprocessor for a particu-
lar embedded applications include cost, (i.e., sufficient performance for smallest
amount of money), size, peripheral integration, energy consumption, heat emis-
sion and the type of task to be performed.

1.1.2 Properties of embedded software

One of the main reasons for the success of computers are that they are pro-
grammable, allowing one type of computer to be used in a large variety of
different applications. Software is the key component in embedded systems,
providing added value and required behaviour. The hardware related costs are
typically only a small fraction of the total system cost [ART00]. In most embed-
ded systems, the hardware consists of standard electronic components available
in large volumes at low cost, whereas the software is to a large extent designed
specifically for the application concerned.

Considering the type of programming language used, most embedded sys-
tems are programmed in C, C++, and/or assembly language. More sophisti-
cated languages, such as Ada or Java, have found some use, but the need for
speed, portability, small code size, and efficient access to the hardware is likely
to keep C the dominant language in the foreseeable future [SKO+96]. In em-
bedded system development, several different code sources are often combined,
including library code, hand-written assembler, and machine generated C code.

Program constructs used in desktop code differ quite significantly from those
used in embedded code. For example, desktop software focusses on arithmetic
operations, while embedded software contains more logical and bitwise oper-
ations [Eng99b]. The type of algorithms used in embedded systems includes
complex decision structures, requiring many mathematical operations. Unstruc-
tured code, deeply nested loops, recursion and function pointers is also used in
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embedded real-time systems. Much of the complexity comes from automatically
generated code, and since the amount of generated code is expected to increase,
the problems posed by generated code must be handled.

The most common focus for WCET analysis is user code, but in any system
in which an operating system (OS) is used, the timing of operating system
services must also be taken into account. Many smaller embedded systems
contain no OS, mainly because its demand for system resources are excessive
in relation to its function in the particular application. For larger applications
responsible for managing several concurrent tasks, it is more common to use an
OS. However, compared with those in desktops, the OS’s used in such embedded
systems are much smaller and include only the functionality needed for handling
the particular application. For systems with high demands on predictability and
hard timing constraints, it is common to use a real-time OS, such as Enea OSE
[Ene03] or SSX5 [Rea03].

1.2 Real-time systems

Real-time systems are computer systems that must react within precise time
constraints to events in their environment. The correct behaviour of a real-time
system depends not only on the result of the computation but also on the time
at which the result is produced. Most real-time systems are found embedded
in products used by people on an everyday basis, as well in more specialized
settings such as industrial plants, space shuttles, etc.

As an example of a real-time system, consider a computer-controlled ma-
chine on the production line at a bottling plant. The machine’s function is
simply to cap each bottle as it passes within the machine’s field of motion on
a continuously moving conveyor belt. If the machine operates too quickly, the
bottle will not have arrived. If the machine operates too slowly, the bottle will
be too far away for the machine to reach it. Stopping the conveyor belt is a
costly operation, because the entire production line must then be stopped. Con-
sequently, the key to correct performance is to have the system running at a
steady and predictable pace, i.e., neither too slow, nor too fast.

1.2.1 Hard real-time systems

Real-time systems can be classified roughly as being either hard or soft. In a
hard real-time system, there are one or more activities which must never miss
its deadline, i.e., the time limit allocated to complete a computation. Failure
to meet a deadline could cause catastrophic consequences, including damage to
the equipment, major loss in revenues, or even injury or death to users of the
system. One example of a hard real-time system is the flight-control system of
an aircraft. If action in response to new events is not taken within prescribed
deadlines, the aircraft could become unstable, which could potentially lead to a
crash.
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Another example of a system with hard-real time requirements is the anti-
lock braking (ABS) system in a car. When the driver presses the brake pedal
the system must actuate the brakes within specified time limits. The computer
controlled system must modulate the brake pressure at all four wheels, adjust-
ing the pressure to each wheel independently to prevent wheel locking. If the
response time of the system is too high, or if the brake pressures on the different
wheels are not correctly correlated, an accident may occur.

1.2.2 Soft real-time systems

In soft real-time systems the meeting of deadlines is desirable, but occasionally
missing a deadline has no permanent negative effects.

Consider a cruise-control application in a car, the basic operation of which
is to keep a constant speed of the vehicle. If the vehicle is travelling slower
than the speed selected by the driver, an embedded computer detects this and
sends a signal to the engine controller to accelerate. Similarly, if the vehicle is
travelling too fast, the computer detects this and sends a signal to decelerate.
The embedded computer needs to sample the speed and send signals sufficiently
frequently to meet performance specifications, but not so frequently that it adds
unnecessary cost to the system.

If the software occasionally fails to measure the speed in time to be used for
the control algorithm, the control algorithm can still use the latest measured
value. This is because the amount by which the speed would have changed
between the previous sample and the next is so small that the control algorithm
can still operate correctly. Missing several consecutive samples, on the other
hand, could be a problem, as the cruise control would probably stop meeting
application requirements, being unable to maintain the desired speed within a
proper error tolerance.

Other examples of soft real-time systems include multimedia, voice over IP
and video. For example, in a video playback system it is not fatal to miss an
occasional frame, and this is often not even detectable by the user. However, if
several subsequent frames are missed, the result would be an annoying blurry
picture, but (typically) no one is killed or injured as a consequence of the dis-
turbance. In general, for soft real-time systems, the failure to meet deadlines
means that the quality of the service provided is reduced, but the system will
still provide useful service.

Considering real-world applications, the distinction of soft and hard real-time
systems becomes somewhat fuzzy. For example, an embedded system can have
both hard and soft real-time requirements. Actually, the definition of real-time
system can be widened to span the spectrum of all computer-based systems
[Ste01]. Figure 1.4 illustrates this using some example applications. At one
end of the spectrum is non-real-time, where there are no important deadlines
(meaning that essentially all deadlines can be missed). These are computer-
based systems where the correctness of the result is not really dependent on
the point in time when it is produced, such as large computer-based system
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Figure 1.4: The real-time system spectrum

simulations or weather forecast calculations. At the other end is hard real-time,
where no deadline is allowed to be missed.

1.2.3 The need for timing analysis

In hard real-time applications, the system must be able to handle all possible
scenarios, including peak load situations. The worst-case system behaviour
must therefore be analyzed and accounted for. If the system is responsible for
performing several different concurrent real-time tasks it must be shown that all
these tasks can meet their respective deadlines even in the worst-case scenario.
For many systems it is important to derive these guarantees before the system
is put into production. For example, a modern combat aircraft, such as JAS 39
Gripen, contains a number of computers, all which may need to communicate to
provide the system functionality [Fre00]. Such aircraft go through very detailed
testing and analysis before being used. It is not sufficient to test-fly the aircraft
in a certain system configuration to determine if it will be unstable or not.

To derive such overall system timing guarantees, it is necessary to know the
execution time demands of the different software tasks in the system. Basically,
only if each hard real-time component of the system fulfills its timing require-
ments can we be sure that the complete system meets its requirements. Thus,
WCET analysis provides a solid foundation for constructing safer and better
real-time products.

1.3 Execution time estimates

The worst-case execution time (WCET) is defined as the longest execution time
of a program that could ever be observed when the program is run on its tar-
get hardware. There are also other execution time measures that can be used
to describe the timing behaviour of a program. The best-case execution time
(BCET) is defined as the shortest execution time of a program that could ever
be observed when the program is run on its target hardware. The BCET can
for example, be of interest in control-applications where the output must be
sent to the controlled object neither too soon, nor too late. The average-case
execution time (ACET) lies somewhere in-between the WCET and the BCET,
and depends on the execution time distribution of the program.
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Figure 1.5: Execution time estimates

The goal of execution time analysis is to produce estimates of the WCET and
BCET. To be valid for use in hard real-time systems, WCET estimates must
be safe, i.e., guaranteed not to underestimate the real WCET. To be useful,
they must also be tight, i.e., provide acceptable overestimations of the WCET.
Similarly, a BCET estimation should not overestimate the BCET and provide
acceptable underestimations.

Figure 1.5 shows how estimates of WCET and BCET relate to the actual
WCET and BCET of a program. The example program has a variable execution
time, and the curve shows the probability distribution of its execution time.
The figure also shows the way measurements and static analysis relate to time
estimates (more on this in Section 1.3.3 below).

1.3.1 Problem definition

It should be noted that the definition of WCET is valid only for one program in
isolation. WCET analysis is therefore performed under the assumption that the
analyzed program will be running in isolation and execute undisturbed on the
target hardware. This means that interference from background activities, such
as direct memory access (DMA) or refresh of DRAM memory are not consid-
ered. Similarly, direct interference from the operating system and concurrently
running tasks, such as preemptions or interrupts are also ignored in the analysis.

We claim that the assumptions above are reasonable and timing interfer-
ence caused by such interfering activities should instead be considered in some
subsequent analysis, e.g., schedulability analysis [BMSO+96, LHS+96, Sch00].
The problem is thus to derive a safe and sufficiently tight WCET estimate for
a single program (task) which executes on a particular hardware platform in a
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specific environment.

1.3.2 Sources of execution time variation

The problem that needs to be addressed by WCET analysis is that a computer
program typically has no fixed execution time. Variations in the execution time
occur due to the characteristics of the work the program has to perform and
the hardware on which it runs.

Useful computer programs are typically sensitive to their inputs. Consider
the Patriot system used to protect military facilities and cities against incoming
missiles. The computer system is responsible for detecting an incoming missile,
classifying it as a non-friendly object, calculating its trajectory and launching a
defensive Patriot missile to intercept the incoming missile. Most of the time, no
missile is incoming, and a rather limited amount of computations are needed.
However, when a incoming missile is detected a large amount of computation
power is needed. Thus, the same software (computer program) can take different
amount of execution time depending on the situation.

The hardware on which the program runs is just as important. Obviously,
a program runs much faster on a brand new PC than on an old computer. A
WCET analysis must consider the timing properties of the particular hardware
on which the target program runs. Modern processors are designed to optimize
throughput by performance-enhancing features such as caches, pipelines, specu-
lative execution etc. [HP96]. Such features are designed to enhance the average
performance, but introduce execution time variability and make it much harder
to derive a safe WCET estimate.

In conclusion; both the properties of the software and the hardware must be
considered in order to understand and predict the WCET of a program.

1.3.3 Obtaining execution time estimates

The traditional way to determine the timing of a program is by measurements,
also known as dynamic timing analysis. A wide variety of measurement tools
are employed in industry, including emulators, logic analyzers, oscilloscopes, and
software profiling tools [Ive98, Ste02]. The methodology is basically the same
for all approaches: run the program many times and try different potentially
“really bad” input values to provoke the WCET. This is time-consuming and
difficult work, which does not always give results which can be guaranteed.

As illustrated in Figure 1.5 measurements are inherently unsafe, guaranteed
to produce timing results which are equal to or less than the actual WCET.
When using measurements, a safety margin must be added to the result ob-
tained, in the hope that the real worst case lies below the resulting WCET
estimate. However, if too much margin is added, resources will be wasted, and
if the added margin is too small, the resulting system will be potentially unsafe.

Static WCET analysis avoids the need to run the program by simultaneously
considering the effects of all possible inputs, possible program flows, and how
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the program interacts with the hardware. This is done by using mathematical
models of the software and hardware involved. The result is a worst-case exe-
cution time estimate that is greater than or equal to the actual worst-case, and
thus safe in all circumstances. The analysis must be repeated after a change
in the hardware or software, but the amount of work involved is usually much
smaller than for measurements. Also, when using static WCET analysis, there
is no need to set up the actual target system.

1.4 Uses of WCET analysis

The main use of WCET analysis is in the development and analysis of real-
time systems. In such systems WCET estimates are used to perform scheduling
and schedulability analysis, thereby providing timing guarantees for the overall
system behaviour, as well as to determine whether timing constraints can be
met for certain tasks, and to check that interrupts have sufficiently short reac-
tion times [ABD+95, CRTM98, Gan01]. However, WCET analysis has a much
broader application domain; in any product development where timeliness is
important, WCET analysis is a natural tool to apply.

Tools for modeling, validation and verification of real-time systems, like Up-
pAal [LPY97], Times [AFM+02], HyTech [HHWT97], Kronos [BDM+98] and
SPIN [Hol97] can use WCET estimates to provide guarantees of the overall sys-
tem behaviour. Typical application areas in which such tools are used include
real-time controllers and communication protocols, in particular those in which
timing factors are critical.

When developing reactive systems using programming tools such as IAR
VisualSTATE, [IAR03], Telelogic Tau, [Tel03], and I-Logix StateMate, [I-L03],
feedback relating to the timing of model actions and the worst-case time from
input event to output event is very helpful, as demonstrated by Erpenbach et al.
[ESS99]. The use of system modelling tools for UML and Statechart [Rat03]
could also benefit from accurate timing estimates.

For most embedded system developers, getting some form of timing estimates
would be of great value in its own. For time-critical code parts WCET estimates
can be used to verify that the execution time is short enough, that interrupt
handlers finish fast enough, or that the sample rate of a control loop can be
maintained. WCET analysis can also be used to find and target optimizations
of the part of the programs where most time is spent. Timing analysis should
be able to guide compilers in code optimizations targeting (worst-case) timing
of programs.

Another important aspect of embedded software is that only small parts of
the applications are usually really time-critical. For example, in a GSM mobile
phone, the time-critical protocol code is very small compared to the code for
the user interface. Using this fact, ambitious WCET analysis can be performed
on the timing-critical parts, provided that they can be identified.

WCET analysis can also be used in embedded system development to select
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appropriate hardware. System designers can take the application code they will
use and perform WCET analyses for a range of target systems, selecting the
cheapest (slowest) chip that meets the performance requirements.

Practical experience of WCET analysis in industry has so far been lim-
ited to the space industry [HLS00b, HLS00a] and aerospace industry [FHL+01,
TSH+03]. It seems likely that aerospace and automotive industries will be the
leading industries in accepting static WCET analysis estimates, since many of
their products include resource-constrained embedded safety-critical real-time
systems [FHL+01].

1.5 The need for WCET analysis tools

Static WCET analysis is a promising technology that can be used to determine
the timing behaviour of programs, especially for programs used in embedded
real-time systems. For very simple architectures and programs it is probably
possible to derive WCET estimates by hand using code inspection, hardware
manual readings and clock-cycle counting. However, due to the complexity of
embedded systems hardware and software, automated tools are essentail to make
it practical to apply static WCET analysis. This thesis will present some steps
towards such a tool architecture, including data structures, different analyses,
and calculation methods suitable for static WCET analysis.

We believe that a WCET tool should ideally be a component in an integrated
development environment, making it a natural part of the embedded real-time
programmers’ tool chest, the same way as profilers, hardware emulators, compil-
ers, and source-code debuggers. In this way, WCET analysis will be introduced
into the natural work-flow of the real-time software engineer. Widespread use
of static WCET analysis tools would offer improvements in product quality and
safety for embedded and real-time systems, and reduce development time since
the verification of timing behaviour is facilitated.

Due to the diversity on the embedded processor market, it is not possible
to reach widespread use by only supporting a single target architecture. In-
stead, there is a need for a WCET tool architecture which is easily retargetable,
supporting many types of embedded processors and programming environments
with minimal retargeting effort. The tool architecture should also be flexible,
since different target systems require the performance of different types of anal-
yses. The underlying technology needs to be reasonably efficient, providing
timing estimates fast enough not to stall other development work. Finally, to
guarantee the degree of safety of the WCET estimates it must be possible to
verify the correctness of the analysis methods used.

The WCET tool architecture outlined in this thesis aims at retargetability
and flexibility by dividing the WCET analysis task into modules, each with well-
defined interfaces, and allowing these modules to be independently replaced. A
modular structure also allows the correctness of the tool to be assessed since it
is easier to validate the individual modules in isolation. The analysis algorithms
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presented have been created with efficiency in mind, limiting the overall tool
complexity.

Also, even though static WCET analysis has been known to the research
community for some time, it is still difficult to compare the performance and
results of the analyses presented by different WCET research groups. A modular
WCET tool architecture provides a possibility for researchers to exchange results
and compare methods. For example, by having well-defined interfaces between
modules, analysis results from one type of tool can be given as input to another
tool, allowing each tool to specialize in its particular application domain.

1.6 Contributions of this thesis

The specific contributions of this thesis are:
� A tool architecture for the modularization of WCET analysis. The architec-

ture divides the WCET analysis task into modules, each with well-defined
interfaces, and allows these modules to be independently replaced. This is
an important contribution, since previous work in the WCET analysis area
have been more focussed on individual analyses, than on the desired prop-
erties of an overall WCET tool architecture. The types of modules in our
tool architecture are: flow analysis; to determine the possible program flows,
global low-level analysis; to determine the effects of caches, branch predic-
tors, etc., local low-level analysis; to determine the effects of pipelining and
to generate execution time for program parts and calculation; to combine
flow and timing information for calculation of a program WCET estimate.

� A program flow representation suitable for WCET analysis. The represen-
tation consists of the scope graph, a graph representation capturing the dy-
namic execution behavior of the program, and the flow fact language, which
is an annotation language used for providing constraints on the program flow.
The representation extends the type of flow information previously possible
to express and handle in WCET analysis, thereby allowing for calculation of
tighter WCET estimates.

� Three different calculation methods, each able to use program flow and timing
information for deriving a WCET estimate:
- A path-based calculation method which explicitly extracts the longest exe-

cution path in the program. Our method is more efficient than previously
presented path-based methods and has a computational complexity close
to linear in the size of the program.

- An implicit path enumeration technique (IPET)-based calculation method,
using integer linear programming (ILP) or constraint programming (CP)
techniques for calculating a WCET estimate. The method is able to han-
dle more complex flow and timing information than previously presented
IPET methods, thereby allowing for tighter WCET estimates to be de-
rived.
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- A cluster-based calculation method using flow information to divide a pro-
gram into parts in which local WCET calculations can be made. Com-
pared with previously presented calculation methods, we avoid potential
complexity problems while keeping the precision of derived WCET esti-
mates.

The possibility of having three different calculation methods within the same
framework pinpoints the benefit of our modular tool architecture.

� A prototype tool implementation. The tool is based on the WCET tool
architecture outlined and includes machine models for two embedded micro-
processors, the NEC V850E and the ARM9. We have performed extensive
experimental runs to evaluate the correctness, precision and efficiency of our
prototype, as well as the individual analyses and calculation modules.

The main focus of this Ph.D. thesis is the overall tool architecture, the pro-
gram flow representation and the calculation. However, the thesis also contains
material on low-level analysis including:
� A pipeline timing analysis allowing use of existing trace driven simulators to

obtain program timing. Previous research has required the construction of
special purpose hardware models to capture timing safely for WCET analysis.
The use of simulators reduces the effort required to adapt WCET tools to new
hardware architectures and allows for easier verification of the correctness of
the hardware model in relation to the real hardware.

� A timing model safely capturing the effects of target hardware timing. The
timing model allows calculation methods to handle timing effects of differ-
ent performance enhancing features, such as caches and pipelines, without
reverting to detailed hardware modelling. Compared with previous research,
the timing model permits calculation methods to safely capture timing ef-
fects between instructions in non-adjacent basic blocks, something that has
not previously been possible without introducing additional pessimism.

For a more detailed presentation of the timing model and the pipeline analysis
we refer to the Ph.D. thesis of Jakob Engblom [Eng02].

1.7 Thesis outline

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
� Chapter 2 gives an overview of static WCET analysis and previous work in

the field.
� Chapter 3 presents the modular architecture for WCET analysis tools and

gives a short overview of the interface data structures.
� Chapter 4 discusses the issues involved in representing program flow for

WCET analysis.
� Chapter 5 presents our flow representation and annotation language.
� Chapter 6 presents our low-level analysis, including the pipeline timing anal-
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ysis and the resulting timing model.
� Chapter 7 presents the path-based calculation method.
� Chapter 8 presents the IPET-based calculation method.
� Chapter 9 presents the cluster-based calculation method.
� Chapter 10 presents the prototype implementation and evaluations based on

different experimental runs.
� Chapter 11 draws conclusions from the work presented and outlines ideas for

future work.
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Chapter 2

WCET Analysis Overview
and Previous Work

This chapter presents previous work in the area of static WCET analysis, to-
gether with a conceptual classification of the phases performed in static WCET
analysis.

2.1 Components of static WCET analysis
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Figure 2.1: Components of WCET analysis

The execution time of a program depends on a number of factors, as illus-
trated in Figure 2.1. The program code defines the possible instructions and
execution paths to be executed and the compiler transforms the high-level pro-
gram source code to a semantically equivalent object code. The object code is
executed on the target hardware and the actual WCET is the largest execution
time that could ever be observed when the program is executed.

17
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We divide WCET analysis into the following three distinct phases, closely
connected to the different factors that influence the program execution time,
and illustrated in Figure 2.1:
� The flow analysis analyses the source- intermediate- and/or object code of

the program, and determines the possible flows through the program, i.e.,
the possible sequences of instructions that may be executed.

� The low-level analysis analyses the object code and target hardware to deter-
mine the timing behaviour for instructions running on the target hardware.
For modern processors it is especially important to study the effects of various
performance enhancing features, like caches and pipelines.

� The calculation combines the results of the flow and low-level analyses to
obtain a WCET estimate for the program.
The phases serve as a conceptual classification of static WCET analysis

and most WCET research groups make a similar division. Some researchers
integrate several analysis phases into a single algorithm. Some of the phases can
be further divided into different sub-stages, e.g., to analyse different hardware
features in isolation. The phase classification is also the base of our modular
tool architecture introduced in Chapter 3. The WCET analysis needs input
from all the program stages involved in producing the executable program, as
illustrated in Figure 2.1.

2.2 Flow analysis

The purpose of the flow analysis phase is to determine possible program flows,
i.e., the dynamic behaviour of the program. The result of the flow analysis is
information about which functions get called, how many times loops iterate,
if there are dependencies between if-statements, etc. Since the problem is
computationally intractable in the general case1, a simpler, approximate analysis
is normally performed. The analysis should yield safe execution information,
i.e., all feasible executions must always be covered by the approximation. To be
useful, the execution information extracted must also be tight, i.e., including as
few infeasible executions as possible.

The flow information can be extracted on the source- or object code level
and might benefit from information collected during the program compilation.
We further divide the flow analysis phase into three sub-phases:
1. Flow extraction: Obtaining flow information, either by manual annotations

or automatic flow analysis methods.
2. Flow representation: Representing the results of the flow extraction, poten-

tially integrating results from several different flow extraction methods.
3. Calculation conversion: Converting the represented flow information for the

final WCET calculation phase.

1The general problem is equivalent to the well-known Halting problem, i.e., that it is
impossible to construct a program able to determine if any given program will halt or not.
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Not all flow information representations can represent all type of possible pro-
gram flows and not all calculation methods can take advantage of all type of
flow information.

The work presented in this thesis will focus on the last two sub-phases,
presenting a general representation for program flow (Section 5) and giving
algorithms to convert the flow information to a format suitable for several dif-
ferent calculation methods (sections 7, 8 and 9). No particular flow extraction
algorithms will be presented.

2.2.1 Flow extraction

Automatic flow analysis are methods to obtain flow information from the pro-
gram code with little or no manual intervention. Different approaches have
different complexity, generate different amounts of information, and can handle
different levels of program complexity. For complex programs it is sometimes
very hard (or even impossible) to derive needed flow information, and most au-
tomatic flow analysis are complemented with the possibility to provide manual
annotations. Manual annotations allow the programmer to by hand annotate
the program with additional flow information.

Researchers have developed automatic flow analysis methods for detecting
infeasible paths2 and upper bounds for loops.

In the beginning of my doctoral studies I developed a flow analysis method
together with Jan Gustafsson [EG97, Gus00]. This analysis is based on abstract
interpretation [Cou96, Cou81], works on the program source code level and cal-
culates safe values for variables with respect to loop iterations and function calls.
The values are used to derive safe information on loop bounds and infeasible
execution paths.

Chapman et al. [CBW94] use symbolic execution, i.e., an execution of a
program using symbolic expressions in addition to concrete values, over SPARK
Ada to extract program flow information. The method calculates some infeasible
paths but manual annotations for loops must be provided.

Altenbernd and Stappert [Alt96, SA00] use symbolic execution on the source
code level to derive flow information. The source code is a subset of C. The
approach is able to identify some infeasible paths in the program.

Lundqvist and Stenström [LS00] find execution information using symbolic
instruction-level simulation of the object code. Their flow analysis is an in-
tegrated part of the calculation phase, simultaneously taking pipelining and
caching into account.

Colin et al. [CP00] use symbolic evaluation to calculate the number of iter-
ations in inner loops where the iteration count depends on the loop variables of
outer loops. However, the initial symbolic formulas must be added manually.
Liu and Gomez [LG98] perform symbolic evaluation on a functional language
to find executable paths.

2An infeasible path is an execution path allowed by the static structure of the program,
but not possible when the semantics of the code is taken into account
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Healy et al. [HSRW98] use data flow analysis and special algorithms to au-
tomatically calculate upper and lower loop bounds for several type of loops. By
user-provided loop-invariants the bounds can be further tightened. In [HW99]
they present a method using value constraints on variables to find iteration
dependent path information inside loops.

Holsti et al. [HLS00b] use Presburger arithmetic to calculate loop bounds
for counted loops, analysing programs on the object code level. The approach
allows for several types of information (loop bounds, variable value bounds) to
be added as annotations to help the automatic flow analysis.

Gerlek et al. [GSW95] present a method for syntactically identifying certain
classes of loop induction variables. Such classification is useful for deriving lower
and upper bounds of loops.

Ziegenbein et al. [ZWR+01] identify segments of a program that only have
a single feasible path by following input-data dependences. Ferdinand et al.
[FHL+01] are able to detect some infeasible program paths by analysing the
object code using abstract interpretation over processor register values.

2.2.2 Flow representation

The extracted flow information will have to be represented in relation to a
program representation. The program representation comes in the forms of
graphs, syntax trees or program code and can be given in relation to source-,
intermediate- or object-code.

Some researchers gives flow information directly or indirectly in relation to
the program source code. Kirner et al. [KP01, Kir02] enter manually calcu-
lated flow information into the program source code by extending the C lan-
guage with additional syntax to define scopes, loop limits and path information.
Börjesson [Bör95] allows similar flow information to be provided but takes a dif-
ferent approach by #pragmas directives instead of altering the language syntax.
In [RK02] Kirner et al. includes WCET analysis in the MATLAB/Simulink
developing environment by generating their annotated C code from high-level
Matlab/Simulink models.

In [CBW94] Chapman et al. extend SPARK Ada, a subset of the program-
ming language Ada83, with additional annotations to facilitate partial proofs
of program correctness and WCET calculations. They introduce the concept
of modes, allowing a program to generate several WCET estimates to reflect a
particular system state.

Park [Par93] defines IDL (Information Description Language), to describe
the possible paths through a program. IDL uses certain keywords, like samepath(A,B)
and nopath(A,B), to denote constraints and relate executions of different pro-
gram entities. The flow information can be given in relation to certain scopes
in the graph, for example always(A) inside L1 means that statement A must
be executed within L1.

Puschner and Koza [PK89] present a program representation in the form
of a syntax tree (see Section 2.4.1). Flow information is given in respect to
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this format, including keywords to express the number of times that several
loops are iterated together and the number of times the control-flow can pass
through a particular statement. In [Vrc94] Vrchoticky introduce the timing-tree;
an extension of the syntax-tree to include timing information. The timing-tree
works as a format for providing object code timing properties to the source code
program level.

Colin and Bernat [CB02] present a program representation, called scope-tree,
which extends the syntax-tree with a possibility of giving symbolic information
on the relative execution frequency of sub-branches in the syntax-tree.

Gustafsson [Gus94] describes WCET analysis for RealTimeTalk, a real-
time version of the object-oriented programming language Smalltalk. The pro-
gram representation is tree-based with additional constructs to support object-
oriented features such as message-passing, polymorphism and inheritance.

Recently, many researchers has discovered that the use of linear constraints
offers a powerful representation of program flow. The approaches by Li et al.
[LM95], Puschner et al. [PS95] and Theiling et al. [TF98] all use the basic
block graph and linear constraints to express program flow. The constraints
are formulated as constraints over count variables holding the number of times
program entities can be executed.

Ottosson and Sjödin [OS97] employ Sicstus Prolog constraints over count
variables to model possible program flows, thereby allowing more complicated
non-linear flows to be expressed, compared to plain linear constraints.

We have developed the scope graph program representation, a graph derived
from the program basic-block graph, but extended to express the dynamic ex-
ecution behaviour of the program, and the flow fact language, an annotation
language used for providing constraints on program flow [EE00]. The scope
graph and flow fact language will be presented in Chapter 5.

2.2.3 The mapping problem

One intricate question is to which program code level the flow representation
should be related. Flow information can be provided in relation to the source
code, the intermediate code in a compiler, or to the object code. Automatic flow
analysis is probably easier to perform at the source code or intermediate code,
since variables and other entities of interest are harder to identify in (optimised)
object code. Also, for the potential WCET-tool user, manual annotations are
easier to provide at the source-code level.

However, if the flow information is provided at the source code level, the
information must somehow be mapped down to the object code to be used in
the WCET calculation. In the presence of optimising compilers, this prob-
lem is non-trivial since transformations like unrolling loops, inlining functions,
and duplicating code can be performed by the compiler [Muc97]. For example,
Lundqvist and Stenström [LS98] report a case where entire conditional state-
ments were removed from the program during the compilation process. The
mapping problem is very similar to the problem encountered when trying to de-
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bug optimised code [Zel84, AT96, Wis94, BW95], something indicating that a
WCET tool should preferably be constructed in close cooperation to a compiler
framework.

Engblom et al. [Eng97, EAE98] present an approach of an external sys-
tem that transforms the flow information to reflect the code transformations
performed by the compiler. Kirner et al. [KP01] uses the internal debug infor-
mation propagation facilities in the gcc compiler to achieve the same task. In
[KP03] the safeness of the flow information transformations is proven using an
abstract interpretation framework.

Lim et al. [LKM98] propose an approach where the compiler is assumed to
maintain labels identifying relevant locations in the code, allowing loops in the
object code to be identified with their source code equivalents. Holsti et al.
[HLS00b] rely on compiler generated symbol tables and debug information to
map information about loop bounds and variable values from high-level code
constructs to the object-code.

One way to avoid the mapping problem is to perform (automatic) flow analy-
sis on the object code of a program [LS00, HLS00a, FHL+01]. However, working
on the object code is difficult, since variables migrate between memory and reg-
isters, making it difficult to identify and track relevant data objects.

Assuming control over a compiler, it is possible to perform the analysis in-
side the compiler on the intermediate code, which mostly avoids the mapping
problem since the analysis can then be performed on the optimised program
with full information about variables etc. [HW99, HSR+00]. This also avoids
discarding the large amount of program information collected during the com-
pilation process. Following this reasoning, Gustafsson et al. [GLSB03] perform
flow-analysis on a compiler-generated intermediate code, thereby avoiding some
of the mapping problems.

Another option is to keep the flow information on some source code level
and try to assign execution time to the various high-level program constructs
[BBMP00, PH98]. For very simple processors and non-optimised code this might
be feasible, but due to modern hardware features and compiler optimisations it
is extremely difficult to derive such timing which is both safe and tight. The uses
of virtual machines in programming languages, like Java and Erlang [AWVW96]
complicates the matter even more.

2.3 Low-level analysis

The purpose of low-level analysis is to determine the execution time for each
atomic unit of flow (e.g., an instruction, a basic block3 or a longer execution
path) given the architectural features of the target hardware system. To obtain
actual timing behaviour of a program the low-level analysis must be performed
on the program object code.

3A basic block is a sequence of instructions that can be entered only at the first instruction
in the sequence and exited only at the last instruction in the sequence [Muc97]
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We can further divide the low-level analysis into two sub-phases:
� Global low-level analysis determines the timing effect of the machine-dependent

factors that needs to be modelled over the entire global program. Examples
of such features are instruction caches, data caches, branch predictors, and
translation lookaside buffers (TLBs).

� Local low-level analysis determines the timing effects of machine-dependent
factors that can be handled locally for a few neighbouring instructions. Ex-
amples of such effects are pipeline overlap and memory access speed.
In our tool architecture (see Chapter 3) the global and local low-level anal-

yses are kept as separate steps, and the result from the global low-level analysis
is given as input to the low-level analysis. Some researchers integrate the global
and local low-level analyses into a single phase. Also, some researchers integrate
the low-level analysis with the calculation phase, thereby deriving hardware tim-
ing effects simultaneously with the WCET estimate.

2.3.1 Global low-level analysis

For some timing behaviours of a microprocessor, analysis over the whole pro-
gram (or at least large parts of it) is required in order to obtain a safe and tight
result. For example, to determine the cache behaviour of an instruction, the
analysis must consider many instructions, arbitrarily remote from the instruc-
tion considered. Since exact analysis is normally impossible for global features,
an approximate but safe analysis is necessary. For example, when an attempt
is made to determine whether a certain instruction is in the cache, a cache miss
is assumed unless we can be absolutely sure of a cache hit and that it can be
guaranteed that a cache miss is always worse than a cache hit.

Researchers have investigated the behaviour of instruction caches, data caches,
unified caches and branch predictors.
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Figure 2.2: Possible memory organisations

Cache analysis

Caches are used as the main solution for bridging the ever-increasing gap be-
tween the bandwidth demand of the modern microprocessor and the perfor-
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mance of the memory system. For embedded systems designed for predictability
caches are not that common. The primary reason is that they are costly both in
terms of processor area and power consumption and are considered to introduce
too much variability in the system. However, for more high-speed CPUs caches
are almost mandatory.

The idea behind a cache is to use a fast intermediate memory between the
relatively slow main memory and fast processor to store the most recent blocks
fetched from memory. When the processor wants to access a memory block it
first checks if the cache contains the block. If so, the access is a cache hit and
results in a fast access. If not, the access is a cache miss and the block is copied
from main memory into the cache, where it is stored for this and future uses.
Consequently, a cache miss takes much longer time to process since it requires
an access to the main memory.

We can distinguish between instruction caches, used for providing faster
access to the executed instructions, and data caches, used for providing faster
access to the data manipulated by the instructions. In unified caches both the
instructions and data are stored in the same cache. To enhance performance
further, several levels of caches can be kept between the processor and the main
memory forming a cache hierarchy. Figure 2.2 illustrates the different concepts.

A cache consists of several locations where blocks from memory can reside.
If a block from memory can reside only in one particular location in a cache,
the cache is called direct-mapped. If a memory block can be placed in several
cache locations the cache is called set-associative. For set-associative caches a
replacement strategy is needed to determine which memory block to evict from
the cache when adding a new block from memory. Examples of replacement
strategies used are least-recently used (LRU), first in first out (FIFO), and
random replacement [HP96].

Instruction cache behaviour is rather easy to analyse, since the instruction
fetch behaviour can be determined from the program flow (at least when no
speculative execution is performed and all instructions addresses are known).
Data cache behaviour is harder to determine, since the data access pattern is
not fixed but depends on the run-time behaviour of the program, e.g., a single
instruction can generate many different data address references.

The first type of cache to be analysed in WCET analysis was direct-mapped
caches [LBJ+95, AMWH94], since their behaviour is the easiest to model and
predict. Today, most type of analysis are able to handle set-associative caches.
Most analyses for instruction caches in the literature [LBJ+95, LMW96, OS97,
Sta97, FMW97, HAM+99] assume that the replacement condition is perfect
LRU. The uses of less predictable replacement strategies, like pseudo-LRU, may
introduce more pessimism in the cache analysis result [Eng02, HLTW03].

Some researchers perform a separate cache analysis phase to determine the
instruction cache behaviour. Healy et al. [HAM+99] perform a static cache sim-
ulation which generates a categorisation of each instruction cache access as one
of always miss, always hit, first miss, first hit. The approach has been extended
to instruction cache hierarchies with several levels of caches [Mül97]. White
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et al. [WMH+97] extends the approach to data caches, classifying instructions
in a similar manner, exploiting the data locality inherent in loops over arrays
to decrease the number of pessimistic miss categorisations.

Ferdinand et al. [FMW97] use abstract interpretation techniques to conser-
vatively estimate instruction cache hits and misses. The analysis works over a
partially unrolled graph allowing the analysis to differ between first and remain-
ing iterations of a loop. Heckmann et al. [HLTW03] presents an extension of the
approach working to unified caches and caches with pseudo-LRU replacement
strategies.

Some approaches integrate the cache analysis into the calculation phase.
Lim et al. [LBJ+95] analyse the instruction cache behaviour by traversing the
syntax tree of a program, determining a cache behaviour abstraction for each
node. Kim et al. [KMH96] add data cache analysis to the approach.

Li et al. [LMW96] build a cache conflict graph to model conflicting instruc-
tion cache accesses. The graph is converted to a set of linear constraints, and
solved as part of the calculation phase. Ottosson and Sjödin [OS97] employ
constraint techniques to model the execution time gains from using instruction
caches and data caches.

Lundqvist and Stenström [LS00] perform instruction and data cache analysis
together with flow analysis and calculation in an extended processor simulator.
In [Lun02] the data cache analysis is extended to handle more types of compli-
cated data, including data structures with unknown placement in memory.

The cache analysis used by Stappert and Altenbernd [SA00] uses data flow
analysis methods to determine instruction and data cache behaviour for pro-
grams without loops. The pipeline analysis is performed simultaneously.

Little work has addressed the behaviour of unified caches, mainly due to the
complexity introduced by having data and instructions blocks competing for the
same locations in the cache. However, Ferdinand et al. [FHL+01] have devised
a low-level analysis for a processor employing a unified cache. Value analysis
using abstract interpretation is performed on the object code of the program in
order to determine the potential target addresses of data access instructions.

An alternative route to limit the unpredictability caused by caches is by lock-
ing the contents of the cache. Puaut and Decotigny has performed some work
in algorithm for selecting the contents of statically locked caches [PD02]. Vera
et al. performs data cache analysis and cache locking for achieving predictable
data cache behaviour.

Branch prediction analysis

Branch prediction is another global effect that can have a large effect on the
execution time of a program. The outcome of a conditional branch can only
be determined quite late in the pipeline and unless some guess is made as to
where the program will continue, the pipeline will be stalled until the branch is
decided.
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Branch predictions are used to guide an out-of-order processor in speculative
execution. In speculative execution the processor carries on executing instruc-
tions in spite of unresolved conditions such as branches or memory accesses.
Later, when the condition is resolved, it becomes clear whether the speculation
executed can be affirmed. If not, they have to be cancelled and the correct
instructions executed.

The simplest form of branch prediction techniques are static in that the
guesses are statically defined and not dependent on the actual program execu-
tion. For example, a simple rule is to assume that all backward branches are
always taken, using the fact that programs spend most of their time executing
in loops.

To reach higher predictability dynamic techniques have been developed. In
one-level branch prediction each branch is predicted based on its recent execu-
tion history of outcomes. Some recent processor designs for desktop and server
uses two-level dynamic branch prediction techniques [YP93, Gwe95]. In two-
level predictors, the recent branch history of several branches is used in order
to derive patterns in how a single branch behaves or in how several branch
outcomes are correlated.

Colin and Puaut [CP00] model the effect of the local branch predictor scheme
for the Intel Pentium processor. The result is a classification of branch predic-
tions similar to the instruction cache reference classification performed by Healy
et al. [HAM+99], e.g., always-miss-predicted or first-time-miss-predicted.

Mitra and Roychoudhury [MR01, MR02] model the effect of global branch
predictors using linear constraints. The analysis is integrated with the calcula-
tion where the effects of branch predictions and the program timing is calculated.

Engblom [Eng03] investigate the execution time variations caused by branch
prediction for a number of advanced processors. Using measurements he ob-
serves hard-to-predict execution time variation for dynamic branch predictor
schemes, and notes that they sometimes cause inversions, where executing more
iterations of a loop takes less time than executing fewer. The conclusion is that
dynamic predictors schemes should be avoided in real-time systems where high
execution time predictability is desired.

MMU analysis

For a system using a memory-management unit (MMU), there is a need to anal-
yse the worst-case timing of memory accesses in more detail. The MMU is used
to translate virtual addresses to physical addresses. A Translation Lookaside
Buffer (TLB) is a cache holding the most recent address translations, thereby
providing a faster mapping. Using a MMU the time required to load a value
from memory can be quite high (even for fast memory and no cache), since a
TLB miss may require a complex table walk in main memory, involving several
memory accesses.

Bernat and Audsley [BA01] present some techniques to reduce the penalty
introduced by TLB misses.
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2.3.2 Local low-level analysis
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Figure 2.3: Example of pipelined execution

The local low-level analysis handles machine timing effects that depend on
a single instruction and its immediate neighbours. Examples of such features
are memory access speed and pipeline effects.

On embedded systems, there are usually several different memory areas, each
with different timing. On-chip ROM and RAM are fast, while off-chip memory
typically takes several extra cycles to access. A suitable analysis must be able
to safely determine which memory accesses that goes to a certain memory area.

Pipeline analysis

The majority of research in local low-level analysis has been directed at pipeline
analysis. Just like in global analysis, pessimistic but safe approaches are some-
times necessary, but thanks to the typically simpler behaviour of pipelines, the
precision is usually higher for local low-level analysis.

The idea behind pipelining is to increase performance by overlapping the
execution of successive instructions. An instruction proceed through a number
of stages in order to execute, and while one instruction is in one stage another
instruction can be in another stage. Not all instructions need to use all stages
and a pipeline can have several parallel paths that instructions can take.

Figure 2.3(a) shows an example pipeline consisting of five stages. In the (IF)
stage an instruction is fetched from memory, in the (ID) stage the instruction
is decoded and operands read from registers. In the (EX) stage arithmetic op-
erations are performed and the effective target address calculated. In the (MEM)
stage memory is accessed for data and in the (WB) stage the values computed in
EX or read from memory in (MEM) are written back to registers.

Figure 2.3(b) shows an example of non-pipelined execution of instructions
A, B and C, where one instruction must complete before the next one can start.
The vertical dimension illustrate the stages in the pipeline and the horizontal
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dimension represent time. Figure 2.3(c) shows an execution where the instruc-
tions overlap in the pipeline. Note that pipelining does not reduce the number of
stages needed to complete an instruction, instead it increases the rate in which
instructions are started and completed, (i.e., the throughput).

Under ideal conditions, the speedup from pipelining equals the number of
pipeline stages, but in most cases the speedup is lower due to instruction and
resource dependencies. For example, in Figure 2.3(c) the B instruction uses
the (EX) for two clock-cycles causing a stall in the C instruction where it has
to wait in the (ID) stage without doing any work. Examples of dependencies
causing stalls are structural hazards which occur when two instruction need
the same pipeline stage at the same cycle, data hazards which occur when one
instruction has to wait for some data generated by a previous instruction and
control hazards which occur when a branch instruction might change the next
instruction to execute.

Pipelines come in a wide range of architectural complexity. In general, to
reach higher performance, more complex pipelines with higher level of paral-
lelism are required. In simpler pipelines all instructions are executed in-order,
i.e., in the order specified by the program, and at most one new instruction
can be issued per clock-cycle. In scalar pipelines the execution can split into
multiple branches, e.g., by allowing long running floating point instructions to
execute in parallel with the other instructions. A VLIW (Very Long Instruc-
tion Word) processor allows several instructions to start at the same clock cycle.
The instructions are processed in-order and are statically grouped at compile
time. A superscalar CPU also allows several instructions to start at the same
clock cycle, but the instructions to be issued are dynamically grouped during
run time. A superscalar out-of-order processor allows several instructions to
start at the same time, the instructions are issued dynamically and does not
need to be issued in the order specified by the program.

The results of global low-level analysis can be incorporated into the final
WCET estimate in several different ways. The simplest approach is to assign
a certain execution time penalty to bad cases like cache misses, and then add
this penalty to the execution time estimate to account for the global effect
[LBJ+95, KMH96, TF98, CP00]. A more precise approach is to use the global
results as input to the local low-level analysis, and simulate the result of the
cache miss on the actual execution of instructions in the processor pipeline
[HAM+99, EE99, SA00, FHL+01].

Pipeline reservation tables are commonly used by WCET researchers to pro-
vide a detailed model of the behaviour of pipelined processors. Each instruction
uses one or several of the pipeline resources in a predetermined manner and the
table is used to model the resource usage and interaction between instructions.
The concept can be illustrated in a fashion similar to the pipeline diagram shown
in Figure 2.3(c).

Atanassov et al. [AKP01] have built a model for the pipelined Infineon C167
processor using constant execution times for each instruction plus formulas that
account for the interference between neighbouring instructions, the effect of
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memory access times, etc.
Lim et al. [LBJ+95] analyse the pipeline overlap between program basic

blocks in conjunction with instruction cache analysis. The target processor is
a MIPS R3000/3010, with parallel integer and floating-point pipelines and in-
order issue, modelled using reservation tables similar to our pipeline diagrams.
Lim et al. [LHKM98] extends the approach to handle in-order superscalar pro-
cessors. This analysis works over instruction dependence- and latency graphs
instead of reservation tables [LHKM98].

Healy et al. [HAM+99] analyse the concatenation of reservation tables for
a MicroSPARC 1 processor (similar in complexity to the MIPS R3000/3010),
over paths inside loops and functions).

Colin and Puaut [CP01a, CP01a] perform WCET analysis for one of the
integer pipelines of a Pentium processor, using reservation tables for pair of
instructions.

Altenbernd and Stappert [SA00] performs pipeline analysis for a somewhat
simplified model of the PowerPC 604 processor. The pipeline analysis is inte-
grated with the instruction cache analysis and computes a pipeline reservation
table for each basic block. Pairs of tables are safely concatenated in the calcu-
lation phase to find the longest path.

Wolf and Ernst [WE01] analyse the pipeline behaviour of the scalar Strong-
ARM and SPARClite processors using processor simulators, or special devel-
opment hardware for the processors, avoiding the need for a special pipeline
model. They concatenate pair of paths conservatively.

Schneider and Ferdinand [SF99] analyse the in-order superscalar Super-
SPARC I using an abstract pipeline state to model the timing effect of the
superscalar pipeline. Ferdinand et al. [FHL+01] analyse the pipeline and cache
for the scalar ColdFire 5307 processor, also using an abstract pipeline model.

Lundqvist and Stenström [LS00] perform pipeline analysis for a simplified
PowerPC processor with in-order dual instruction issue. The analysis is per-
formed as part of their instruction-level simulation and is integrated with the
cache and flow analysis. They use an extended reservation table including in-
formation on both pipeline states and possible register and memory contents.

Petters and Färber [PF99, Pet00] perform the pipeline analysis for the super-
scalar Pentium III and Athlon processors by running code on the real hardware.
The analysis is thus intrinsically integrated with the global low-level analysis
they use.

Ottosson and Sjödin [OS97] extract pipeline overlap between basic blocks
using pipeline reservation tables. The resulting timing yodel assign times to
basic blocks and negative timing effects to edges to capture pipeline overlaps
both within and between basic blocks. The timing model presented in Chapter 6
is a generalisation of their timing model, allowing for pipeline overlaps between
blocks which are not neighbours [EE99].

Lindgren et al. [LHT00, Lin02] uses measurements to derive timing for
WCET analysis. They derive a system of linear equations from a number of pro-
gram measurements. The solutions to these equations gives timing for program
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fragments, from which, together with flow information, execution time WCET
estimates for the entire program can be derived.

Bate et al. [BBMP00] form a WCET model for a Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) by calculating an execution time for each JVM instruction in isolation,
and a speedup for each pair of JVM instructions when executed in sequence.
The assumption is that a very simple ahead-of-time compiler is used to translate
Java byte codes to native code for the target platform.

Lundqvist and Stenström [LS99] note that out-of-order processors with dy-
namic instruction scheduling are subject to timing anomalies. These are cases
when a shorter execution time of one or several instructions, e.g., a cache hit
instead of a cache miss, might lead to a greater program execution time for the
whole program.

Bernat et al. [BCP02] takes another approach to handle interaction of com-
plex hardware features by providing probabilistic WCET estimates. Each basic
block is given a probabilistic execution time distribution, reflecting that it will
not always be executed in the worst case manner. By combining several basic
block distributions an execution time distribution for the whole program are
constructed.

Heckmann et al. [HLTW03] models the pipeline behaviour of the Coldfire
MCF 5307 and the PowerPC processors. The analysis is based on abstract in-
terpretation and works over a model integrating several performance enhancing
features like speculative execution, branch prediction, out-of-order execution,
caching and pipelining. This approach unifies the global and local low-level
analysis into one analysis.

Our pipeline analysis method, outlined in Chapter 6, does not need to ex-
plicitly model the internal pipeline behaviour of the processor [EE99, Eng02].
Instead we treat the hardware model as a block box, allowing us to use any
trace-driven cycle-accurate processor model (or even the hardware itself) to
perform WCET analysis.

2.3.3 Other hardware aspects

There are some other common hardware features that might affect the execution
time of a program, including DRAM refresh, task switching, interrupts and
DMA controllers. As mentioned in Section 1.3.1 these factors are not considered
when performing WCET analysis, and should instead be accounted for in some
subsequent analysis, e.g., schedulability analysis. However, we need to safely
derive the effect these features might have on the execution time.

Dynamic random access memory (DRAM), unlike static random access
memory (SRAM), has to be periodically refreshed to retain its data. This re-
fresh will occasionally make the memory unavailable, leading to unpredictable
delays to a program. The effect can be measured to be a few percent of the
total execution time. Atanassov and Puschner [AP01] outlines an approach to
determine the impact of the DRAM refresh on the execution time.
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Direct memory access (DMA) controllers transfer data between main mem-
ory and I/O devices, often in parallel to instruction execution of the CPU. The
DMA controller can slow down the execution by “stealing” bus cycles from the
executing program.

In multi-tasking systems the execution can switch between different pro-
cesses. Using preemptive task scheduling a task can be preempted by higher
priority processes. Similarly, interrupts invoke executions of interrupt-handler
routines, thereby stopping a currently executing task. The cache and pipeline
contents of the preempted task can be radically altered when it continues execut-
ing, something which might invalidate previously derived low-level analysis re-
sults. There are several proposed techniques to account for cache and pipeline re-
lated preemption delays in multi-tasking systems [BMSO+96, LHS+96, Sch00].

2.3.4 Hardware modelling

Almost all WCET researchers relies on models of the processor on which a pro-
gram is executed. For pipelined processors, a variety of modelling methods have
been used: cycle-accurate simulators [EE99, ZWR+01, Eng02], special-purpose
models using reservation tables or similar techniques to model the behaviour of
the processor pipeline [LBJ+95, Sta97, HAM+99, CP01a], dependence graphs
[LHKM98], pipeline abstractions [SF99, FHL+01], and tables of instruction ex-
ecution times and inter-instruction effects [BBMP00, AKP01]. All approaches
share the common problem of not using the actual hardware but rather a model
of it, and thus bringing the quality of the model into question.

Engblom [Eng02] identifies several error sources in constructing a hardware
model for WCET analysis, including hardware bugs, manual writing errors and
simulator implementation errors. Another complicating factor is that proces-
sor manufactures are not generally providing information on the behaviour of
their processors on the detailed level needed to construct a safe WCET analy-
sis model. Engblom concludes that a good hardware model must be validated
against hardware and to achieve high agreement between the model and the real
target hardware, simple processors should preferably be used.

Montán [Mon00] validated and debugged the simulator for a V850E proces-
sor. The validation was made by executing small instruction sequences both
on the simulator and on an emulator, comparing the results and identifying
discrepancies. The resulting simulator is reported to perform close to the real
hardware but still containing some differences in execution time compared to
the emulator. The simulator is used in our WCET tool prototype (see Section
10).

Atanassov et al. [AKP01] use measurements on hardware to validate a worst-
case execution time model for an Infineon C167. They do not attempt to build
an exact simulator for the processor, but rather aim for a safe timing model of
the target processor suitable for WCET analysis.

Black and Shen [BS98] validates and fine-tunes a model of a PowerPC 604
processor by comparing executions of small programs both on their simulator
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and on real hardware. They report that they never manage to get a perfect
correspondence between the simulator and the hardware. Fixing an error in the
simulator sometimes revealed other errors that had been masked by the first,
and the total error could thus increase for some fixes.

Desikan et al. [DBK01] validated a simulator for the superscalar Compaq
21264 processor. They report on a resulting difference between the target hard-
ware and simulator timing ranging from 2% of small microbenchmarks up to
40% for larger programs in the Spec suite.

The question of how to validate the hardware model definitely becomes more
important when the complexity of the hardware increases. Especially, for pro-
cessors using a lot of performance enhancing features, like caches, pipelines,
branch predictors etc. the validation process becomes more complicated, since
all modelled interactions between these features have to be validated. The qual-
ity of a derived WCET estimate is definitely questionable when the timing of the
used model differs significantly from the target hardware. Another complicating
factor is that many WCET researchers do not work on a concrete system model,
but use abstractions, e.g., merging of cache and pipeline states, something which
can not be found in a real processor.

We have been working with hardware model validation in mind, by allowing
us to use existing trace driven simulators to obtain program timing (see Section
6.5). We believe that the more concrete and executable the hardware model is,
the easier the validation process becomes.

2.4 Calculation

The purpose of the calculation is to calculate the WCET estimate for the pro-
gram, given the program flow and global and local low-level analysis results.
There are three main categories of calculation methods proposed in the WCET
literature: tree-based, path-based or IPET (Implicit Path Enumeration Tech-
nique).

2.4.1 Tree-based calculation

In a tree-based calculation, the WCET estimate is generated by a bottom-up
traversal of a tree corresponding to a syntactical parse tree of the program. The
syntax-tree is a representation of the program whose nodes describe the struc-
ture of the program (e.g., sequences, loops or conditionals) and whose leaves
represent basic blocks. Rules are given for traversing the tree, translating each
node in the tree into an equation that expresses its timing based on the tim-
ing of its child nodes. The method is conceptually simple and computationally
quite cheap, but encounters problems when handling advanced flow information,
since the computations are local within a single program statement and thus
cannot consider dependences between statements. Also, the method has prob-
lem handling unstructured and optimised code, since it makes the syntax-tree
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Figure 2.4: Different calculation methods

and transformation rules hard to construct.
Figure 2.4(a) shows an example control-flow graph with timing on the nodes

and loop-bound flow information. Figure 2.4(d) illustrates how a tree-based
calculation method would proceed over the graph according to the program
syntax-tree and given transformation rules. Collection of nodes are collapsed
into single nodes, simultaneously deriving a timing for the new node. Since the
processing order is pre-defined flow information between non-related program
parts, e.g., between C and F, are hard to handle. Similarly, hardware depen-
dencies between non-local parts of the code are difficult to handle, and must be
treated in a pessimistic fashion to guarantee the safeness of the analysis.

The first approach to tree-based calculation was presented by Park and Shaw
working on a source-code program level. They dubbed the approach “tim-
ing schema” [PS90], using time intervals for the transformation rules, and ex-
tracted both BCET and WCET estimates for their example programs. The
approach was extended to include pipeline and cache states by Lim et al.
[LBJ+95, LHKM98, KMH96]. The method presented by Chapman [Cha95]
also builds on a tree-based calculation. Puschner et al. [PPVZ92] use a tree
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representation which contains some path and timing information. Bate et al.
[BBMP00] perform a tree-based calculation where the number of executions
of each type of JVM instruction is propagated, and not actual execution times.
Colin and Bernat [CB02] extend the syntax-tree with a possibility of giving sym-
bolic information on the relative execution frequency of sub-branches. Bernat
et al. [BCP02] extends the tree-based calculation to include probabilistic timing
for the nodes in the tree.

2.4.2 Path-based calculation

In a path-based calculation, the WCET estimate is generated by calculating
times for different paths in a program, searching for the overall path with the
longest execution time. The defining feature is that possible execution paths are
explicitly represented. The path-based approach is natural within a single loop
iteration, but has problems with flow information stretching across loop-nesting
levels.

Figure 2.4(b) illustrates how a path-based calculation method would proceed
over the graph in Figure 2.4(a). The loop in the graph is first identified and the
longest path within the loop is found. The time for the longest path is combined
with the loop bound flow information to extract a WCET estimate for the whole
program. The path-based approach is able to capture hardware dependencies
between instructions within the same path. For hardware effects going over
the analysis boundaries, some type of pessimistic and safe assumption must be
made. Some path-based methods have problem handling code containing large
amount of branches, since it makes the number of possible paths to consider very
large. Another problem for the method is unstructured code, since it makes it
difficult to define what constitutes a path or a single iteration.

Healy et al. [HAM+99] look for longest paths inside loops and functions,
one loop nesting level at a time, with some special-case handling for cache and
pipeline effects between loop levels. Flow information can be used to prune the
set of allowable paths, by limiting the number of times a particular path can be
executed [HW99].

Stappert and Altenbernd [SA00] investigate the longest paths in a non-
looping program, and select the feasible path.

Renaux et al. explicitly extract all the possible paths through a program
segment [RGL02]. They use a hardware model consisting of pipeline reservation
tables and an abstract cache state.

The method presented by Petters and Färber [PF99] extract a number of
paths of interest. The information is used to instrument object code and the
timing of the extracted paths are derived using measurements on real hardware.

In Chapter 7 we will present a efficient path-based calculation method. The
method is able to handle complex flow information and timing effects between
non-local program parts.
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2.4.3 IPET

IPET calculation is based on a representation of program flow and execution
times using algebraic and/or logical constraints. Each basic block and/or edge
in the basic block graph is given a time (tentity) and a count variable (xentity),
denoting the number of times that block or edge is executed. The WCET is
found by maximising the sum

∑
i∈entities xi ∗ ti, subject to constraints reflecting

the structure of the program and possible flows. The result is a worst-case count
for each node and edge, and not an explicit path like in path-based calculation.

Figure 2.4(b) shows the constraints and WCET formula generated by a
IPET-based calculation method for the program illustrated in Figure 2.4(a).
The start and exit constraints states that the program must be started and ex-
ited once. The structural constraints reflects the possible program flow, meaning
that for a basic block to be executed it must be entered the same number of
times as it is exited. The loop bound is specified as a constraint on the number
of times node A can be executed.

IPET constraint systems can be solved using either constraint-solving [OS97,
EE99] or integer linear programming techniques (ILP) [PS95, FMW97, HLS00b,
LM95], with ILP being the most popular thanks to the availability of efficient
solvers. Constraint solving allows for more complex constraints to be expressed,
with a potential risk of larger solution times.

The term “implicit path enumeration technique” (IPET) was coined by Ma-
lik et al. [LM95], reflecting that the longest path no longer is explicit but im-
plicitly defined. In [LMW96] the approach was extended to simultaneously de-
rive the effects of instruction caches. Puschner et al. [PS95, Pus94] presents
a similar approach, with execution time on edges, also showing how some
path information can be expressed by numerical constraints. Ferdinand et al.
[FMW97, HLTW03] also use IPET, including the timing effects of both pipelin-
ing and caches (but not the analysis) in the final calculation. IPET is usually
applied across a whole program, but Holsti et al. [HLS00b] apply it on a per-
function basis.

Ottosson and Sjödin [OS97] present an IPET-based approach using con-
straint programming techniques to model possible program flow, pipeline and
cache effects in a common framework. Wolf and Ernst [WE01] use IPET over
program segments potentially containing several basic blocks. This makes their
approach a hybrid between IPET and path-based calculation.

In Chapter 8 we will present an IPET-based calculation method able to
handle local flow information and timing effects between non-local parts of the
program. Compared to our path-based calculation, our IPET-based approach
is able to handle more types of complex flow information.

2.4.4 Parametrized WCET calculation

Sometimes, the input data to a program cannot be bounded in a reasonable
fashion, but the data will become known only when the program is executed.
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For example, a sorting function in a library will have the data size fixed when
called. In such cases, it is possible that instead of generating a single hard
WCET estimate, the result of the WCET calculation is a parametric formula
containing unknowns that are fixed when the WCET estimate is needed in a
running system. A simple parametric formula might provide valuable insight
into how parameters will affect the program execution time.

Possible parameters are input variables to the program, or entities that stand
for unknown program flow information, like an upper bounds on loop iterations
in a particular situation. Another example is a real-time operating system,
where the WCET of certain interrupt handling routines might depend on the
number of processes in the system [CEE+02, CP99]. Another possibility of
parametric information is in the hardware timing, e.g., a cache miss might take
different time depending on the particular memory configuration used.

There have been a few attempts to construct parametric WCET analysis.
Chapman [Cha95] generates a symbolic time expression for a program using a
tree-based calculation. Colin and Bernat [CB02] presents the scope-tree struc-
ture4 as a way of representing the worst-case execution time of a program sym-
bolically. The approach is tree-based and extends the timing schema calculation
model with a possibility of giving symbolic information on the relative execution
frequency of subbranches in the syntax-tree.

Vivancos et al. [VHMW01] propose a method for calculating WCET for loops
with a parameterised number of loop iterations. A simple symbolic formula for
the WCET of a loop is assumed and the loop timing behaviour is iterated
until possible convergence. This method takes low-level features like caches and
pipelines into account, but is restricted to local analysis of loops and can not
take global flow constraints into account. Parametric analysis of nested loops
also seems to pose a problem.

Lisper [Lis03] proposes a technique to derive parametric constraints on the
program flow. The method is based on abstract interpretation over polyhedra
representing possible program variable values. The method outlined propose
the use of a parametric integer programming solver to perform a symbolical
IPET calculation.

2.5 WCET tools

There have been a number of more or less complete “WCET tools” presented
in the literature. Not all research groups have produced a complete and usable
tool, and most tools currently available are basically niche products or research
prototypes. To call a product a usable WCET tool we believe that there are a
number of properties that it should fulfil:
� Basically, it should produce safe and tight estimates of the WCET and pro-

vide deeper insight in the timing behaviour of the analysed program and

4not to be confused with our scopegraph representation, presented in Chapter 5.
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target hardware.
� The tool should be reasonably retargetable, supporting several type of proces-

sors with different hardware configurations. It is valuable to provide insight
in how different hardware features will affect the execution time.

� The tool should be able to handle optimised and unstructured code. Also,
code for which the source-code is not available, e.g., library functions and
hand-written assembler, should be possible to handle.

� The tool and analysis should be reasonably automatic, easy to use and should
not require any complex user interaction.

� The user should be able to interact with the tool and provide additional
information for tightening the WCET estimate, e.g., constraints on variable
values and information on infeasible paths.

� The user should be able to specify which part of the code to measure, ranging
from individual statements, loops and functions to the whole program.

� The user should be able to view extracted results on both a source code and
object code level. The information should provide insight in code parts which
are executed, and how often.

Today, there is no tool fully supporting all points above. The main compli-
cating factor is the complexity involved in understanding and safely determin-
ing the timing behaviour of modern hardware, but also the limited market for
WCET analysis tools. Embedded system developers are in general unaware of
the potential benefits of using static WCET analysis.

We believe that a WCET tool should be closely integrated with a compiler,
mainly because compilers generate a large amount of information that can be
very useful for WCET analysis, but which is not part of standard object-code
formats and thus cannot easily be communicated to stand-alone tools. Also, a
compiler is the natural place to handle the mapping problem, thereby support-
ing flow information on both a source and object code level. For time-critical
systems a WCET tool might provide feedback helping the compiler to generate
code for better timing predictability.

The research group at Florida State University, USA, has attacked a lot of
WCET analysis problems, producing a tool which supports many of the above
points [HAM+99]. The tool is closely connected to their research vpo com-
piler and can therefore handle optimised code and provide timing information
both on a source and object code level [KHR+96, KWH95]. The tool is able
to automatically derive some flow information on loop-bounds and infeasible
paths [HSRW98, HW99]. Their target processor is MicroSPARC 1. They have
developed analysis algorithms supporting several types of caches, including asso-
ciative instruction caches [HAM+99], multi-level caches [Mül97] and data caches
[WMH+97]. The tool is a research prototype and is not commercially available.

The Bound-T tool from Space Systems Finland (SSF) was developed with
support of the European Space Agency (ESA) for the use in space applications.
They support several target processors, including Intel 8051, Analog Devices
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ADSP-21020 and the ERC-32 space SPARC processors. They work on the
object code level, having modules for reading and decoding binary files and
extracting control-flow graphs. Some flow information is found by automatic
flow analysis using Presburger arithmetic. The tool is commercially available,
has been used in real systems, and is described in more detail in [HLS00b,
HLS00a, HS02].

The AbsInt company [Abs03] is a spin-off from the research at the Unver-
sität des Saarlandes, Germany. They provide a tool suite specialised in compiler
technology for microcontrollers and DSPs, program optimisation and WCET
analysis. A basis for their work is PAG (Program Analysis Generator) [AM95],
a tool which supports the generation of static program analysers. Target pro-
cessors supported for WCET analysis are the Coldfire MCF 5307 and PowerPC
750/755. The analysis works on the machine-code level, reconstructing control-
flow graphs from the object code [The01b] and supporting the analysis of several
complex hardware features, including speculative execution, out-of-order execu-
tion and unified caches [HLTW03]. The tool has several levels of graphical
interfaces for detailed hardware analysis information and feedback of WCET
execution information [LFW02, TSH+03]. Some flow analysis is performed on
the object code level, including dead code detection using range analysis over
register values [FHL+01], but loop bounds must be provided manually. The
tool is commercially available and has been used at Airbus within EU projects
[TSH+03].

The Cinderella tool [Cin97] developed at Princeton University, USA is a
research prototype freely available for download. The tool works on the object-
code level, and has an interface for providing flow information by linear con-
straints. Their target processors are the Intel i960KB and Motorola MC68000.
Both cache and pipeline behaviour is formulated using linear constraints and
solved in the IPET-based calculation phase [LM95, LMW96]. No development
has been made in recent years and no attempt to provide commercial support
has been made.

The Heptane (Hades Embedded Processor Timing ANalyzEr) tool [Hep03]
developed at IRISA ACES team (Ambient Computing and Embedded Systems),
Rennes, France is available for download under GPL license. Target architec-
tures supported are Pentium and Mips including analysis of instruction caches,
branch prediction and pipeline behaviour. The calculation method used is tree-
based. Loops can be annotated using symbolic annotations and evaluated using
Maxima, a symbolic computation tool. The tool is is a research prototype and
currently under development.

In the following chapters we will present our WCET tool architecture and
prototype implementation in more detail.



Chapter 3

A Modular WCET Tool
Architecture

To facilitate the design of powerful and portable WCET tools, we have defined
a modular WCET tool architecture. The architecture is based on well-defined
data structures providing an interface between replaceable modules. The data
structures are used to hold the output from different analysis and provide input
to others.

3.1 Analysis modules and data structures
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Figure 3.1: WCET tool architecture

Figure 3.1 illustrates our modular WCET tool architecture. Compared to
the conceptual view in Figure 2.1, interface data structures have been added and
the low-level analysis module has been split into the modules for global low-level
analysis and local low-level analysis. The resulting modules in our WCET tool
architecture are:
� flow analysis: determines the possible program flow, i.e., the possible se-

quences of instructions that may be executed.

39
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� global low-level analysis: determines the effects of caches, branch predictors,
etc. i.e., machine-dependent factors that need to be modelled over the entire
global program to be correctly determined.

� local low-level analysis: determines the effect of pipelining, i.e., the machine-
dependent factors that can be handled locally for a few neighbouring instruc-
tions. Generates execution time for program parts.

� calculation: combines flow and timing information to calculate a program
WCET estimate.

It is possible to combine results of different type of analyses, each adding infor-
mation to the interface data structures. This makes it easy to extend the tool
with new analyses, without disturbing the existing modules.

We use three interface data-structures in our architecture: the basic block
graph, the scope graph and the timing model. The basic block graph is a graph
representation of the executable program code, the scope graph is a graph format
for representing program flow and global low-level analysis results, and the
timing model is a representation for program timing. The following subsections
will give a brief introduction to the different data-structures.

3.2 The basic block graph

The object code contains the executable code of the program being analyzed
and is target-dependent by nature. The object code can be partitioned into one
or more instructions and different processors support different instruction sets.
Figure 3.2(a) shows an example of a small C function and Figure 3.2(b) shows
the corresponding assembler code.
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Figure 3.2: Example of basic block graph
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All data structures in our tool architecture are based on the possibility of
partitioning the instructions in the object code into basic blocks. A basic block
is a maximal sequence of instructions that can be entered only at the first
instruction in the sequence and exited only at the last instruction in the sequence
[Muc97]. The generated basic blocks are used to construct a basic block graph.
Figure 3.2(c) shows the basic blocks graph generated from the assembler code in
Figure 3.2(b). The edges between basic blocks represent the potential program
flows between the basic blocks. For example, in Figure 3.2(c), there is an arrow
from basic block foo to foo 1 since there is an unconditional jump instruction
at the end of block foo with the first instruction in foo 1 as target.

The basic block model normally used is the one used in compilers where each
machine instruction in the program is only present in one basic block. However,
there are some special cases when the basic block model used for WCET analysis
needs to be different from the one used by compilers [HLS00b, Eng02].

It is possible to use compiled code or handwritten assembler with our tech-
nique, since it is neutral regarding how the basic blocks are generated. For such
code, control-flow analysis algorithms [Muc97, ASU86] can be used to construct
the basic-block graph. If only executable code is available, like for pre-compiled
library code, disassembling and more advanced control-flow graph restructuring
techniques, such as the one presented by Theiling [The01a], are needed.

The generated basic block graph could include code from several different
files and functions. For programs making use of function pointers or dynamic
dispatching it can sometimes be hard at compile time to safely derive the pro-
gram flow, since we can not know the function(s) that will be called at a par-
ticular function call site. If so, analyses for determining which variables and
functions that potentially might be referenced by different pointers can be used
to construct the basic block graph [EH94, Ste96, Das00, HP00].

3.3 The scope graph

The scope graph is a format used to represent the dynamic execution behaviour
of a program. The graph consists of nodes and edges where each node is referring
to a basic block in the basic block graph and a basic block might be referenced
by several different scope nodes. By separating the flow representation format
from the basic block format we are able to represent more dynamic execution
behaviour and are not restricted by a particular compiler, instruction set or
basic block model.

The nodes in the scope graph are partitioned into scopes reflecting the dy-
namic structure of the program in terms of function calls, loops, recursive calls
and unstructured code parts. Scopes are necessary in order to carry program
flow execution, in particular bounds for all loops and context-sensitive flow in-
formation for function calls. Additional flow information can be added to the
scope graph using our flow fact language.

Figure 3.3 shows an example scope graph generated from the basic block
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Figure 3.3: Scope graph with flow information

graph given in Figure 3.2(c). For this particular example, the generated scope
graph has the same underlying structure as the basic block graph and each
basic block is referenced by just one scope node. The scopes in the scope graph
correspond to the loop and function found in the basic block graph.

To each scope some flow information has been added. Each scope has a
loop bound attached to it, providing an upper bound on the number of times
the header node in the scope can be executed for each entry of the scope. The
loop scope has two additional flow facts. The first flow fact specifies that for
each time loop is entered, node E must be taken during each of the first five
loop iterations (but not that the loop needs to iterate 5 times). The second fact
specifies that for each time loop is entered node E can be taken at most five
times. Chapter 5 will present the scope graph and flow fact language in more
detail.

The scope graph is also used to hold results from global low-level analyses.
After applying such analyses the nodes in the scope graph get annotated with
information on factors affecting their execution, which cannot be determined
from the instructions themselves. An example of such execution information
is if instructions will hit or miss the cache. Figure 3.4 shows how the nodes
in the scope graph given in Figure 3.3 has been extended with such execution
information. In Section 6.1 we will outline how results from different global
low-level analyses can be added to the scope graph.
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Figure 3.4: Scope graph with flow and execution information

3.4 The timing model

The scope graph is used as an input format to our local low-level pipeline anal-
ysis. The analysis derives execution times for a given sequences of instructions
annotated with execution facts. We have constructed an analysis which do not
require any special-purpose hardware model, but can in principle make use of
any trace-driven cycle-accurate simulator. Since such processor simulators are
standard equipment in embedded system development, the usage of simulators
enhance retargetability.

The data structure resulting from the local low-level pipeline analysis is the
timing model. It is a representation for program timing consisting of times for
individual nodes (annotated with execution information), (denoted tnode), and
timing effects for sequences of nodes, (denoted δseq). The timing model allows
the execution time of a program to be composed from smaller parts, thereby
avoiding the need to model complete paths to capture interference between
instructions in different basic blocks. The timing model is separated from the
hardware model used to derive the timing, i.e., the simulator, thereby avoiding
the need for detailed hardware modelling in the calculation. The timing model
can alternatively be represented as a timing graph: a graph with timing on
nodes and timing effects on edges. Figure 3.5 shows the timing model and
timing graph generated from the scope graph given in Figure 3.4.

The calculation module takes the input of a scope graph annotated with flow
facts, representing possible program flow, and a timing model, representing pro-
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Figure 3.5: Timing model and timing graph

gram timing. Different calculation methods can make different use of flow and
timing information, basically trading speed for precision. Chapter 7, Chapter
8 and Chapter 9 will present three different calculation methods. Each calcu-
lation method can be replaced independently from the other analysis modules,
pinpointing the benefit of our modular tool design.

3.5 Separation vs. integration

We have based our WCET tool architecture on a clear separation of modules
with distinguished interface data structures. By a modular design the archi-
tecture targets the requirements of retargetability, flexibility, efficiency and cor-
rectness, as discussed in Section 1.5.

Retargetability is supported since only minor parts of the tool have to be
replaced or rewritten to port the tool to new target platforms. Also, the usage of
cycle-accurate simulators in the pipeline analysis instead of constructing special
purpose hardware models, further supports retargetability.

Flexibility is supported by well-defined and expressive interfaces, making it
easy to vary and replace the different modules in our WCET architecture. Also,
by having well-defined interfaces data structures we can string together results
from various analyses with different complexity and resulting information.

Showing the correctness of a tool is supported by the modular structure
since it is easier to validate the individual modules in isolation. To guarantee
that a WCET estimate produced by a WCET analysis tool is safe and tight,
each analysis phase must be safe and tight in its own right. Otherwise, errors
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in one module could mask errors in other modules [EES01]. Also, the usage
of cycle-accurate simulators allows for easier validation against the real target
hardware, see Section 2.3.4.

Efficiency is supported by separating each type of analysis into a distin-
guished module, making each analysis simpler and implementation easier. The
integration of some analyses may cause excessive solution times due to the com-
plexity of the integrated problem, even if each separate problem is quite easy
to solve. For example, some researchers report on analysis times of minutes or
even hours even for quite small programs [LMW96, OS97].

So, considering all the benefits of separation why do not all WCET re-
searchers produce modular WCET analysis tools? The main reason is the com-
plexity involved in constructing models for and analyses of modern hardware.
For simple processors such as our target architectures, i.e., the NEC V850E and
the ARM9, with relative few performance enhancing features, the behaviour of
each feature is relatively independent, and can be separately analysed from each
other. For example, a cache analysis can provide input on possible cache hits
and misses of instructions to the pipeline analysis.

However, for more advanced processors, techniques like instruction prefetch-
ing, out-of-order execution and control-speculation introduce interdependen-
cies between different processor components, such as caches, pipelines, prefetch
queues, and branch prediction units. For example, in a processor making use
of speculative execution, instructions are speculatively fetched and executed.
Such instructions might cause cache misses, or even evict “useful” instructions
from the cache, even though the speculation turned out to be wrong and the
speculatively executed instructions should be discarded.

Performing separate analysis of such processor components might potentially
lead to pessimistic WCET estimates. This is because conservative assumptions
needs to be made in each individual analysis on the potential state of other
interfering components. For modern processors using a lot of such performance
enhancing features, the overall pessimism introduced by separate low-level anal-
ysis might become very high. The work by Heckmann et al. [HLTW03] contains
a good discussion on the need for integrated low-level analysis for advanced
hardware architectures. The authors show that for their target processors an
integrated global and local low-level analysis obtain much better WCET esti-
mates than the one from separate analysis. However, the integration complicates
the design of the analysis and increases the analysis running time and memory
demands.

Our modular tool architecture make no direct demands on what type of anal-
ysis to perform in the different modules. For complex hardware architectures
it is definitely possible to use a more integrated type of hardware analysis, but
keep the flow analysis and the calculation modules intact.
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Chapter 4

Representing Program Flow

In this chapter we will look more deeply into how program flow should be
represented for WCET analysis. The question we will answer are: What char-
acteristics must a suitable flow representation fulfill and what design options
are there to choose from?

4.1 Introduction

int foo(unsigned int x) { // A

char i = 0;
while(i < 100) { // B

if(i < 20 || x < 30) // C
x = x + 1; // D

else
x = x * 2; // E

i++; // F

if(errorcheck(i,x)) // G
return 0; // H

}
return x; // I

}
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Figure 4.1: Example program, flow information and control-flow graph

Figure 4.1 shows an example function foo, its corresponding control-flow
graph and some flow information. The capital letters A, B, etc. indicate the
basic blocks found in the control-flow graph to the right.

The flow information provided are examples of properties which we would
like to express for the given code fragment. For example, that for each time foo
is called the loop body can be executed at most 100 times. The bound is just
an upper bound, since the execution can leave the function before all iterations
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have been executed due to the errorcheck outcome. The i < 20 condition in
node C gives that statement E can not be executed during the first 20 iterations
of the loop, and depending on the input value of x statement D or E might be
executed during the following 10 iterations.

The given function can be executed in several different ways depending on
the possible input values of x. The flow information needs to be valid for all
these possible executions. Comparing the provided flow information we note
the last flow fact is more dynamic in its nature since it depends on the current
run-time value of the x variable. More detailed knowledge of possible values of
input variable x might allow us to tighten the flow information.

For this particular example the flow information can be given either in terms
of the program code, e.g., statement x = x + 1, or the corresponding executable
object-code, here illustrated as a control-flow graph, e.g., node D. In the case of
optimizing compilers the correspondence between the code levels is not always
that straightforward.

The given example indicates some things to take into consideration and
choices to make when constructing a representation for program flow suitable for
WCET analysis. The following sections will discuss and describe these choices
in more detail.

4.2 Including all possible executions

One noticeable consequence of performing the flow analysis as an analysis step
separate from the low-level analysis and calculation is that a safe flow represen-
tation suitable for WCET analysis must include all possible executions of the
program. This is because without any timing and hardware information we do
not know which execution path that gives the worst case timing. Only during
the calculation phase, when information on both possible flows and hardware
timing are available, certain execution paths can be safely excluded.

char bar(char x) {
if( x < 20 ) // A

x = x + 1; // B

else
x = x + 2; // C

return x; // D
}

Figure 4.2: Simple example program

The most complete form of program flow representation suitable for WCET
analysis would therefore be a simple explicit enumeration of all possible execu-
tion paths through a program. Every possible execution would be represented
using an ordered list of statements or instructions. For example, see the small
example program given in Figure 4.2. The function can be executed in two
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different ways depending on the input value of x. The two possible executions
of the example program are therefore: 〈A,B,D〉 and 〈A,C,D〉.

One of the strong features of computer programs is that the same code frag-
ment can be repeatedly executed, e.g., using loops or functions. Unfortunately,
this makes the set of possible executions paths to grow rapidly in size. The
explicit list representation of the dynamic behaviour of a program might be
suitable for small programs with one or a few possible execution paths, but
is too expensive for most real-world programs. Instead, we need a compact
approximate way of representing the dynamic behavior of the program. The
approximation must be:
� Safe – no feasible executions of the program should be excluded.
� Tight – as few infeasible executions as possible should be included.

4.3 Flows information characteristics

Investigating previous presented flow representations for WCET analysis we
note that they roughly can be partitioned into two separate parts: a program
representation and an additional flow information language.

The program representation is more or less closely connected to the program
code. This can range from including flow information annotation as a part of the
programming language or as additional annotations outside the programming
language (close connection) to having a special program format separate from
the real program (loose connection). The program representation comes in the
forms of graphs, syntax trees or program code and can be given in relation to
the source-, intermediate- or object- program code. See Section 2.2.2 for a more
detailed discussion of program representations.

The flow information language allows for constraining and relating execu-
tions of different programs entities found in the program representation, e.g.,
functions, loops, statements, nodes or edges. The expressiveness of the language
gives the type of flows that we are able to express. To be useful the language
must have a clear and precise semantics.

Investigating the connection between the program representation and the
flow information in more detail we note that some flow information is mandatory
and some flow information is not.

For a given program representation the amount of possible executions are
given by the structure of the program: all execution paths that can be traced
through the statements in the program code or the nodes and edges in a program
graph are considered possible, regardless of the semantics of the code. This set
is usually infinite, since all looping constructs can be taken an arbitrary number
of times. For example, for the program given in Figure 4.2 the structure gives
that statement B and statement C can not be executed during the same call of
function bar.

The set of possible executions are made finite by introducing basic finiteness
information, where all loops in the code are bound with some upper limit on the
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Figure 4.3: Relation between possible executions and flow information

number of executions. Such flow information is required to allow the extraction
of a WCET bound for a program. For example, in Figure 4.1 the loop body
execution bound provides such basic finiteness information.

Adding more flow information allows the set of executions to be narrowed
down further to a set of statically allowed paths. From this set the calculation
will extract the execution path with the worst case timing. A good flow repre-
sentation should allow us to make the set of statically allowed paths both safe
and tight in comparison to the set of actual execution paths. This additional
flow information is not mandatory but will allow us to produce tighter WCET
estimates. For example, in Figure 4.1 the flow information provided for nodes
D and E is not mandatory.

int baz(int x) {
if( x < 5 ) // A

x = x + 1; // B

else
x = x * 2; // C

if( x > 10 ) // D
x = sqrt(x); // E

return x; // F

}

Figure 4.4: Program with an infeasible path

The feasible paths through a program are not always easy to determine. For
example, a detailed investigation of the program in Figure 4.4 will conclude
that the path 〈A,B,D,E,F〉 is not possible to take due to the limitations on
the possible values of the x variable, i.e., if x is less than 5 in A then it can’t
be larger than 10 after executing B. Such execution paths are called infeasible
or false paths, i.e., an execution path allowed by the static structure of the
program, but not possible when the semantics of the code is taken into account.

Knowledge of possible variable values might sometimes allow us to reduce
the set of possible executions even further. For example, if the property x ≥ 10
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always hold when calling baz, only 〈A,C,D,E,F〉 is a feasible execution path.
The extreme case of an infeasible path is dead code, i.e., a piece of code

which is never possible to execute during any executions. Dead code can be
safely removed from the program without altering the program behaviour. Flow
information on infeasible paths and dead code are not mandatory but will allow
us to tighten the WCET estimate.

A infeasible path does not always have to be infeasible. For example, the
second flow information given in Figure 4.1 is specifying that E cannot be exe-
cuted during the first 20 iterations of the loop. For the remaining iterations E
is no longer infeasible.

We conclude that a flow information language should allow us to express
both basic finiteness flow information as well as additional tightening flow in-
formation, like information on infeasible paths and dead code.

4.4 Expressing flow analysis results

As presented in Section 2.2.1 researchers have developed analyses for automati-
cally deriving program flow information suitable for WCET analysis. A suitable
flow representation must be expressive enough to include results from such au-
tomatic flow analyses as well as user-provided manual annotations.

An intuitive way of providing flow information is by limiting the number of
times different program entities, e.g., loops, statement, nodes or edges, can be
taken. This can either be done using precise bounds, e.g., that a loop is iterated
exactly ten times, or upper or lower bounds, e.g., that a certain statement
cannot be taken more than five times. It is also beneficial if the executions of
different program entities can be related, e.g., that node A and node B will be
executed the same number of times.

A language for representing such flow information can consist of named spe-
cial relations between entities, e.g., using constructs like Park’s samepath(A,B)
[Par93]. An alternative is to use a more generic style based on mathematics,
e.g., by relations between variables which represent the number of times certain
entities can be taken, e.g., xA = xB [LM95, PS95]). The benefit of a generic
math-based language is that it can express flows that are hard to put in words
and that there is no immediate limit to the types of flows that can be expressed.
On the other hand, a special purpose constructs may be easier to understand
and express complex relations in a compact way, but requires that new language
constructs are invented in order to express new flows.

For a potential WCET-tool user the use of graphical interfaces might offer
a third and more suitable paradigm for expressing flow information [KHR+96].

4.5 Managing real-world code

The flow representation must allow us to express the flows found in real-world
programs. Researchers have investigated embedded software [Eng99a], the Enea
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OSE operating system [CEE+02], the RTEMS operating system [CP01b] and
common signal-processing algorithms [EY97], trying to determine the charac-
teristics of the code and program flow for embedded software. The results are
not in complete agreement, indicating the diversity of algorithms and coding
style employed in the embedded and real-time systems field.

Engblom compared properties of embedded programs and desktop programs
and its implications for WCET analysis [Eng99b, Eng99a]. He concludes that
embedded code has characteristics different from desktop code. For example,
desktop software focusses on arithmetic operations, while embedded software
contains more logical and bitwise operations. Most of the investigated em-
bedded code was quite simple, containing single nested loops, simple decision
structures, etc. However, he reports on some program instances with highly
complex control-flow. For instance, deeply-nested loops and highly complex
control structures occur in some programs, and more problematically, recursion
and unstructured code [Eng99a].

Colin and Puaut investigated the code properties of the RTEMS operating
system kernel [CP01b]. The code contained a small number of loops and no
nested loops, unstructured code or recursion. They found some cases of function
pointers usage and loops with iteration bounds depending on the current system
state, e.g., on the number of tasks allocated in the system. Complicated features
found were algorithmic timing behaviour of memory allocation routines, which
were dependent on the stack and heap layout.

Carlsson et al. investigated the timing behaviour of disable-interrupt (DI)
regions found in the Enea OSE operating system kernel [CEE+02]. Within the
DI regions no usage of function pointers and only a few cases of nested loops
where found. The authors found program parts whose execution is dependent
on the system state and configuration used, e.g., number of tasks and particular
flag values.

Ernst and Ye investigated the control flow properties of some signal-
processing algorithms [EY97]. They note that even though code contained a
lot of decisions and loops, the decisions where written is such a way that there
was only a single path through the data, regardless of the input data. Simi-
larly, Patterson [Pat95] notes that most branches in the Spec benchmarks are
independent of input data to the program.

For a general purpose WCET analysis tool, the flow representation must be
able to correctly express flows found in recursive or unstructured code. Recur-
sion is used and allowed in many programming languages, and even though not
recommended, embedded programmers might write unstructured code, e.g., due
to uses of goto:s and jumps into loops. Also, unstructured (object) code might
be produced by program generators, optimizing compilers or programs written
as state machines [Eng99a].

We conclude that a suitable flow representation should not be too tightly
coupled to a particular programming language or instruction set. This will
also make the WCET tool easier to retarget to new target platforms. The
representation should be able to handle both unstructured code, recursion and
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pointer dependent flows, since such phenomena occur in real-world embedded
code.

4.6 Context-sensitive flow information

Many types of program analyses, including WCET flow analysis, can be formu-
lated as data-flow analyses. This is the collective name for any analysis, based
on the program control flow, which tries to derive information on program be-
haviour and how it manipulates its data. The analysis is often formulated as a
fixed-point iteration over a set of equations defined from the program structure
according to the analysis being performed.

Analyses which consider data going in-between functions are called inter-
procedural data-flow analyses. Investigating such analyses, like pointer analysis
[EH94, Ste96, HP00, Das00], we note that the quality of the result might benefit
from considering that the data flowing into a function from one call-site is
different from the data flowing into the same function at another call-site.

The same reasoning holds for WCET flow information. Assume that the
function given in Figure 4.1 is called from several different call-sites in a program.
For some of these call sites we might be able to derive more detailed bounds on
the input variable x, allowing for more tight flow information to be given for
these call instances.

int main() {
...

foo();
...

bar(32);

...
}

void foo() {
j=0;

while(j<5) {
bar(j);

j++;

}
bar(100)

}

void bar(int b) {
...

for(i=0;i<b;i++) {
...

}
...

}

(a) function main (b) function foo (c) function bar

Figure 4.5: Code for illustrating different levels of context sensitivity

An analysis which allows us to derive different data for different calling
contexts is called a context-sensitive analysis. A context-sensitive analysis might
produce tighter results, but might be more costly, since a function needs to be
analysed multiple times in different contexts.

Look at Figure 4.5 for an illustration of various levels of context-sensitivity.
Function bar gets called at three different call-sites and contains a for loop
whose loop bound depends on the input parameter b.

Figure 4.6 shows three different call-graphs for three different levels of
context-sensitivity, corresponding to the code in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.6(a)
each function only exists in one version in the graph. A flow-analysis working
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Figure 4.6: Call-graphs with different context sensitivity

over such a graph would derive safe flow information valid for all different invo-
cations of bar i.e., an upper loop bound for bar of 100. This bound is safe but
not tight since the loop would iterate much less times for some invocations.

Figure 4.6(b) shows a context-expanded version of the call-graph in Figure
4.6(a). Two separate copies of bar have been created and the context is the
function from which bar is called. A flow analysis working over this graph would
derive a safe but not tight upper loop bound for the loop in bar1 of 100 and a
tight upper bound for the loop in bar2 of 32 (see below).

Figure 4.6(c) shows a further context-expanded version of the call-graph.
Here function bar gets copied for each separate call-site. A potential flow anal-
ysis would now derive upper loop-bounds of 5, 100 and 32 for bar1, bar2 and
bar3 respectively. Note further that the upper loop-bound given for bar1 is
safe but not tight since the loop in bar1 will not always iterate all 5 iterations.
A more advanced flow analysis would derive a total upper bound of 15 (i.e.,
1+2+3+4+5=15) on the for loop, as a total for all invocations of bar called
from the while loop.

Such context-sensitive graph expansion can be automated. The most com-
mon approach is to consider the call-string, the sequence of function calls leading
to a certain invocation of a function, as the context [Mar99, The02]. A context
does not always need to be a function, e.g., in the instruction cache analysis
outlined in [The02] the analysis will differ between the first and remaining iter-
ations of a loop or a recursive function, allowing for a derivation of more detailed
instruction cache analysis results (see Section 6.1).

We conclude that WCET flow analyses might benefit from allowing different
levels of context-sensitivity and that a suitable flow representation should allow
us to represent results from such analyses.

4.7 Flow information locality

Closely related to the concept of context-sensitivity is the ability to provide flow
information in a local scope. Here one key observation is that flow information
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is usually local in its nature, specifying something valid for a small part of a
program, maybe for a few iterations of a loop or a particular invocation of a
function.

For example, the flow information derived for function foo in Figure 4.1 is
actually valid each time the execution enters foo. If foo is called from several
different places in the program the flow information will be valid for each such
call. The local scope for this flow information is therefore function foo. If we
want to express the same information in a global program scope we first have
to derive the number of times foo is called and constrain the total number of
executions of D and E in relation to this value.

Other type of contexts suitable for providing local flow information are loops,
recursive call nests, and pieces of non-reducible code. Also, the ability to express
context-local flow information is suitable when using flow analysis algorithms
not working over the complete program at once, e.g., when using a flow analysis
algorithm which derives flow information for each function separately.

In loops or recursive code, each statement can be executed a repeated num-
ber of times. For such constructs flow information can be valid for a local
context consisting of one or a few iterations. For example, flow analysis meth-
ods like [Gus00, HW99] derive information on feasible executions valid for some
iterations of a loop or surrounding loops. For example, the second and third
flow facts given in Figure 4.1 are only valid for some specific iterations.

We conclude that a suitable representation should allow us to provide flow
information at varying levels of locality, from the complete program down to a
single loop or iteration.

4.8 Dynamic vs. static flow information

As mentioned above, flow information for WCET analysis should be valid for
all possible program executions. Flow information can be further divided into
two types: dynamic and static flow information.

Dynamic flow information is information depending on the current run-time
state of the program, e.g., depending on variable values or register contents. In
Figure 4.1 the last flow fact contains dynamic flow information, since its effect
depends on the run-time value of the x variable.

Static flow information is information independent on the current run-time
program state. The first three flow facts given in Figure 4.1 are examples of
such static flow information, since they does not depend on any run-time state
values.

Not all calculation methods can make use of dynamic flow information, and
such information must therefore be safely converted to a static equivalent. Such
conversion might sometimes introduce some pessimism and the resulting static
flow information might not include the same amount of information as the orig-
inal dynamic one. For example, the methods outlined in [HSRW98] and [CP00]
allow users or automatic flow analysis methods to provide symbolic formulas
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on the execution bounds of loops and other program entities. Using a symbolic
computation tool the provided dynamic flow information is converted to static
flow information.

Another option is to use a calculation method which can make use of dynamic
flow information. During the calculation phase potential unbound variable val-
ues will be safely bounded and the provided flow information will be fixed. A
parametric WCET calculation method (see Section 2.4.4) goes one step fur-
ther by allowing flow information to include unbounded flow parameters, e.g.,
unbounded loop bounds or variable values. When generating a final WCET
estimate the unbound flow parameters need to be bounded. For example, the
method outlined in [CB02] allows symbolic flow information to be given as in-
put to the calculation phase, potentially generating a simplified parameterised
WCET formula. It should be noted that allowing dynamic and parameterised
flow information might introduce more complexity into the calculation phase.

for(i=0;i<MAX;i++) // L1
for(j=0;j<i;j++) // L2
for(k=0;k<j;k++) // L3

A;
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Figure 4.7: Example of dynamic and static flow information

Figure 4.7 gives an illustration of the difference between dynamic and static
flow information. Figure 4.7(a) shows an example program consisting of three
nested loops, L1, L2 and L3. The number of executions made within the inner
loops are dependent on the iteration count value of the surrounding loop. Figure
4.7(b) shows examples of dynamic flow information valid for the given program
fragment. MAX is a constant not known at compile time. Assuming that the
calculation method used can not handle this type of parametric dynamic flow
information the information must be converted. Figure 4.7(c) gives an example
of a symbolic formula extracted from the dynamic flow information which derives
an upper bound on the number of times statement A can be executed. Figure
4.7(d) illustrates the resulting static flow information. The value of the MAX
variable has been upper bounded and the resulting information does not contain
the same information as the original one, i.e., the order in which the different
executions are made has been lost in the conversion.
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4.9 Flow information conversion

Regardless of the flow representation used, the extracted flow information must
be converted to a format suitable for the calculation method. As will be dis-
cussed in later chapters, not all calculation methods can take advantage of all
types of flow information. For example, if the calculation method can handle dy-
namic flow information such information can be provided as is, otherwise it has
to be converted to static flow information suitable for the particular calculation
method used.

Similar to the safety and tightness demands on the flow representation the
conversion must also be safe, i.e., never exclude execution paths which are con-
sidered possible by the flow information, and tight, i.e., including as few extra
execution paths as possible compared to the provided flow information. A flow
representation close to a calculation format will simplify the conversion but
might limit the expressiveness of flow information.

4.10 Conclusions

In conclusion we can distinguish the following desired properties for a flow rep-
resentation suitable for WCET analysis:
� The representation should allow us to give both basic finiteness and addi-

tional tightening flow information.
� The representation should allow us to express flows found in normal code

including selections, functions and loops, but also more complicated code
including recursion, pointers and unstructured code.

� The representation should not be closely connected to a particular target
architecture or programming language.

� The representation should allow us to express flow information from flow
analysis methods and manual annotations with varying level of context sen-
sitivity and locality.

� The representation should allow us to express static flow information. De-
pending on the particular calculation method used dynamic flow information
might be converted or provided as is.

� The representation should be possible to convert to a format suitable for
the used calculation method. The conversion must be safe and as tight as
possible.
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Chapter 5

The Scope Graph and Flow
Fact Language

In this chapter we present our program flow representation. It consists of a
scope graph, which is a graph representation capturing the dynamic execution
behaviour of the program, and a flow fact language, which is an annotation
language for providing additional constraints on the program flow.

5.1 Introduction

The scope graph is a directed graph consisting of nodes and edges. Each node in
the scope graph refers to a basic block, and one basic block might be referenced
by several different nodes. By separating the flow representation format from the
basic block format we are able to represent more dynamic execution behaviours
and are not restricted by a particular compiler, instruction set or basic block
model.

The nodes and edges in the scope graph are partitioned into scopes, corre-
sponding to the differentiating and repeating environments found in the basic
block graph, including loops, functions, recursive call nests and non-reducible
code parts. Scopes carry program flow information, in particular bounds for all
loops and flow information with varying level of context sensitivity and locality.

The scopes are organised in a scope-hierarchy. We say that a scope c is a
child of another scope p if the execution of p encapsulates the execution of c or
if the execution must pass through p to reach c. The exact scope layout depends
on the flow analysis algorithms employed.

To express more precise program flow information, each scope in the scope
graph might carry a set of flow facts. The flow fact language combines the ex-
pressive power of IPET, using constraints to limit possible executions of entities
in the scope graph, with the ability to give the flow information in a scope-local
context. The given flow information can be further restricted to be valid for
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only a few specific iterations of a particular scope.

5.2 The scope graph

A scope graph sg = 〈Nsg, Esg, Ssg, start, exit〉 is a directed graph consisting of
a set of nodes Nsg, a set of edges Esg ⊆ Nsg × Nsg, a set of scopes Ssg and
specially identified start and exit nodes. An edge e ∈ Esg goes from a source
node, source(e) ∈ Nsg, to a target node, target(e) ∈ Nsg. When referring
to a particular edge we use arrow-concatenation of the source and target node
names, e.g., edge u → v goes from node u to node v. The term entities will in
the following be used to refer to both nodes and edges.

In the scope graph there exists a special start node, start ∈ Nsg, with no
predecessors, and a special exit node, exit ∈ Nsg, with no successors. Every
node in Nsg is reachable from start and from every node in Nsg it is possible
to reach exit.
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Figure 5.1: Example scope graph and scope-hierarchy

Figure 5.1 shows a scope graph generated from the basic-block graph in
Figure 3.2 on page 40. The scopes have been decorated with loop bounds and
some flow facts. In this particular example, each node except start and exit
corresponds to exactly one basic-block. For the given scope graph we have that
Nsg = {start, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, exit}, Esg = {start → A,A→ C,B→ C,C→ D,C→
G,D→E,D→F,E→F,F→G,F→B,G→exit} and Ssg = {foo, loop}.

We define the following useful notations for extracting attributes of a scope
graph sg. The 〈type〉 notation is used to clarify the presentation by making the
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type of the attribute explicit.

〈set of nodes〉 nodes(sg) ≡ Nsg

〈set of edges〉 edges(sg) ≡ Esg

〈set of scopes〉 scopes(sg) ≡ Ssg

〈node〉 start node(sg) ≡ start

〈node〉 exit node(sg) ≡ exit

5.2.1 Scopes

The scopes in a scope graph define a partitioning of the nodes and edges in the
scope graph. Intuitively, each scope corresponds to a certain repeating or dif-
ferentiating execution environment in the program, such as a loop, a function,
a recursive call-nest or a piece of non-reducible code, and encapsulates the exe-
cution of the program code within this context. For example, the scope graph
illustrated in Figure 5.1(a) contains the two scopes foo and loop.

More formally, a scope s = 〈Ns, Es,Hs, Cs, bs, Fs〉 in a scope graph sg con-
sists of a set of nodes Ns ⊆ Nsg, a set of edges Es ⊆ Esg, a set of header nodes
Hs ⊆ Ns, a set of child scopes Cs ⊆ Ssg, an upper loop-bound bs ∈ Z+, and a
set of flow facts Fs.

The nodes Ns of a scope s form a subset of the nodes in the scope graph,
i.e., Ns ⊆ Nsg. Each node in a scope graph belongs to exactly one scope. For
example, scope foo in Figure 5.1 contains the nodes A and G. The edges Es of a
scope s are a subset of the edges in the scope graph, i.e., Es ⊆ Esg. Each edge
in a scope graph belongs to exactly one scope. An edge is defined to belong to
the same scope as its source node, i.e., e ∈ Es ≡ source(e) ∈ Ns. For example,
the edges C→G and F→G in Figure 5.1 both belong to scope loop. We will use
scope(ent) to denote the scope that the entity (node or edge) ent belongs to.

Each scope s has a non-empty set of header nodes Hs ⊆ Ns (usually just
one node per scope) with the property that no other node in the scope can be
executed more than once without passing any of the header nodes. Also, it
should not be possible for the execution to enter and later exit a scope without
passing one of the header nodes in between. In Figure 5.1 node A is header of
scope foo and node C is header of scope loop.

Each scope s also contains an upper loop-bound bs and a set of flow facts
Fs, both used for restricting the possible executions over the scope and its
descendant scopes. The syntax and the semantics of these different constructs
will be described in more detail in the following sections.
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We define the following useful notations related to a scope s:

〈set of nodes〉 nodes(s) ≡ Ns

〈set of edges〉 edges(s) ≡ Es

〈set of nodes〉 headers(s) ≡ Hs

〈set of scopes〉 children(s) ≡ Cs

〈integer〉 loopbound(s) ≡ bs

〈set of flow facts〉 flow facts(s) ≡ Fs
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Figure 5.2: Scope graph and scope-hierarchy for two functions

A scope graph could be created for the whole program or some smaller
fragment of the basic block graph. This allows us to produce worst case timing
estimates for e.g., the complete program, individual functions or smaller parts of
the program. Figure 5.2 shows an extension of the scope graph given in Figure
5.1 where function foo is called by function main. Function main includes two
nested loops, resulting in scopes outer and inner. No flow information except
loop bounds is included.

5.2.2 The scope-hierarchy

The scopes in the scope graph are partially ordered by the child relation.
Roughly, a scope c is a child of a parent scope p if the execution within p
encapsulates the execution of c. For example, c might correspond to a loop
whose body is completely nested within a surrounding loop p. In Figure 5.2
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the code in scope inner is nested within the code of scope outer and therefore
inner is a child to scope outer. Another possibility is that c corresponds to
a function called from within another function p. In Figure 5.2 foo is called
within scope main, and therefore scope foo becomes a child to scope main.

Using the child relation the scopes in the scope graph are organized in a
scope-hierarchy, a directed tree with scopes as vertices and edges from a scope
to all its children. There exists a special root scope from which all scopes in the
scope-hierarchy are reachable. The only nodes in the root scope are start and
exit. The root scope will not be explicitly shown in our figures. Figure 5.2(b)
shows the scope-hierarchy for the scope graph in Figure 5.2(a).

We use the child relation to define some other relations between the scopes in
the scope-hierarchy. The parent of a scope s is the scope in the scope-hierarchy
which has s as a child. All scopes except the root-scope has a parent. The scope
being parent to a scope s is defined as:

〈scope〉 parent(s) ≡ p : s ∈ children(p)

Each scope has zero or more ancestor scopes, i.e., scopes above it in the
scope-hierarchy. The immediate ancestor is the parent scope. For example,
in Figure 5.2 on page 62 scopes main, and foo are ancestors to scope loop.
Scope foo is a parent of scope loop. The set of ancestor scopes of a scope s is
recursively defined as:

〈set of scopes〉 ancestors(s) ≡
{parent(s)} ∪ ancestors(parent(s))

Each scope has zero or more descendant scopes, i.e., scopes below it in the
scope-hierarchy. The immediate descendants of a scope s are its child scopes,
Cs. For example, in Figure 5.2 on page 62 scopes outer, inner, foo and loop
are descendants of main. The set of descendants of a scope s is defined as the
set of scopes having s as ancestor:

〈set of scopes〉 descendants(s) ≡ {d | s ∈ ancestors(d)}
A scope without any descendants is called a leaf scope. For example, in

Figure 5.2 scopes inner and loop are leaf scopes. The leaf scopes in a scope
graph sg are defined as follows:

〈set of scopes〉 leaves(sg) ≡ {s | s ∈ scopes(sg) ∧ descendants(s) = ∅}
The complete subtree for a scope s is the set of scopes consisting of s and all

scopes in the scope graph having s as ancestor. The complete subtree is a subset
of the scopes in the scope-hierarchy in the form of a tree with s as root. For
example, in Figure 5.2 on page 62 scopes main, outer, inner, foo and loop are
all included in the complete subtree of scope main. The set of scopes included
in the complete subtree of a scope s is defined as follows:

〈set of scopes〉 complete subtree(s) ≡ {s} ∪ descendants(s)
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A set of scopes sub is a (complete or non-complete) subtree of a scope s if
sub forms a connected tree with s as root. For example, {main}, {main,outer},
{main,outer,foo} and {main,outer,inner} are examples of sets forming sub-
trees with main as root in the scope graph given in Figure 5.2. A set of scopes
sub is a subtree of a scope s if the following predicate is true.

〈boolean〉 is subtree(s, sub) ≡
s ∈ sub ∧
sub ⊆ complete subtree(s) ∧
∀c ∈ (sub − {s}) : parent(c) ∈ sub

5.2.3 Special scope entities

For each scope in the scope graph we define some special nodes or edges useful
for providing flow information. One example is the header-nodes which allow
us to provide information on iterations within the scope.

An in-edge e = u → v of a scope s is an edge having a source node u in a
scope not included in the complete subtree of s, and having target node v in a
scope included in the complete subtree of s. Note that an in-edge of a scope s
does not need to have its source node in a parent scope of s, and does not need
to have its target node within s. For example, in Figure 5.2, the edge H→I is
an in-edge of scope outer and edge I→J is an in-edge of scope inner. The set
of in-edges for a scope s is defined as follows:

〈set of edges〉 in edges(s) ≡
{e | scope(source(e)) �∈ complete subtree(s) ∧

scope(target(e)) ∈ complete subtree(s)}

An in-node of a scope s is a target node of an in-edge. A scope can be
entered at several in-nodes, allowing for arbitrary code structuring, for example
unstructured jumps into loops and functions. Note that an in-node of a scope
s does not need to be a header-node of s. In Figure 5.2 node B, C and K are
in-nodes of outer, inner and foo respectively. The set of in-nodes for a scope
s is defined as follows:

〈set of nodes〉 in nodes(s) ≡ {n | ∃e ∈ in edges(s) : n = target(e)}

An out-edge of a scope s is an edge having its source in a scope within
the complete subtree of s and having its target in a scope outside the complete
subtree of s. A scope might have several out-edges, allowing for non-local jumps
out of loops and multiple function return sites. An edge can be an out-edge of
several scopes. In Figure 5.2 on page 62 edges I→S and J→R are out-edges of
outer and inner respectively. Edges C→G and F→G are both out-edges of scope
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loop. The set of out-edges for a scope s is defined as follows:

〈set of edges〉 out edges(s) ≡
{e | scope(source(e)) ∈ complete subtree(s) ∧

scope(target(e)) �∈ complete subtree(s)}

An edge going to a header node of a scope s and having a source node in a
scope located in the complete subtree of s is a back-edge of s. In Figure 5.2 on
page 62 edges R→I, Q→J and F→B are back-edges of outer, inner and loop
respectively. The set of back-edges for a scope s is defined as follows:

〈set of edges〉 back edges(s) ≡
{e | target(e) ∈ headers(s) ∧

scope(source(e)) ∈ complete subtree(s)}

5.3 Loop bounds

To limit the set of possible executions over a scope graph, every scope s must
be given a loop-bound bs. A loop-bound is an upper limit on the number of
iterations which can be executed within the scope each time the scope has been
entered. It is an upper bound valid for each possible entry of the scope. We
express a loop-bound by an integer larger than or equal to zero. An iteration
of a scope s is defined to start when a header of s is executed and end when a
back-edge or an out-edge of s is executed.

Figure 5.3 gives the grammar of loop-bounds and the semantics of loop-
bounds is given in Section 5.5.4.

LoopBound → loopbound: Z+

Figure 5.3: Loop-bound grammar

Note that a loop-bound should be interpreted as a local constraint, i.e., not
as a bound on the total number of times a loop is iterated through the whole
program, but a bound valid for each entry of the scope, independent of the in-
edge or the invocation history executed before entering the scope. If the scope
can be entered several times, e.g., being the inner loop in a loop-nest, the loop-
bound given must be a safe upper loop bound valid for each such entry. For
example, a loop-bound of 20 for scope inner in Figure 5.2(b) means that inner
can iterate at most 20 times each time scope inner is entered.

Further restrictions on possible flows, e.g., lower loop-bounds, different loop-
bounds for different entries, or bounds valid for the complete program execution
should be given using flow facts.
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Figure 5.4: Scope graph and flow facts

5.4 Flow facts

To express more complex program flow information than just basic loop-bounds
each scope s can carry a set of flow facts Fs. The flow facts combine the
expressive power of IPET, using constraints to limit possible executions of scope
graph entities, with the ability to give the flow information in a scope-local
context. The given flow information can be further restricted to be valid for
only a few specific iterations of the particular scope. Figure 5.4 shows the scope
graph given in Figure 5.2 with some attached flow facts.

Each flow fact f ∈ Fs consists of three parts, a defining scope, a context spec-
ification and a constraint expression. Intuitively, the constraint is only defined
for the executions within the complete subtree of the defining scope when the
execution is within the iterations given by the context specification.

For example, flow fact loop : <1..5> : #E = 1 in Figure 5.4 has loop as
defining scope, <1..5> as context specification and #E = 1 as constraint expres-
sion.

Figure 5.5 gives the grammar of the specification language for flow facts. For
each non-terminal NT in this grammar and flow fact f we will use NT (f) to
denote the corresponding expression, e.g., constraint(f) gives the constraint
expression of flow fact f and min(range(context(f))) gives the min iteration
of the range in the context specification of flow fact f .
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FlowFact → Scope : Context : Constraint

Scope → Id

Context → < >

| < Range >

| [ ]

| [ Range ]

Range → Min .. Max
| Z+

Min → Z+

Max → Z+

Constraint → Expression Relop Expression

Expression → CountVariable
| Integer
| Expression Op Expression

Relop → ≤ | = | ≥
Op → + | − | ∗

Figure 5.5: Flow fact grammar

5.4.1 Defining scope

The defining scope is the scope over which the flow fact will constrain program
execution, i.e., the constraint should hold for the executions within the complete
subtree of the defining scope. Like loop-bounds, each flow fact is considered
local to its defining scope, meaning that the fact is only allowed to constrain
executions of entities located in the complete subtree of the defining scope. We
will illustrate the defining scope of a flow fact by graphically attaching the flow
fact to this scope.

5.4.2 Context specification

Operator Type Iterations
< > foreach all
[ ] total all

<range> foreach range
[range] total range

Figure 5.6: Context specification operators

The context specification gives the iterations for the defining scope over which
the executions of entities should fulfil the given constraint. The type of the
context is either total ; written as [ ] or [range], or foreach; written as < > or
<range>.

For a total context, ([ ] or [range]), the sum of all executions of entities
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within the given range should together fulfil the given constraint. For example,
flow fact inner : [3..8] : #F→ G ≥ 4 specifies that for each entry of inner,
when the iteration counter of inner is between three and eight, the edge F→G
must be taken at least four times.

For a foreach context, (< > or <range>), the execution of entities within each
iteration within the given range should fulfil the given constraint. For example,
flow fact loop : <6..10> : #N = 0 specifies that when the iteration counter of
loop is between six and ten, for each such iteration, node N can’t be executed.

A range r in a context specification for a fact with defining scope s specifies
that the constraint should be valid when the execution of s (and its descendant
scopes) is within the range of iterations given by r. To better understand
the ranges imagine that each scope s has a fictitious iteration counter holding
the current iteration number of s. The counter is incremented with one every
time one of the header nodes of s are taken and reset to zero whenever the
execution leaves the complete subtree of s. A range is written as min..max,
where min ≤ max and min,max ∈ Z+ and a range specification valid over a
single iteration can be written as just i, instead of i..i.

Note that a ranged fact does not specify that the execution must enter the
range if the defining scope is entered, just that if the range is entered then the
constraint should hold for the executions made within the range. For example,
range 3..5 for a scope s tells us that the corresponding fact should be valid when
the iteration count of s is between three and five, but it does not specify that
we must execute three or more iterations in s when entering s.

[ ] and < > is a more compact syntax to specify that a fact should be valid
for all iterations of the defining scope. E.g., flow fact loop : <> : #N + #P ≤ 1
specifies that for no iteration of loop both of the nodes N and P can be executed.
We define predicate is total(f ) to be true if flow fact f has a total context
and predicate is foreach(f ) to be true if f has a foreach context.

5.4.3 Constraint expression

The constraint in a flow fact is specified as a relation between two arithmetic
expressions involving execution count variables and constants. An execution
count variable, #entity, corresponds to an entity (node or edge) in the scope
graph, and represents the number of times the entity is executed in the context
given by the context specification.

A fact can only refer to count variables corresponding to entities located
in the complete subtree of the defining scope of the fact. For example, flow
fact main : [ ] : #P = #E in Figure 5.4 is defined in scope main, but refers to
executions of entities located in scope inner and scope loop. But, a fact in
inner could not refer to node H.

For each scope s we define a special header count variable #header(s), re-
ferring to the number of times the header nodes of scope s are executed within
the context given by the fact that uses the variable. The #header(s) count vari-
able can be used to limit the number of iterations of a scope beyond the basic
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limitation offered by the loop-bound. If the scope has several header nodes the
header count variable will refer to a sum of header node executions within the
context given by the fact.

For each scope s we also define an entry count variable, #entry(s), referring
to the number of times s is entered via any of its in-edges. If the scope can
be entered at several different in-edges the entry count variable will represent
the sum of executions of these in-edges in the context given by the flow fact.
Consequently, the entry count variable #entry(s) can only be referred to by
facts with defining scope among the ancestors of s.

We do not make any direct demands on the type of constraint expression
allowed. Basically, the type of constraint expressions needed depends on the
type of flow information that we should express and the power of the calculation
method. More advanced flow information requires more advanced calculation
methods.

5.4.4 Flow fact examples

We now explain the meaning of the example flow facts attached to the scope
graph in Figure 5.4.
� The flow fact loop : <1..5> : #E = 1 expresses that for each entry of loop,

for each iteration 1 to 5 of inner, node E must be executed if the iteration
is executed.

� The flow fact loop : [ ] : #E ≤ 5 expresses that for each entry of loop, node
E can not be executed more than 5 times.

� The flow fact inner : <3..8> : #L+ #0 ≤ 1 expresses that, for each entry of
inner, for iteration 3 to 8 of inner it is not possible to take both node L and
node O. This means that during the covered iterations any execution passing
both L and O is infeasible.

� The flow fact inner : [ ] : 7 ≤ #M→N expresses that for each entry of inner,
edge M→N must be taken at least 7 times.

� The flow fact inner : <10..19> : #M = #P expresses that for each entry of
inner, for each iteration between 10 and 19, node M must be taken the same
number of times as node P.

� The flow fact outer : [1..8] : #header(inner) ≤ 55 is defined in scope
outer but refers to the header node of scope inner. It expresses that for
each entry of scope outer, for the first eight iterations of outer, the header
node of inner can not be taken more than 55 times. This is useful for
expressing a triangular loop behaviour.

� The flow fact main : [ ] : #P = #E is defined in scope main but refers to
entities located in scopes inner and loop. It expresses that for each entry
of scope main node P should be taken exactly the same number of times as
node E.
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Observe that all the flow facts in the scope graph should be valid, i.e., there is
an implicit conjunction of the flow facts. Also, note that flow facts are allowed
to overlap in the ranges of their context specifications and refer to the same
execution count variables. This is useful when we want to combine the results
from several different flow-analysis methods.

5.5 Loop-bound and flow fact semantics

In this section we define semantics for our flow information language. We will
define the semantics of loop-bounds and flow facts as restrictions on the program
flow. The exact restrictions are defined by reasoning over all possible execution
paths in a scope graph.
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Figure 5.7: Example scope graph and execution paths

5.5.1 Execution paths

An execution path over a scope graph is represented as an ordered list of nodes
in the scope graph. The edges in a path are implicitly given by their source and
target nodes. Note that we do not allow two edges in a scope graph to have
the same target and source nodes, i.e., the scope graph is not a multi-graph. In
Figure 5.7(b) three example paths p1, p2 and p3 are shown for the scope graph
in Figure 5.7(a).

Each node in a path gets an index corresponding to the its position in the
list. A node might occur several times in a path, for example path p3 has
multiple occurrences of node A, but each occurrence will have a different index.
The indices are used to separate between different occurrences of the same node.
All indices of nodes in a path p can be represented as a possible infinite set of
positive numbers and is defined by indices(p). For example, the set of indices
for path p1 is indices(p1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

The i:th node in a path p is denoted node(p, i) where i ∈ indices(p). For
example, for path p1 in Figure 5.7(b) the second node taken, node(p1, 2), is A.
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An execution path must be continuous in the scope graph, meaning that it
can only go between nodes which have edges connecting them. More formally, a
path p over a scope graph sg is a finite or infinite sequence p = 〈n1, n2, n3, . . .〉
of nodes in sg such that ∀i, i+1 ∈ indices(p) : ∃e ∈ edges(sg) : source(e) =
node(p, i) ∧ target(e) = node(p, i + 1).

The indices are also used to identify edges taken within a path. The i:th edge
executed in a path p is defined to be edge(p, i) and is the edge going between
node(p, i) and node(p, i + 1). For example, for path p1 in Figure 5.7(b) the
third executed edge, i.e., edge(p1, 3), is B→D.

5.5.2 Subpaths

As mentioned in Section 5.4, both flow facts and loop-bounds are locally defined,
meaning that they have a scope-local semantics. An execution path might
include several entries to a scope and for a path to fulfil a given loop-bound it
must be satisfied for each such path passage.

Checking that a path fulfils a flow fact is more complicated since a flow
fact should be valid for each path passage when the execution has entered the
defining scope and the iteration counters are within the ranges given by the
context specification.

We introduce the concept of subpaths to define semantics for loop-bounds
and flow facts. A subpath is a continuous sequence of nodes extracted from an
execution path. More formally, a path sp is a subpath of an execution path p
if there exists a continuous sequence of nodes in p with exactly the same nodes
in the same order as in sp. The subpath sp of path p starting at a node with
index b and ending at a node with index e (when e ≥ b) is defined as:

〈path〉 subpath(p, b, e) ≡
sp : (|indices(sp)| = (e − b + 1)) ∧

(∀1 ≤ i ≤ b + e − 1 : (b + i − 1) ∈ indices(p) ∧
node(sp, i) = node(p, b + i − 1))

For example, the path 〈A, B〉 is a subpath of p1 given in Figure 5.7(b). Ob-
serve that the same subpath might occur several times in a path. In path p2 in
Figure 5.7(b) the subpath 〈A, C, D〉 occurs three times. We will later use the fact
that a subpath can be recursively divided into smaller subpaths.

The set of all subpaths of a path p are defined as:

〈set of paths〉 subpaths(p) ≡
{sp | ∃b, e ∈ indices(p) : b ≤ e ∧ sp = subpath(p, b, e)}

Whether an execution path p satisfies a certain flow fact f = scope : context :
constraint is determined by considering all subpaths of p that are within the
scope and context specification and checking that constraint is satisfied within
each such subpath.
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To extract the subpaths of a path p that are within a given context we first
extract all subpaths of p that start with an entry and ends with an exit of the
defining scope. Within each resulting subpath, the subpaths corresponding to
the range in the context specification are extracted. If the fact is a foreach fact
each such subpath is divided into a number of smaller subpaths corresponding
to the iterations of the defining scope. Finally, for each extracted subpath
the number of different entity executions are collected and checked against the
given constraint. If all counted executions in all extracted subpaths fulfil the
constraint, then the path fulfils the flow fact.
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Figure 5.8: Example scope graph and execution paths

Figure 5.8 shows a scope graph with two scopes and some flow facts, together
with some execution paths. Within path p5 we extract two subpaths correspond-
ing to the first and second iteration of outer, as illustrated by outer:1 and
outer:2, respectively. The executions of entities within each subpath are col-
lected and validated against the #E = 1 constraint. Since node E but not node
D is executed within outer:1 we conclude that the subpath, and consequently
path p5, does not fulfil the given fact outer : <1..2> : #E ≤ #D.

5.5.3 Extraction of path entities

To extract subpaths corresponding to ranges we first need functionality to ex-
tract and order executions of nodes and edges that fulfil specific properties.

We use the inclusion ent ∈ V to define that an entity ent (node or edge)
in a scope graph fulfils a certain property V . For example, node B in Figure
5.8 is a header node of inner since B ∈ headers(inner). We can now extract
the nodes or edges in a path that fulfils a certain property. For example, an
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execution node with index i within a path p is an execution of a header node of
scope s if node(p, i) ∈ headers(s).

Given a certain index i of an entity in an execution path p we define the
index of the next entity j in p for which a certain property V holds. This is
entity index j such that i < j and there exists no other entity with index k such
that and i < k < j and fulfilling V:

〈index 〉 next(p, i, V ) ≡
j : (j ∈ indices(p) ∧ i < j ∧ (node(p, j) ∈ V ∨ edge(p, j) ∈ V ) ∧

(¬∃k ∈ indices(p) : i < k < j ∧ (node(p, k) ∈ V ∨ edge(p, k) ∈ V )))

For example, next(p2,1,headers(loop)) for path p2 in Figure 5.7(b) on page
70 denotes the index 2. The index corresponds to the first execution of A in
p2 after the execution of the start node. Similarly, next(p2,2,headers(loop))
denotes index 5, and corresponds to the second execution of the header node.

The index of the t:th succeeding entity fulfilling a property V given a current
entity with index i are recursively defined by applying next(p, i, V) t times. If
there does not exists such an entity the result is undefined.

〈index 〉 succ(p, i, V, t) ≡
j : if t = 1 then j = next(p, i, V ) else

j = succ(p, next(p, i, V ), V, t − 1)

For example, succ(p2,1,headers(loop),3) for path p2 in Figure 5.7(b) on
page 70 denotes the index 8, corresponding to the third execution of A.

5.5.4 Loop-bound semantics

We are now ready to give the precise semantics for loop-bounds. Loop-bounds
are locally defined, meaning that an execution path should fulfil the given loop-
bound each time the execution enters the scope of the loop-bound, i.e., for each
entry of the scope the execution should not iterate more than loop-bound times
before leaving the scope.

More formally, for an execution path p to fulfil a loop-bound b of a scope s
the following property should hold: If k is an b + 1:th succeeding execution in
p of an header node of s after an execution i of an in-edge of s in p then there
must exists an execution j of an out-edge of s in p such that i < j < k.

〈boolean〉 satisfy loopbound(p, s) ≡
(∀k ∈ indices(p) ∧ node(p, k) ∈ headers(s) ∧

(∃i ∈ indices(p) ∧ edge(p, i) ∈ in edges(s) :
k = succ(p, i, headers(s), loopbound(s) + 1)) :

(∃j ∈ indices(p) ∧ edge(p, j) ∈ out edges(s) : i < j < k))

All the execution paths in Figure 5.7(b) fulfil the loop-bound of scope loop.
This is because none of the paths execute the header node more than three
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times before exiting loop. Observe that it is mandatory to give loop-bounds for
all scopes in the scope graph.

5.5.5 Range subpaths

The next step is to define the subpaths of a path that corresponds to a range
specification over a scope.

We define the indices of nodes that start a subpath for a range r = min..max
over scope s. These indices are the min:th executions of a header node in s since
s was last entered. If the execution left s by an out-edge before the header node
was taken for the min:th time the node is not a valid start node for the range.

〈set of indices〉 range begin(p, s, r) ≡
{j | (∃i ∈ indices(p) : edge(p, i) ∈ in edges(s) ∧

j = succ(p, i, headers(s), min(r)) ∧
(¬∃k ∈ indices(p) : edge(p, k) ∈ out edges(s) ∧ i < k < j))}

For example, range begin(p3,loop,2..4) for the the scope graph given in
Figure 5.7 denotes the index set {5}. This corresponds to the second occurrence
of node A in p3. range begin(p1,loop,2..4) is an empty index set, since the
execution left the scope before the second iteration started.

Similarly, we can define all indices of edges in an execution path that ends a
subpath for a range r = min..max over a scope s. These are the indices of the
edges at which a back-edge for s is taken for the max−min + 1:th time since a
begin-node for the subpath was taken, plus the indices of the out-edges leaving
s before the whole range of iterations was executed (whatever comes first).

〈set of indices〉 range end(p, s, r) ≡
{j | (∃i ∈ range begin(p, s, r) ∧

j = next(p, i,

{succ(p, i, back edges(s)

max(r)− min(r) + 1)} ∪
{next(p, i, out edges(s))} ))}

For example, range end(p1,loop,2..4) denotes the index set {10}, corre-
sponding to the only occurrence of the out-edge D→exit in the path.

A subpath for a range r over scope s in a path p can now be represented as
all entities inbetween a range subpath begin-node and the next range subpath
end-edge. The set of all subpaths over a path p for a given range r over a scope
s is defined as:

〈set of paths〉 range subpaths(p, s, r) ≡
{sp | ∃b ∈ range begin(p, s, r) :

e = next(p, b, range end(p, s, r) ∧ sp = subpath(p, b, e)}
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For example, range subpaths(p3,outer,2..3) denotes set {〈A, C, D, A, B, D〉}.
The subpath corresponds to the second and third iterations of outer over p3 and
is illustrated by outer:2..3 in Figure 5.7. Observe that the extracted subpath
indirectly includes all the edges between the nodes as well as the D→exit edge.

5.5.6 Iteration subpaths

Foreach contexts specifies that the given constraint should be valid for each
single iteration of the included range. We therefore need functionality to divide
a range subpath into smaller subpaths corresponding to single iterations of the
scope. As mentioned in Section 5.3 an iteration for a scope s starts at a header
node of s and ends at the next back-edge or out-edge of s in the path.

For a subpath sp we define the indices of all the nodes that start an iteration
of a scope s as well as indices of all the edges that end an iteration of the scope
s as:

〈set of indices〉 iter begin(sp, s) ≡ {i | node(sp, i) ∈ headers(s)}

〈set of indices〉 iter end(sp, s) ≡
{i | edge(sp, i) ∈ (back edges(s) ∪ out edges(s))}

For example, iter begin(sp3,loop) denotes the index set {1, 4}, i.e., all
indices within the subpath corresponding to an execution of the header node
A. Index set {3, 6} are denoted by iter end(sp3,loop). The first index corre-
sponds to an execution of the back-edge D→A while the second index corresponds
to an execution of the out-edge D→exit.

An iteration iter over a scope s can now be defined as all entities executed
inbetween an iteration begin node b and the next iteration end edge e. The
iteration subpaths over a path sp for a scope s are defined as (note the similarity
with the definition of a range subpath):

〈set of paths〉 iter subpaths(sp, s) ≡
{iter | (∃b ∈ iter begin(sp, s) :

e = next(sp, b, iter end(sp, s)) ∧ iter = subpath(sp, b, e))}

For example, iter subpaths(sp3, loop) denotes the iteration set {〈A, B, D〉}.
This corresponds to the last subpath loop:3..3 for p3 as illustrated in Figure
5.7(b) on page 70.

5.5.7 Constraint satisfaction

A flow fact constraint contains count variables corresponding to entities in the
scope graph. As previously mentioned, a flow fact is only allowed to refer to
entities located in the complete subtree of its defining scope. Let cvars(c)
denote the set of all count variables in a constraint c, and let entity(v) denote
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the entity that count variable v refers to. All execution indices for an entity
corresponding to a count variable v within a path sp are defined as follows:

〈set of indices〉 collect(sp, v) ≡
{i | i ∈ indices(p) ∧ (node(sp, i) = entity(v) ∨ edge(sp, i) = entity(v))}

For instance, collect(〈start, A, B, D〉, #B) denotes the index set {2}.
We can now check for the validity of a subpath (or iteration) sp by replacing

each count variable with the number of times its corresponding entity got exe-
cuted within the subpath. The notation c[v/sum] means that we replace v with
sum in the constraint c. For the subpath to be valid the resulting constraint
must be true.

〈boolean〉 satisfy constr(sp, c) ≡
c[∀v ∈ cvars(c) / |collect(sp, v)| ]

For example, satisfy constr(〈start, A, B, D〉, #B = 0) is false. After re-
placing entity variable #B with the the number of occurrences of B within the
path the given constraint becomes 1 = 0. This is false and therefore the path
〈start, A, B, D〉 does not fulfil the given #B = 0 constraint.

5.5.8 Flow fact semantics

After defining the subpaths corresponding to ranges and iterations and giving
predicates to check if a subpath fulfils a given constraint we can now define the
semantics of flow facts, i.e., if an execution path fulfils a given flow fact.

For a path to satisfy a total fact, all the subpaths given by the context
specification should fulfil the given constraint. The subpaths of a path p given
by the context specification of a flow fact f are given by:

〈set of paths〉 total subpaths(p, f) ≡
{sp | sp ∈ range subpath(p, scope(f), range(context(f)))}

A path p fulfils a given total fact f if all total subpaths fulfil the given
constraint.

〈boolean〉 satisfy total(p, f) ≡
∀sp ∈ total subpaths(p, f) : satisfy constr(sp, constraint(f)))

For example, satisfy total(p2, loop : [] : #C ≤ 2) for path p2 in Figure
5.7 is false. The subpath given by the context range is 〈A, C, D, A, C, D, A, C, D〉.
The number of occurrences of C are counted, which gives a total of 3. Since this
contradicts the given constraint we conclude that path p2 does not satisfy the
flow fact.

For a path to satisfy a foreach fact all the iterations within the subpaths given
by the context specification should fulfil the given constraint. The iterations of
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a path p within the subpaths given by the context ranges of a flow fact f are:

〈set of paths〉 foreach subpaths(p, f) ≡
{iter | ∃sp ∈ total subpaths(p, f) : iter ∈ iter subpaths(sp, scope(f))}
A path p fulfils a given foreach fact f if all foreach subpaths fulfil the given

constraint.

〈boolean〉 satisfy foreach(p, f) ≡
∀iter ∈ foreach subpaths(p, f) : satisfy constr(iter, constraint(f))

For example, satisfy foreach(p3,loop : <2..3> : #B = 0) for path p3 in
Figure 5.7 is false. The subpath given by the range in the context specification
is 〈A, C, D, A, B, D〉. Within this subpath the iteration subpaths are 〈A, C, D〉 and
〈A, B, D〉. Within each iteration the number of occurrences of B are collected
and summed up. The first iteration fulfils the given constraint, but the second
iteration does not, since B is taken once. Thus, the flow fact is not satisfied.

We use the type of the flow fact (total or foreach) to validate that a path p
fulfils a given flow fact f as:

〈boolean〉 satisfy flow fact(p, f) ≡
(is total(f) ∧ satisfy total(p, f)) ∨
(is foreach(f) ∧ satisfy foreach(p, f))

Finally, a path p is a valid execution over an scope graph sg if it is an
execution path over sg and satisfy all loop-bounds and flow facts for the scopes
in sg:

〈boolean〉 is valid path(p, sg) ≡
(∀s ∈ scopes(sg) : satisfy loop bound(p, s) ∧

(∀f ∈ flow facts(s) : satisfy flow fact(p, f)))

Investigating the paths given in Figure 5.8 we conclude that only path p4

and p6 fulfil the given flow facts. Neither p5 or p7 fulfil fact inner : <1> : #D = 1
and p5 does not fulfil fact outer : <1..2> : #E ≤ #D.

5.6 More on complex flows

The scope graph and flow fact language together fulfil some, but not all of
the desired flow representation properties outlined in Chapter 4. Loop-bounds
allow us to express basic finiteness flow information, and the flow facts allow
us to express additional tightening flow information. The scope graph is not
closely related to any particular programming language, but since it relates
to the object code, it is rather sensitive to program changes and needs to be
regenerated every time the program is recompiled.
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The flow fact language is rather expressive, using a math-based language
to give constraints on possible flows. It combines the expressiveness with the
ability to give the flow information in a local context, ranging from a single
iteration of a loop to the whole program execution. The flow fact language
can only express static flow information, and requires that given dynamic flow
information is converted to a static format.

In the following subsections we will see how the scope graph format can be
adapted to express flows found in recursive and unstructured code as well as
context-sensitive flow information.

5.6.1 Context-sensitive flow information

One of the desired properties of a flow representation is the ability to allow
context-sensitive flow information to be expressed, i.e., that the flow information
derived for a function (or some other specific code part) is different due to the
context in which the function was called. Such context is for example the
preceding function invocation history.
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Figure 5.9: Function bill calls function bull twice

The scope graph format supports context-sensitive flow information by al-
lowing a function (or some other specific code part) to exist in several different
copies in the scope graph. For each copy, flow information valid for this partic-
ular invocation could be individually provided. Similarly, flow information valid
independently from where the function got called, (i.e., context-insensitive flow
information), could be multiplied to all the different copies. Since a scope node
holds a reference to a basic block, this gives that the same basic block might be
referenced by several different scope nodes.
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Since the scope-hierarchy must be tree-formed one function can potentially
exist in several copies in the scope graph, all with identical flow information.
For programs including a lot of code and functions, the resulting scope graph
can potentially get rather large due to this scope duplication. However, this
is the price we have to pay for allowing flow information reaching down into
descendant scopes.

For an illustrative example of the need to create several copies of the same
function, consider Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. Figure 5.9(a) and Figure 5.9(c)
depicts pseudo C-code for two example functions bill and bull. Function bill
calls bull at two different call-sites, once inside for loop and once after the loop.
Figure 5.9(b) and Figure 5.9(d) show the corresponding basic-block graphs.
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Figure 5.10: Resulting expanded scope graph for bill and bull

Figure 5.10(a) illustrates how a scope-hierarchy covering both bill and bull
would look like when not differentiating between the contexts of the two calls
to bull. This scope-hierarchy is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and not a tree
and an extra expansion-pass is therefore needed. Figure 5.10(b) illustrates how
the resulting tree-formed scope-hierarchy would look like. Both scopes bull and
while exists in two versions in the resulting scope-hierarchy. The algorithm for
converting a DAG-formed scope-hierarchy to a tree can be made as a depth-first
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traversal of the DAG.
Figure 5.10(c) illustrates the resulting scope graph. Each node in the orig-

inal bull and while scopes exists in two version in the resulting scope graph.
Flow information valid for bull independent from where bull got called should
get copied into both versions of bull, while context-sensitive flow information
should only be given to the copy it is valid for. For example, flow information
only valid when bull is called within the for loop, should be added only to
the bull1 scope. Note that each basic block for function bull is referenced
by two different nodes in the scope graph. For example, basic block bull 1 is
referenced both by node H1 and node H2.

5.6.2 Recursive code

Recursive code is code where a function calls itself directly or indirectly through
other functions. Programmers often use recursion as an alternative to writing
iterative code, e.g., when traversing complex data-structures. Since recursion,
like normal loops, allow repeated execution of a piece of code, the number
of times a function can recursively call itself must be upper bounded, since
otherwise a WCET estimate for the program can not be produced.

We do not make any direct demands on how to create a scope graph for
recursive call nests, but here only give some general remarks. The exact scope
graph layout is up to the flow analysis algorithms employed.
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Figure 5.11: Example of self-recursive function

Figure 5.11(a) gives the code of a self-recursive program selfrec and Fig-
ure 5.11(b) depicts the corresponding basic-block graph. Investigating the basic
block graph layout we note that one recursive call actually give raise to two
loops: one loop due to the recursive call-edge and one loop due to the corre-
sponding return-edge. The concept of ranged flow facts and iterations given
earlier in this chapter is not directly applicable to recursive code. This means
that it is not possible to specify flow information valid for a particular recursive
call, using the the semantics given in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.12: Example of unstructured graph

Figure 5.11(c) illustrates a potential extension of the scope concept for han-
dling recursive code. Both loops have been encapsulated within a single scope,
thereby allowing flow information to be specified for a certain recursive call. To
bound the executions of the second loop we have added a flow fact specifying
that the back-edge E→D (corresponding to a recursive function call) should be
upper bounded by the C→A back-edge (corresponding to a return from recursive
function call). Note that the first iteration within the C→A loop will correspond
to the last iteration within the E→D loop, and the second iteration within the
C→A loop will correspond to the second last iteration within the E→D, etc.

This way of handling recursive functions allows us to uniquely specify a
certain recursive call in a recursive loop. However, the definition of a header
node is no longer valid, since it is possible to iterate within the scope without
taking the header node. Flow facts with ranged context specifications over
such recursive scopes are therefore not supported by the current scope graph
implementation. Giving specific flow information within mutually recursive call
nests is even more tricky. However, we believe that it should be possible to
adapt the iteration concept for such code constructs and plan to do it for future
work.

5.6.3 Unstructured code

An unstructured code part is a loop (nest) with not just one but several possible
nodes where the execution can enter the loop (nest) [Muc97]. To create scopes
from unstructured code some type of loop-identification algorithm is preferably
used. There exists a number of suitable algorithms presented in literature, each
with different ways to identify and define loops in unstructured code and with
different analysis complexity [Ste93, VSL96, Hav97, Ram00].

We do not prescribe any particular loop-identification algorithm to use when
constructing a scope graph from unstructured code. The loose definition of a
header node, i.e., that its should not be possible to executed any other node
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in the scope more than once without passing one of the header nodes, allow us
to use most loop-identification algorithms. Instead, we outline some cases that
needs to be especially considered when providing flow information for unstruc-
tured code.

The first case is when we have a scope with multiple headers. Figure 5.12(a)
depicts an example of an unstructured control flow graph for a function unstr.
Figure 5.12(b) illustrates a possible corresponding scope graph. The loop iden-
tification employed has identified two loops outer and inner, both resulting in
a corresponding scope in the scope graph.

As mentioned in Section 5.3 an iteration of a scope is defined to start when
a header of the scope is executed and end when a back-edge or an out-edge of
the scope is executed. When giving flow information over the scope graph given
in Figure 5.12(b) and in particular the inner scope we must make sure that the
flow information is valid independently of which node inner was entered and of
which header node an iteration started.

Since many type of flow analysis algorithms and calculation methods for
WCET analysis require structured code, an alternative is to employ some kind
of graph transformations to convert the unstructured graph into a structured
one. One example of such technique is node-splitting [Muc97]. Figure 5.12(c)
depicts how the original scope graph presented in Figure 5.12(b) could look like
after applying node splitting. Node C has been split into two distinct copies,
with the result that the inner scope only can be entered at the D node.

void duffcopy(char *to,
char *from, int count)

{
int n=(count+7)/8;

switch(count%8) {
case 0: do{ *to++ = *from++;

case 7: *to++ = *from++;

case 6: *to++ = *from++;
case 5: *to++ = *from++;

case 4: *to++ = *from++;
case 3: *to++ = *from++;

case 2: *to++ = *from++;

case 1: *to++ = *from++;
} while(--n>0);

}
return;

}
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Figure 5.13: Example of multiple-entry loop: duff

The other case we need to consider is when unstructured code produces
scopes with in-nodes which not are header nodes. This allow us to avoid scopes
with multiple headers but complicates the iteration concept. In a scope with
in-nodes not being header-nodes, it is possible that one or several nodes in the
scope are executed once before the first execution of a header node. Since an
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iteration is defined to start when a header node is taken, we can not say that
these nodes are executed in the first iteration of the scope. Instead, we introduce
the concept of iteration “0”, used to hold the execution of entities in the scope
taking place before the header node in the scope is executed.

Figure 5.13 gives the core code of the function duff. It contains an unstruc-
tured code part with multiple entry points. For the loop scope, the definition
of a header node allows any set of nodes to be header nodes as long as node
1: is included. In the example we have chosen the node 1: to be the only
header node. Allowing an iteration “0” we can for example add a flow fact like:
loop : <0> : #0: = 0, specifying that the execution can not enter loop at node
0:.

The semantics of flow facts and ranges given in Section 5.5 does not al-
low us to specify constraints valid for such an iteration “0”, and is therefore
not supported by the current implementation (but is planned for future work).
However, for a scope with unstructured code, we can provide flow information
using total flow facts valid for all its iterations, as illustrated for scope loop in
Figure 5.13.
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Chapter 6

Low-level Analysis

In this chapter we present our low-level analysis. The purpose of the low-level
analysis is to determine the timing behaviour of instructions executing on the
target hardware. For modern processors it is especially important to study the
effects of various performance enhancing features, like caches and pipelines.

Our low-level analysis is divided into two distinct phases. In the global low-
level analysis phase the effects of caches, branch predictors, etc. are determined.
In the local low-level analysis phase the effects of pipelining are determined and
execution times for program parts are generated.

Sections 6.1-6.4 present our view of global low-level analysis. We do not
present any new global low-level analysis, but show how to extend the scope
graph structure to incorporate results from various types of global low-level
analyses.

Sections 6.5-6.9 present our local low-level analysis. It consists of a pipeline
timing analysis and a resulting timing model. The pipeline analysis can make
use of a trace-driven cycle-accurate processor model to perform WCET analysis,
making it both easier to retarget the WCET analysis to new processors, and to
validate the model against real target hardware. Previous research has required
the construction of special purpose hardware models to safely capture the same
type of timing.

The resulting timing model allows us to calculate a program WCET estimate
from the timing of smaller program parts, still capturing all relevant hardware
timing effects. The timing model is independent from the hardware model used
in the pipeline analysis, thereby further enhancing retargetability.

6.1 Global low-level analysis

The global low-level analysis phase considers the effects of performance enhanc-
ing machine features that must be analysed over the entire program to be safely
captured. Examples of such features are instruction caches, data caches, branch

85
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Figure 6.1: Scope node with basic block and execution scenario

predictors, and translation lookaside buffers (TLBs). To determine how such
features will affect the execution of an instruction it is not enough to consider
a few neighbouring instructions. Instead, global-low level analysis must take
a global program view, and consider interactions between instructions located
arbitrarily remote from each other.

A global low-level analysis only determines how the investigated feature(s)
affect the execution of instructions, but does not generate actual execution
times. The resulting information should be a safe estimate on how the investi-
gated feature will affect the execution of instructions. The features to analyse in
global low-level analysis are target-dependent, and consequently, the collected
information will be different for different CPUs. The complexity of the global-
low level analysis depends on the type of features used by the target hardware
and how much they interact.

Global low-level analysis can sometimes benefit from flow analysis informa-
tion to produce better estimates. For example, if we have information that a
certain basic block never will be executed, it is safe to assume that its instruc-
tions will not be loaded and therefore not interfere with other instructions in
the cache.

A large number of global-low level analyses have been presented in the liter-
ature, including analyses for instruction caches [FMW97, HAM+99, LBJ+95,
SA00], multi-level caches [Mül97], unified caches [FHL+01], data caches
[KMH96, SA00, WMH+97], and branch predictors [CP00]. Our working phi-
losophy has been to avoid reinventing the wheel. Instead, we have focussed on
providing a modular framework which allows us to express and use the results
from such previously presented analyses.

6.2 Execution scenarios

The information generated in the global analysis phase needs to be commu-
nicated to the local analysis phase. This includes safe information on cache
and branch prediction hits and misses. Other type of information needed to
determine the execution time of an instructions is information on the type of
memory being accessed, and bounds on data for instructions whose execution
time is data-dependent.

We have solved this problem by attaching such requisite information to the
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nodes in the scope graph [EES+03, EE99]. Every instruction in a basic block
can have zero or more associated execution facts, used for providing informa-
tion about the execution of the instruction. The execution facts for all the
instructions in a basic block together form an execution scenario. Figure 6.1
shows an example of a scope node with associated basic block and execution
scenario. The execution scenario contains information from memory access and
instruction cache analysis.

The information in the execution scenarios is used in the low-level analysis to
determine the execution time of the instructions in the associated basic block.
It is possible to have several execution scenarios for each basic block in the
program, each represented by a different node in the scope graph. However, each
execution fact should have a constant effect on the execution of the associated
instruction. Cache behaviour characterisations like first-miss and first-hit
proposed by Healy et al. [HAM+99] are not valid as execution facts. In this
case, two execution scenarios should be set up, one with a cache hit, and one
with a cache miss scenario. Also, the scope graph should be modified to include
a scope node for each alternative.

6.3 Expressing global low-level analysis results

The combination of execution scenarios and flow facts is powerful enough to
represent and combine the results from various types of global-low level analyses.
For example, Theiling et al. [TF98, FMW97] outline a cache analysis using
abstract interpretation over abstract cache states. The result is a categorisation
of cache references for instructions as always-hit, always-miss, persistent
and undefined. The always-hit or always-miss categorisations are used when
all references to an instruction can be safely categorised as always generating a
hit, respectively miss in the cache. persistent means that all references of the
instruction after the first one will result in a hit and undefined is used when
a reference does not fit into any of the other categorisations. To increase the
precision in the analysis, loops are unrolled to distinguish between the first and
remaining iterations (maybe over several loop-levels), using the fact that within
loops the first reference to an instruction is more likely to result in a cache miss
than the following references.

Figure 6.2(b) illustrates how the scope graph in Figure 6.2(a) gets modified
to represent results from such iteration-based instruction cache analysis. In
this example, the analysis has derived that during the first iteration of loop
a reference to B will result in a cache miss, but references in the remaining
iterations will all result in cache hits. To account for the analysis result, B gets
expanded into two different execution scenarios, where Bmiss holds the cache
miss scenario and Bhit holds the cache hit scenario. Two flow facts are created
to specify during which iterations Bmiss and Bhit can be executed. Furthermore,
the original loop : <1..2> : #B = 1 flow fact is modified to reflect that B exists
in two new versions.
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Figure 6.2: Representing results from iteration-based instruction cache analysis

An alternative is to unroll the scope graph to explicitly differentiate between
the first and remaining iterations. Figure 6.2(c) depicts the scope graph in
Figure 6.2(a) expanded into two scopes first and remaining, each with its
own copy of the nodes from the original scope. The execution scenarios for B’
and B’’ holds the cache analysis results for the first and remaining iterations
respectively. Furthermore, the original loop bound and flow fact are modified
to reflect the graph transformation performed.

Healy et al. [HAM+99] perform a static cache simulation. The result
is a categorisation of each instruction cache access as one of always-miss,
always-hit, first-miss and first-hit. The categorisation is reference-based,
i.e., a first-miss categorisation should be interpreted as the first reference to
the instruction (independent of iteration number) will result in a cache miss,
while the remaining references all will be cache hits.
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Figure 6.3: Representing reference-based instruction cache analysis
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Figure 6.3(b) illustrates how the scope graph in Figure 6.3(a) gets modified
to represent the result of such reference-based instruction cache analysis. In this
example, the analysis has derived a first-miss categorisation for one instruction
in the B node. This results in two execution scenarios: Bmiss, where the instruc-
tion miss the cache, and Bhit, where the instruction hit the cache. The flow
fact loop : [] : Bmiss ≤ 1 does not explicitly specify that a Bmiss must be taken
before Bhit, but limits the number of executions of Bmiss to be less than one per
entry of the loop. Additionally, the original loop : [2..3] : #B = 1 flow fact is
modified to reflect that B exists in two versions in the resulting scope graph.

The combination of execution scenarios and flow facts can also be used to
express data cache analysis results. White et al. [WMH+97, Whi97] perform
analysis resulting in an upper bound on the number of data cache misses an
instruction can cause in relation to surrounding loops. For example, a cate-
gorisation of c 25 2500 for an instruction i means that the number of misses
for an entry of the innermost surrounding loop is bounded by 25 and the num-
ber of misses for an entry of the next surrounding loop is bounded by 2500.
Such categorisation can easily be expressed using two different flow facts as:
inner : [] : idmiss ≤ 25 and outer : [] : idmiss ≤ 2500 where idmiss is the exe-
cution scenario with a data cache miss.

6.4 Safe removal of scenarios

When the global-low level analysis cannot safely determine a certain execution
scenario for an instruction, nodes for all scenarios have to be created. If we
can guarantee that, for one original node, one scenario will always give worse
timing than all the others, and if we are only interested in the WCET (and
not the BCET), we can safely remove the best-case scenario. For example, for
many types of processors it is safe to assume that a cache hit will always result
in a total execution time that is less than a miss at the same place. However,
removal of scenarios might increase the WCET estimate pessimism, especially
if there exists flow information constraining the number of times the worst case
scenario can be executed.

For more complex hardware, including a lot of performance enhancing fea-
tures, it might be hard to safely determine the feature combination that will
result in the overall worst case program timing. One single scope node will
then be cloned into multiple versions, each referencing the same basic block,
but with different execution scenarios. In the local-low level analysis timing for
all the execution scenarios will be extracted and the combination of scenarios
that produce the worst case timing will be determined.

Finally, note that if the header node in a scope gets copied due to multiple
execution scenarios, the resulting scope might become unstructured, i.e., a loop
with multiple in-nodes. Figure 6.4(b) illustrates how the scope graph in Figure
6.4(a) would be modified to reflect that both A and B gets copied into two
versions due to different execution scenarios. This indirectly requires that the
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Figure 6.4: Execution scenarios causing multiple headers

local low-level analysis and the calculation method should be able to handle
unstructured code.

6.5 Local low-level analysis

The purpose of the local low-level analysis is to determine the effects of pipelin-
ing and to generate execution times for program parts. This includes determin-
ing the effects of machine-dependent factors that can be analyzed locally for one
or a few neighbouring instructions, such as pipeline and memory access timing.

In the following sections we will present a pipeline timing analysis able to
safely capture the effects of dependencies and pipeline overlap that exist be-
tween instructions both within and between basic blocks. The outlined pipeline
analysis is able to take execution facts into account, maybe derived by one or
several different global low-level analyses.

The pipeline analysis makes use of a hardware model to extract time for
sequences of instructions annotated with execution facts. The analysis treats
the hardware model as a black box, i.e., it does not need to have access to its
internal state. In principle, the weak requirements on the hardware model allow
us to use any trace-driven cycle-accurate processor model (or even the hardware
itself) to extract timing for instructions.

The result of the analysis is a timing model which allows a worst case exe-
cution time estimate of a program to be calculated from the timing of smaller
program parts. We only store times for node and timing effects for sequences of
nodes in the model, (and not any internal state related to the hardware model),
thereby clearly decoupling the low-level analysis from the calculation phase.

The pipeline analysis and the resulting timing model have been previously
described in Engblom’s Ph.D. thesis [Eng02].
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Figure 6.5: Scalar pipeline with parallel units

6.6 The problem of pipeline analysis

The purpose of pipeline analysis is to model the execution time effects of the
overlap between instructions in pipelined processors. For simple non-pipelined
CPUs it is possible to assign a fixed execution time to an instruction (or a basic
block), but for pipelined processors this is no longer sufficient since instructions
(and basic blocks) can overlap in the pipeline.

The overlap between instructions makes the execution time for a sequence
of instructions (or basic blocks) less than the sum of the execution times of the
individual instructions (or basic blocks). Furthermore, not all instructions need
to use all pipeline stages, and instructions can be stalled, waiting for pipeline
stages or data of other instructions to become available. A pipeline analysis
suitable for WCET analysis should be able to safely capture the effects of such
pipeline interference between instructions. The resulting timing model should
model the timing effects due to such pipeline interference in a way that an
overall program WCET estimate can be calculated.

For an illustration of the problems involved in performing such pipeline anal-
ysis and constructing a resulting timing model, we use an example pipeline with
the layout as depicted in Figure 6.5. The pipeline is an in-order scalar pipeline
(see Section 2.3.2) containing an instruction fetch (IF), an execute (EX), and a
memory access (M) stage. It also contains a separate floating point (F) stage,
which can be used instead of the (EX) and (M) stages. Instructions can execute
in the (F) stage for several clock cycles.

Figure 6.6(a) shows a scope graph fragment consisting of three nodes Q, R and
S, each referring to a basic block. Figure 6.6(b) shows the pipeline layout of the
three basic blocks, when executed on the pipeline depicted in Figure 6.5. Nodes
Q and S have instructions using the (F) stage, while R has not. The execution
time for a sequence of instructions can be given as the time from when the
first instruction enters the pipeline until the last instruction exists the pipeline.
Using this definition the pipeline overlap between instructions within the same
basic block is captured, as illustrated in Figure 6.6(b), and the execution times
for the nodes become 8 cycles for Q, 6 cycles for R and 7 cycles for S, respectively.

When executing basic blocks in sequence, the total execution time for the
sequence is usually smaller than the sum of the times for the individual basic
blocks, reflecting that the instructions of the different basic blocks are overlap-
ping in the pipeline. For example, the timing for the sequence QR is 11 cycles,
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Figure 6.6: Pipeline overlap over pair of nodes

while the sum of the execution times for Q and R is 8 + 6 = 14 cycles. Similarly,
the time for executing sequence QS is 14 cycles, while the execution time sum
of Q and S is 8 + 7 = 15 cycles.

Our way to model such pipeline overlap between basic blocks is to assign
execution times to nodes, corresponding to the time for the node when executed
in isolation, and timing effects to edges, for the overlap effect between basic
blocks. For example, the pipeline timing effect for edge Q→ R would be minus
three (11− 14 = −3) cycles. The effect is negative to indicate a speedup of the
overall execution time. Similarly, the pipeline timing effect for edge Q→S would
be only minus one (14 − 15 = −1) cycle. Note that the timing effect for Q→R
is different from the timing effect for Q→S, indicating that the pipeline overlap
is different for the two sequences.

Figure 6.6(c) illustrates how the graph fragment could be annotated with
timing and timing effects. In Section 6.8 we will describe how such timing
and timing effects are derived. The total timing for executing a sequence of
nodes is obtained by summing the time and timing effects for all nodes and
edges included in the sequence. For example, the timing for sequence QR is then
8 − 3 + 6 = 11 cycles.

Unfortunately, just considering pairs of basic blocks might be insufficient,
since in many cases instruction overlap and interference can reach across more
than two basic blocks. Such effects can for example be caused by instructions
completing their execution long after the other instructions in the basic block
they belong to. For example, in the pipeline outlined in Figure 6.6(a) an in-
struction might occupy the (F) stage for many cycles, while the rest of the
instructions in the block have finished executing.

An example of such a long-reaching overlap between instructions in non-
adjacent blocks is illustrated in Figure 6.7. The execution of node C is partially
overlapped by the node A. This results in an additional execution time speedup
which is not captured by just considering the pipeline overlap in neighbouring
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Figure 6.7: Pipeline overlap over three nodes

nodes. The execution time for the sequence ABC is 13 cycles, while the sum
of block times and pairwise timing effects are 10 + 5 + 7 − 5 − 2 = 15 cycles.
Ignoring this extra speedup would lead to a safe, but potentially pessimistic,
program WCET estimate.
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Figure 6.8: Pipeline interference over three nodes

More critically, not all long reaching instruction interferences are speedups,
some interferences can cause slowdowns. Figure 6.8 shows an example of such
an interference between a long-running instruction and an instruction in a non-
neighbouring basic block. Node A and B are the same nodes as in Figure 6.7, but
we here focus on the D successor node. The execution of D gets stalled due to A’s
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use of the floating point stage. This is despite the presence of node B between
them. The execution time for sequence ABD is 16 cycles, while the sum of block
times and pairwise timing effects is 10 + 5 + 7 − 5 − 2 = 15 cycles. Ignoring
this type of execution time slowdown would lead to a potentially unsafe WCET
estimate.

6.7 Pipeline timing analysis

We have constructed a pipeline timing analysis able to capture instruction in-
terference and overlap both between adjacent and non-adjacent basic blocks.
Our pipeline analysis makes use of a hardware model, or timing function T ,
that given a sequence of nodes in the scope graph (containing instructions and
execution facts) returns its execution time. The pipeline analysis do not need
to access to the internal state of the hardware model, but instead consider the
hardware model as a block box. The only requirement on the hardware model
is that it should safely enact the effects of the execution facts, and that the
model is deterministic, i.e., the same sequence of instructions and execution
facts should always give the same execution time.

The exact definition of the execution time reported by T for an instruc-
tion sequence depends on the hardware model used. For a typical model of a
pipelined processor, the execution time will be from the time the first instruc-
tion enters the pipeline until the last instruction exits the pipeline as illustrated
in Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8.

In principle, the weak requirements on the hardware model allow us to use
any trace-driven cycle-accurate processor model (or even the hardware itself)
to perform WCET analysis, making it easier to retarget the WCET analysis to
new processors. The simulator does not need to simulate the semantics of the
code executed (like the results of arithmetic operations or the contents of mem-
ory locations), it need only to provide execution times for a given sequence of
instructions. Such simulators are commonly used by embedded systems devel-
opers to evaluate new features and design tradeoffs [BC98], and we can leverage
existing simulators to port our technique to a variety of hardware platforms.
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Figure 6.9: Timing analysis using a simulator
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The input to our pipeline timing analysis is a scope graph, containing nodes
referencing basic blocks with attached execution scenarios. The flow information
and the hierarchical scope structure of the scope graph is of no interest for
the analysis and therefore removed. The resulting input is a flattened graph
consisting of just nodes and edges.

The analysis works by running individual nodes (i.e., basic blocks with ex-
ecution scenarios) and sequences of nodes through the hardware model. The
reported execution times are used to construct a timing model, with timing for
nodes and timing effects for sequences of nodes (see Section 6.8). Figure 6.9
provides an illustration of a pipeline analysis where a cycle-accurate simulator
is used to extract timing for nodes Q and R and the QR node sequence.

Note that we are only interested in the sequences of nodes that can actually
occur in the program; that is, only sequences where the successive nodes are
linked by edges in the scope graph. Also, no sequence needs to be run more
than once in the hardware model, thereby reducing the run time of the analysis
when using a complex hardware model with potential high execution time cost.

A central part of the analysis is the extension condition, a function that
determines the sequences of nodes that we need to investigate to safely capture
all timing effects of pipeline overlap and hardware dependencies. The extension
condition to be used depends on the properties of the target processor and
corresponding hardware model. For hardware models not subject to long timing
effects, only nodes and sequences of nodes up to the length of two need to be
run. For other type of hardware models the extension condition becomes more
complicated, (see the Ph.D. thesis of Jakob Engblom [Eng02] for more details).

It should be noted that most WCET researchers do not support the use of
cycle-accurate simulators. Instead, they construct a special-purpose pipeline
model of their target processors, relying on the fact that even if a certain hard-
ware processor is subject to long timing effects, it might be possible to construct
a hardware model which is not. Our pipeline timing analysis can make use of
such special purpose hardware model, just like a simulator.

Note that using a special purpose hardware model for WCET analysis might
have the drawback that another hardware model has to be created for BCET
analysis. A model which is safe for WCET analysis is by necessity unsafe for
BCET analysis, since the model will overestimate the execution time in cases
of uncertainty, while a model for BCET analysis would need to underestimate
the time in such cases.

6.8 Timing model

The result of our pipeline timing analysis is a timing model, orginally introduced
in [EE99] and extended in [Eng02]. The model represents the times reported by
the timing function T , using node times, denoted by tnode, and timing effects
for sequences of nodes, denoted by δseq. Figure 6.10(a) illustrates a scope graph
fragment and Figure 6.10(b) its resulting timing model.
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Figure 6.10: Scope graph, timing model and timing graph

A node time tnode represents the time it takes to execute a node in isolation
on the hardware model. A timing effect δseq represents the change in execution
time encountered when a node sequence seq is executed compared to the timing
of nodes and timing effects of subsequences included in the sequence. Timing
effects are negative to indicate a speedup over a sequence of nodes, and positive
to indicate a slowdown. In the following we will outline how the node times and
timing effects are related to the node sequence times reported by the hardware
model.

We use the notation T (seq) for the execution time returned for sequence seq
when executed on the hardware model. The time for an empty sequence is zero.
The node time tnode for a node node is equal to T (node), i.e., the execution
time for the node when running in isolation on the target hardware:

tnode = T (node) (6.1)

The execution time T (seq) for an arbitrary node sequence seq is defined to be
equal to the sum of times for all the nodes in the sequence and all the timing
effects of all subsequences of the sequence:

T (seq) =
∑

∀n∈nodes(seq)

tn +
∑

∀s∈subsequences(seq)

δs (6.2)

For example, using a hardware model which gives the execution time for a
sequence as the time from when the first instruction enters the pipeline until
the last instruction exists the pipeline, the execution time for the ABC sequence in
Figure 6.7 becomes: T (ABC) = tA+tB+tC+δAB+δBC+δABC = 10+5+7−5−2−2 =
13 cycles.

Figure 6.11 illustrates how times for successively longer sequences are con-
structed from Equation 6.2. The execution time T (seq) for a sequence seq is
obtained by summing all the t and δ variables within the corresponding triangle.

Using some algebraic manipulation of Equation 6.2, we can express the tim-
ing effect for a sequence in terms of the execution times of just a few sub-
sequences. Using l to denote the length of a sequence seq and the notation
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Figure 6.11: Timing triangle

seq[i..j] to denote the subsequence starting at the i:th element and ending at
the j:th element of seq we get:

δseq = T (seq) − T (seq[2..l]) − T (seq[1..l − 1]) + T (seq[2..l − 1]) (6.3)

For example, δABC = T (ABC) − T (AB) − T (BC) + T (B). Note that for sequences
of length two, the last term becomes zero, e.g., δAB = T (AB) − T (A) − T (B).
In Figure 6.7 we get a timing effect for sequence AB of δAB = −5, reflecting
that A completely overlaps the execution of B. For the sequence ABC, we get the
negative timing effect of δABC = −2, reflecting that the execution of A overlaps
both B and C. For the example in Figure 6.8 the pipeline interference results in
a positive timing effect δABD = +1 for sequence ABC.

Engblom showed in his Ph.D. thesis [Eng02] that both positive and nega-
tive long timing effects can occur over sequences longer than three nodes, and
even more problematic: for certain architectures arbitrary long timing effects
can be constructed. For such architectures a special-purpose hardware model
should preferably be used, making sure to make safe but potentially pessimistic
overestimations when such long timing effects can occur.

The resulting timing model will consists of timing for nodes and timing
effects for sequences of nodes. Figure 6.12(a) provides an illustration of the
node times and timing effects generated for the scope graph in Figure 6.7 and
Figure 6.8. The timing model can also be illustrated as a decoration of a timing
graph, a flattened version of the scope graph with the same node and control-flow
structure but with the scopes and flow facts removed. Figure 6.12(b) depicts
this alternative represention. Note that the long timing effects δABC and δABD are
represented by an explicit encapsulation of the nodes included in the sequence.

For the calculation, a timing effect for a node sequence should only be ac-
counted for when the execution goes uninterrupted via all the nodes in the
sequence. For example, δABC should not be accounted for if the execution leaves
the sequence before node C or if the execution enters the sequence at a node
different from A. The calculation method used must be able to safely capture
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Figure 6.12: Representing long timing effects

such timing effect execution constraints, otherwise it may end up with an unsafe
WCET estimate.

6.9 Alternative timing analyses

For many types of WCET analysis the way to extract and represent timing is
closely connected to the calculation method used. Our approach to low-level
analysis clearly separates the hardware modelling, the timing model, and the
calculation. This enhance retargetability since different low-level analysis can
be used together with the same calculation method.

For example, some approaches do not make an explicit decoupling between
the hardware analysis, the resulting timing-model and the calculation. For
example, the path-based calculation methods proposed in [HAM+99, SA00,
RGL02, ZWR+01] form paths across multiple basic blocks when calculating
program WCET, simultaneously extracting instruction pipeline behaviour and
program timing.

Most IPET-based calculation methods, e.g., [PS95, FMW97, HLS00b] use a
separation similar to ours between the low-level analysis and the resulting timing
model. The potential pipeline overlaps are calculated using this hardware model,
resulting in a timing model with timing typically on either nodes or edges (but
not both). Since none of our calculation methods are dependent on timing
effects for sequences of nodes to be present, they can be used with the timing
models producied such low level analysis.

Modelling pair-wise pipeline overlaps using timing effects on edges was in-
troduced by Ottosson and Sjödin [OS97]. They derive the potential pipeline
overlap between a pair of nodes using pipeline reservation diagrams. By only
considering a simple scalar pipeline, they avoid the problem of long timing ef-
fects [Eng02].
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Figure 6.13: Block times and inter-arrival times

Its should be noted that our proposed timing model is not limited to our
modular type of timing analysis with our clear separation between the local- and
global low-level analysis phases. As mentioned in Section 3.5, for more complex
hardware with a lot of inter-dependencies between processor components, a more
integerated and potentially more complex low-level analysis is preferably used
to reduce the pessimism in the resulting WCET estimate. The results from such
analysis can in many cases be formulated as a classical IPET [HLTW03] (i.e.,
just having timing on nodes or edges), something which allow our calculation
methods to use the timing models resulting from such more integrated types of
low-level analyses.

The timing model we propose is also independent on how the hardware
model (i.e., the timing function T ) defines the execution time for a piece of
code. The pipeline diagrams presented in this chapter assigns an execution
time to a basic block, corresponding to the number of cycles its instructions are
occupying stages in the pipeline. Other definitions are possible, for example, it
is possible to describe the execution time of a pipelined processor by ignoring
the overlap between instructions which “always” occurs, and rather use the
interarrival time, which is done in many CPU manuals (see Figure 6.13 for an
illustration).

Processor manuals written in this style give a number of cycles for each
instruction rather than a detailed pipeline diagram, together with some rules
for when the execution gets slowed down due to resource contention [ARM00].
Atanassov et al. [AKP01] have built a model for the pipelined Infineon C167
processor using constant execution times for each instruction, plus formulas
that account for the interference between neighbouring instructions, the effect
of memory access times, etc. We use a similar model for the ARM9 processor
(see Section 10).

For a more detailed discussion of our pipeline analysis, timing model and
the occurrence and causes of long timing effects we refer to Engblom’s Ph.D.
thesis [Eng02].
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Chapter 7

Efficient Path-based
Calculation

This chapter presents a fast and effective WCET calculation method which takes
account of low-level machine aspects like pipelining and caches, and high-level
program flow like loops and infeasible paths. The method is path-based in that
the possible execution paths of a program or piece of a program are explicitly
explored to find the overall program path with the worst case timing.

7.1 Introduction

There has been some other approaches to path-based calculation presented in
the WCET literature e.g., [HAM+99, SA00, RGL02] (see Section 2.4.2 for more
details). The basic principle between all path-based methods are the same,
extracting explicit longest paths over some type of graph structure in a bottom-
up manner, replacing code subparts with a safe timing and hardware model
abstraction.

The main difference between our approach and previous work is our clear
separation of pipeline analysis and calculation. This allows us to construct
a simpler calculation phase just working over a graph annotated with times
and timing effects. Previous approaches [HAM+99, SA00, RGL02] have explic-
itly integrated a hardware model state, including pipeline and sometimes cache
information, in their path analysis. Thereby, our path-based calculation elimi-
nates the need for an explicit enumeration of all paths to handle pipeline effects
and becomes more efficient than previous presented path-based approaches, es-
pecially in the presence of many potential execution paths.

We further extend the presented path-based calculation method to handle
complex program flow information such as dependent conditional statements
and implication. The flow information are expressed using a subset of our
flow fact language presented in Chapter 5. We extend the calculation method

101
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further to use graph rewriting to handle pipeline timing effects between non-
neighbouring basic blocks. We also show how to handle such long timing ef-
fects going over the calculation borders dictated by the calculation method.
Our experiments demonstrate that speed does not sacrifice precision, and that
programs with extreme numbers of potential execution paths can be analyzed
quickly (see Chapter 10).

7.2 Method overview

Our path-based calculation module takes two inputs, a description of possible
program flows, represented as a scope graph with flow facts (see Chapter 5), and
a timing model, represented as a global timing graph generated by our low-level
analysis (see Chapter 6).

7.2.1 Program flow

The description of possible program flows is represented by a scope graph an-
notated with flow facts, but the method can only handle a subset of the flow
fact constructs presented in Chapter 5. The only flow facts allowed in our path-
based calculation are foreach facts, i.e., facts with <min..max> or < > context
specifiers. Furthermore, facts are only allowed to use count variables referring
to nodes located in the defining scope of the fact.

These kinds of flow facts have a natural relation to path-based calculations,
since they talk about what happens on a single iteration of a scope. Such
flow facts can express complex flow information extracted using flow analysis
method as presented in [Gus00, HAM+99]. Flow information stretching over
several scopes or expressed using total facts, i.e., facts using [min..max] or [ ]
context specifiers, can not be handled.
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Figure 7.1: Control-flow graph and scope-graph with flow facts

Each scope in the scope graph is structurally restricted to only contain a
single header node, thereby limiting the calculation method to only handle well-
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formed loops. A scope might have several out-edges, allowing for non-local
jumps out of loops and multiple return sites for functions. In Section 7.7 we
outline possible method extensions to manage more advanced types of flow
information and graph structures.

Figure 7.1(a) shows an example of a control-flow graph containing two nested
loops. Figure 7.1(b) shows the corresponding scope graph with some attached
flow facts. The fact inner : <> : #C + #F ≤ 1 gives that the nodes C and F can
never execute on the same iteration of the scope (an infeasible path), while the
fact inner : <6..10> : #C = 0 gives that for each entry of the inner loop, node C
can not be executed during iteration 6 to 10. The fact inner : <1..8> : #C ≤ #G
gives that, for each entry of inner, during the first eight iterations, an execution
of C implies that G must also be executed. The fact outer : <1..5> : #I = 1
gives that for each entry of outer, during the first five iterations of outer, the
execution is forced to take the path passing node I, (and can therefore not enter
the inner scope during those iterations).

7.2.2 Program timing
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Figure 7.2: Scope graph fragment, timing model and timing graph

As presented in Chapter 6, the global low-level analysis annotates the nodes
in the scope graph with execution information, and the local-low level analysis
extracts timing for entities using a hardware model. The second input to the
path-based calculation method is the result of the low-level analysis, a timing
model represented as a global timing graph. The timing graph is a flattened
version of the scope graph with timing on nodes and timing effects on sequences
of nodes.

Figure 7.2(a) shows a fragment of an example scope graph annotated with
execution information. Figure 7.2(b) shows the time model generated from
the low-level analysis and Figure 7.2(c) shows the corresponding timing graph
fragment. In the timing graph, times for nodes correspond to the execution times
of nodes in isolation, (e.g., tQ in Figure 7.2), and timing effect for sequences,
(e.g., δQR in Figure 7.2), to the pipeline effect when the two successive nodes are
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Figure 7.3: WCET analysis using path-based calculation

executed in sequence. The timing graph is generated once for the entire scope
graph.

As explained in Chapter 6 there is a potential for timing effects along longer
sequences of nodes than just two, usually caused by a node using some CPU
resource that is used by a later node in the sequence, but not by the nodes
in between. Such timing effects should only be included in the final WCET
estimate if all the nodes in the sequence are executed in sequence. For example,
in Figure 7.16(a) on page 114, we have a timing effect for the sequence CDE.

7.2.3 Calculation overview

Figure 7.3 gives an overview of our WCET analysis system, when using longest
path-based search as described in this chapter. The path-based calculation
module is shown in detail.

Our path-based method works bottom-up over the scopes in the scope graph,
extracting worst case timing of descendant scopes before their ancestors (box
“Scope Graph Traversal” in Figure 7.3). Within each scope we extract a number
of worst case paths each valid for one single iteration. The extracted paths will
be combined to form a worst case execution for the whole scope. The WCET
time derived for the root scope in the scope graph becomes the WCTE estimate
for the whole program.

To account for flow facts which make execution paths infeasible for all or
some iterations, we unroll a scope into a number of virtual scopes, (box “Virtual
Scope Expansion”). Fragments of the global timing graph are used to create a
local timing graph for each such virtual scope (box “Timing Graph for VScope”).

We apply an acyclic longest-path search algorithm over the local timing
graph to extract a worst-case iteration path. Before the algorithm can be applied
all cycles in the timing graph are removed, (box “Path Search Preprocessing”).
Also, some nodes and edges in the timing graph are removed to account for
certain types of simpler flow facts, such as facts specifying that a certain entity
must or can’t be taken (box “Simple Fact Removal”). Paths not fulfilling given
flow information are removed until a feasible longest path is found, (box “Local
Path Search”).
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Dijkstra′s(timinggraph TG):

// Initialization
for each node u in TG do

predecessor[u] := nil
time sum[u] := 0

end for

// Breadth-first-search
for each node u in TG in breadth-first order do

for each outgoing edge e = u → v in G do
d := time sum[u] + tu + δe

// Is u on the longest path to v
if time sum[v] < d then

predecessor[v] := u
time sum[v] := d

end for

end for
return TG

Figure 7.4: Longest path search algorithm

The timing graph is expanded to handle pipeline effects across sequences of
nodes longer than two, (box “Timing Effect Expansion”). Special care has to be
taken to handle long timing effects going over our analysis borders, e.g., effects
over nodes which belong to different scopes.

The following sections will describe the algorithm steps in more detail. Sec-
tion 7.3 present the basic longest path search algorithm used. Section 7.4 and
Section 7.5 presents how the algorithms and data structures are modified to
handle complex flow information and long pipeline effects.

7.3 Basic path search algorithm

The classical approach to longest executable path search in path-based calcula-
tion is to generate all possible paths for a certain program segment (function,
loop body, or other unit), run all the paths through some kind of hardware
model, and select the path with the longest execution time. The unit of analy-
sis is the complete path, and the number of paths to explore is up to 2n, where n
is the number of decisions in the program segment being analyzed. The need to
handle many complete paths arises from the use of pipelining in modern proces-
sors: to get a tight timing estimate, one must account for the overlap between
basic blocks, and this can only be done by analyzing all the basic blocks in a
path in a continuous sequence.1

However, since our pipeline analysis allows the timing of a path to be com-
posed from smaller components, it is possible to reformulate the longest path
search problem for a program segment as finding the longest path in a directed
acyclic graph, eliminating the need for an explicit enumeration of all paths to

1To keep complexity under control while losing some precision, it is possible to cut a
program segment into smaller pieces with a lower number of decisions in each [HAM+99].
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Figure 7.5: Longest path search

handle pipeline effects.
We base our efficient path search on Dijkstra’s algorithm (shown in Figure

7.4) [CLR90]. The algorithm computes the longest path in O(m+n) time where
m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes, i.e., it is linear in the
size of the graph.

In order to be able to apply the algorithm on the timing graph TG for a
scope s, we must first remove all cycles from the graph, since in general the
longest path in a graph is undefined if there are cycles in the graph. Therefore,
within each scope, we replace all back-edges (i.e., edges back to the header node
of the scope) with edges to a special continuation node ⊥c. Furthermore, all
edges leading to nodes outside the scope are redirected to a special exit node
⊥x (see Figure 7.5(b)). This is the “Path Search Preprocessing” stage in Figure
7.3.

After this preprocessing, the algorithm works by breadth-first search. For
each node, it computes the predecessor with the greatest total time on the
longest path from the start node of the graph (called time sum in the algorithm).
If a node is not reachable from the header node, due to the removal of certain
paths (Section 7.4), the corresponding time sum is zero. Figure 7.5(c) illustrates
the result of the algorithm, showing the predecessor and time sum for each node.
This is the “Longest Path Search” stage in Figure 7.3.

After each run, for each node n, predecessor[n] defines the predecessor of
node n on the longest path from the start node to n. Thus, a path can easily
be constructed backwards by following the predecessor chain.

The extracted worst case paths to ⊥c and ⊥x, respectively, both corresponds
to a single iteration of s. When computing the local WCET for a looping scope
s, we have to give the last iteration a special treatment, since when exiting a
scope, a different path is usually taken, which may be longer or shorter than the
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Figure 7.6: Virtual scope expansion

repeating path. Therefore, we calculate two longest executable paths in each
scope: one to the special node ⊥c and one to the special node ⊥x. If there is no
executable path to ⊥c, s does not iterate at all, in which case the WCET for
the scope is the longest executable path to ⊥x.

If there is a path going to ⊥c the final WCET for scope s becomes:
time sum(⊥c) ∗ (loopbound(s) − 1) + time sum(⊥x).

7.4 Path search with flow facts

In this section, we show how flow facts can be used to remove infeasible paths
in the path-based calculation, and thus obtain more precise WCET estimates.

7.4.1 Ranges and Virtual Scopes

In order to account for flow facts with ranges, i.e., facts with a <min..max> con-
text specifier, we expand a scope into a number of virtual scopes. A virtual scope
corresponds to a certain range of iterations of a scope, and the virtual scope
expansion will, creates a copy of the original scope for each virtual scope. Each
virtual scope has a corresponding virtual scope specifier, s:range, specifying
which scope and range the virtual scope is valid for.

The purpose of the virtual scope expansion is to make sure that each fact
attached to a virtual scope has a range covering the entire iteration range of a
virtual scope, as illustrated in Figure 7.6. Here, the two facts s : <1..5> : #C =
1 and s : <3..10> : #B + E = 1 are specified for the scope s. Both facts hold
for the iterations 3..5. Only fact f1 holds in iterations 1..2, and f2 in iterations
6..10. In iterations 11..20, none of the facts hold. Thus, the scope is split into the
virtual scopes s:1..2, s:3..5, s:6..10, and s:11..20. After the expansion,
we note which facts are valid for each virtual scope.
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V irtualScopeSpecCreation(scope s):

VSS := ∅, min := 1
F := facts in scope graph having s as defining scope

Fcurrent := facts in F spanning first iteration in s
// Loop over all iterations in the scope
for each iteration iter between 1 and loopbound(s) do

Fiter := facts in F spanning iteration iter in s
// Has set of spanning facts changed
if Fcurrent �= Fiter then

max := iter - 1
VSS := add virtual scope spec s : min..max to VSS
min := iter
Fcurrent := Fiter

end for
// Return set of created virtual scope specifications
return V SS

Figure 7.7: Virtual scope generation

SimpleFactsRemoval(timinggraph TG):

// Handle ’forbidden’ nodes, (#node = 0)
for each forbidden node n in TG do

delete n from TG
remove resulting dead paths

end for
// Handle ’must-have’ nodes, (#node = 1):
for each must-have node n in TG

mark all transitive predecessors of n
mark all transitive successors of n
for each node m in TG

if m not marked

delete node m from TG
end for

end for
return TG

Figure 7.8: Simple facts removal

An algorithm for finding virtual scope specifications over a scope is given in
Figure 7.7. For each created virtual scope specification a corresponding virtual
scope will be created.

7.4.2 Simple facts removal

To make the path search with facts more efficient, certain facts can be handled
in a preprocessing stage (the “Simple Fact Removal” stage in Figure 7.3). The
algorithm for this step is shown in Figure 7.8.

A fact with a constraint expression of the form #node = 0, stating that node
must not be taken in the covered iterations, can be handled by simply removing
node from the corresponding virtual scope. A fact with a constraint expression
of the form #node = 1, stating that node must be taken on each iteration, can
be handled by removing all paths from the graph that do not include node.
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Figure 7.9: Infeasible path removal

LongestFeasiblePathSearch(timinggraph TG, factset F, node nend):

// Extract longest path p in TG
TG = Dijkstra′s(TG)
begin loop

// Get timing and longest extracted path
tp := time sum(nend)
p := longest path from startnode(TG) to nend

// Return if p feasible against flow facts
if Feasible(p, F ) then return tp
// Return if there was no path to nend

if tp == 0 then return tp
// Else, remove p from TG and redo extraction
TG := DeletePathFromGraph(TG, p)

end loop

Figure 7.10: Longest feasible path search

The paths can be found in time linear to the size of the graph by first marking
all transitive predecessors and successors of node, and then removing all nodes
that are not marked. Any such node would not be on a path from start to end
involving node, and is thus infeasible.

7.4.3 Longest path search with flow facts

The longest path found by Dijkstra’s algorithm is then checked for feasibility
against the flow facts not removed in the preprocessing. The checking is done
by counting the occurrence of entities in the path, and comparing this to the
constraints specified in the facts. For example, for a fact like “inner : <> : #C+
#F ≤ 1”, we will check that the path does not contain both node F and node C.

If the path is not feasible, it is removed from the graph and the search
begins again, now finding the second-longest path. The path is removed using
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an algorithm by Martins and Santos [MS00], and the effect is illustrated in
Figure 7.9. The idea is to create a deviation around the path to be removed.
This is achieved by adding copies of already existing nodes and edges to the
graph as shown in Figure 7.9, and removing the end of the original path. Note
that the modified graph still contains all paths of the original graph, except
precisely the removed one. All new nodes and edges have the same timing as
their originals in the timing graph. During the path removal, the algorithm also
computes the next longest path in the graph by updating the path information
time sum[v] and predecessor[v] (see Section 7.3 above) for all affected nodes v
(thereby avoiding another pass of Dijkstra’s algorithm).

The process of longest path search and infeasible path detection and removal
is repeated until a feasible path is found. The first feasible path found is the
longest executable path in the virtual scope. The algorithm for longest feasible
path search is given in Figure 7.10.

The removal of a path and finding the next longest one runs in O(m) time,
where m is the number of edges in the graph. This comes from the fact that
for each new node the time sum and predecessor are computed by traversing
all incoming edges of the corresponding original node (see [MS00] for details).
However, this complexity is obtained only if the next longest path is found after
scanning the entire set of edges, which is the case only when a path passes all
nodes. For a typical flow graph, this is not realistic. Thus the actual complexity
can be assumed to be much lower.

After one initial run of Dijkstra’s Algorithm, the path search algorithm runs
in O(K ∗ m) time, where m is the number of edges in the graph and K is
the number of paths removed. As the number of paths in a flow graph grows
exponentially with the number of decisions (see Section 7.3 above), the whole
path search might take exponential time, since in the worst case all paths have
to be examined (if the shortest path is the only feasible path). However, for
typical programs this is very unlikely and may only happen when we have many
complex flow facts covering the same virtual scope. It was not a noticeable
problem for any of our benchmark programs (see Section 10.8). Thus, in general,
the number of paths examined should be low compared to the total number of
possible paths. Also note that since the calculation successively improves the
WCET estimate in each step, it can be interrupted at any time, still yielding a
safe, but probably pessimistic result.

7.4.4 WCET calculation algorithm

After applying the modifications to the graph as described above, we start
searching for the longest executable path allowed by the remaining facts. We
have a fragment of the global timing graph corresponding to a virtual scope,
with back-edges removed and special nodes added, and a set of remaining facts.

Figure 7.11 shows the top-level algorithm, used for each scope. It performs
WCET analysis recursively for the subscopes, divides the scope into virtual
scopes, retrieves a piece of the timing graph, and removes the paths corre-
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WCETCalculation(scope s, timedatabase s):

// Initialize timing variables for scopes and virtual scopes
ts,cont = ts,cont = tcont = tvs,exit = tvs,exit = texit = 0
// Extract timing for subscopes
for each child scope sub to scope s do

tsub := WCETCalculation(sub)
s := in s replace call to sub with new call node nsub

add time tsub for node nsub to tdb
end for
// Divide scope s into virtual scopes
VS := V irtualScopeCreation(s)
// Calculate times for virtual scopes
for each virtual vs in VS in increasing order do

// Get and convert timing graph for virtual scope
TG := T imingGraphFragment(s, vs)
TG := PathSearchPreprocessing(TG)
TG := SimpleFactRemoval(TG)
TG := LongT imingEffectExpansion(TG)
// Get time for longest continuation and exit paths
tcont := LongestFeasiblePathSearch(TG, F,⊥c)
texit := LongestFeasiblePathSearch(TG, F,⊥x)
// Does there exist a feasible continuation path?
if valid(tcont) then

// Update longest time time to back-edges for scope
ts,cont := ts,cont+ span(vs) ∗tcont

// Update longest time time to out-edges for scope
if valid(texit) then

ts,exit := ts,cont + (span(vs)-1) ∗ tcont + texit

else // We must take the exit path
if valid(texit) then

ts,exit := ts,cont + texit

return ts,exit

end for

// Return the longest time to out-edges
return ts,exit

Figure 7.11: Path-based WCET algorithm

sponding to the simple facts. By calling the algorithm with the root scope of
the scope graph, a WCET for the complete program is generated.

The algorithm creates a number of virtual scopes for each scope as given
by the flow facts defined on the scope. The algorithm then iterates over the
created virtual scopes in increasing range order. For each virtual scope, two
timing values are calculated, one time tcont to the continuation node ⊥c and
one time texit to the exit-node ⊥x. The longest path in each virtual scope is
generated as described in Section 7.3 above.

The times extracted for the virtual scope are combined together to form a
WCET for the complete scope. For each scope s we have one variable ts,exit

holding the worst case timing accumulated for scope s to ⊥x, and one variable
ts,cont holding the worst case timing accumulated to ⊥c. The final ts,exit value
extracted is the worst case timing for the scope, and is returned.

A potential optimization reducing the path search needed is to compare the
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LongT imingEffectExpansion(timinggraph TG):

// Breadth-first-search
for each node v in TG in breadth-first order do

if in degree[v] > 1 and v in long timing effect then
for each incoming edge u → v inside a sequence do

// Copy v and add and redirect edges
add node v′ to TG
add edge u → v′ to TG
remove edge u → v from TG
for each outgoing edge e = v → w in TG do

add edge v′ → w to TG
// Add long timing effect to edge
if e is last in a timing sequence s then

add δs to weight of e
end for

end for
end for

Figure 7.12: Long timing effects expansion

set of facts covering the different virtual scopes. If the set of facts covering a
virtual scope vsi is a subset or equal to the set of facts covering a virtual scope
vsj then all paths removed from vsi can be safely removed also from vsj . This
means that when doing a longest path search over vsj we can instead start with
the resulting graph after the longest-path search over vsi.

7.5 Handling long pipeline effects

The basic longest path-search algorithm presented in Section 7.3 manages tim-
ing effects up to the length of two. But, if there are pipeline effects across
sequences of nodes longer than two, they must be considered during the path
search since they might affect the longest path. Path-based calculation methods
have previously required complete paths to be executed to capture such effects
[HAM+99, SA00, RGL02], while here we show how to capture the effects locally
by graph rewriting.

To account for such effects, we need to know when we have taken a path
containing the sequence of nodes corresponding to the timing effect. Since the
longest path search only looks at the predecessors for a node, a preprocessing
algorithm, given in Figure 7.12 and corresponding to the box “Timing Effect
Expansion” in Figure 7.3, is used.

The idea behind the preprocessing algorithm is to make each path that
contains a long timing effect separate in the graph, and to add the time of the
timing effect to the last edge in the sequence. This is obtained by traversing
the nodes in the graph in topological order, and for each node visited, if it is
inside a timing effect sequence (i.e., not the first or last of a sequence), and
has more than one incoming edge, it is copied together with its outgoing edges
and the incoming edge that is part of the sequence. The original incoming edge
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Figure 7.13: Simple timing effect
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Figure 7.14: Crossing timing effects
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is removed. The copied nodes and edges have the same timing effects as the
original nodes and edges.

In Figure 7.13 the expansion process for a timing effect δCDE on a graph
fragment is shown in more detail. The node D is copied to D’ and the δCDE
timing effect is added to the δDE timing effect, to create the new timing effect
δD’E.

Figure 7.14 shows what happens when several time effects cross each other.
A number of new nodes is added, and three edges are rewritten. Figure 7.15
shows the case where two timing effects overlap. The graph must be expanded
in such a way that we count both effects only if the sequence BCDE is taken, and
only the effect over CDE if only that path is taken. The end result is a graph
where the effect δCDE is added to two edges.
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Figure 7.16: Path search with timing effects

An example showing that the long timing effects might affect the longest path
is shown in Figure 7.16, where the timing effect on the sequence CDE increases
the execution time of that path by 3 cycles, making the longest path different
from the one shown in Figure 7.5.

7.5.1 Long timing effects over analysis boundaries

One problem with a bottom-up WCET calculation such as the one presented
in this chapter is that there might be long timing effects across the boundaries
between successive paths or scopes, which have to be handled in order to ensure
a safe WCET estimate. For pipeline effects across scope boundaries, all timing
effects of length two are accounted for at the scope where the edges begin. For
timing effects of longer length crossing calculation borders, a safe but potentially
pessimistic solution is needed.

The simplest way to handle such long border crossing timing effects is to
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Figure 7.17: Timing effect across back-edge

ignore all pipeline effects between nodes in different scopes and loop iterations,
i.e., pessimistic but safely assume that we always have an empty pipeline when
we start a new iteration and exiting and entering scopes2.

Our less pessimistic (but still not perfect) solution is to add special history
nodes to the timing graph. The history nodes represent the potential paths
taken before the beginning of a path search and therefore have no weight asso-
ciated with them. Long timing effects will then begin at history nodes and end
at a node in the current scope (as shown for the timing effect from “(G)” to B
in Figure 7.17(b)).

For each node v in the graph that is the target of a back-edge, return from
a child scope call or an entry to the scope, we collect all timing effects with a
length greater than two (those of length two are already handled as regular edge
times). For each such timing effect we create a history node labelled with the
sequence of nodes up to v, and insert it between the start node and the node
v. For example, the sequence GAB in Figure 7.17, makes us insert the history
node “(G)”. This changes the longest path from ACDFG as shown in Figure 7.5
to ABDFG as shown in Figure 7.16(c).

The insertion of history nodes gives a safe but possibly pessimistic estimate
of the execution times, since we will always use the worst incoming timing effect.
This remaining pessimism is the price we have to pay for the convenience and
efficiency of extracting WCET times for scopes and virtual scopes in isolation.
In Chapter 9 more details on how to handle border crossing timing effects will
be given.

2This is safe if we assume that a two basic blocks can never have a positive timing effect
between them, i.e., in the worst case, we assume that two basic blocks executed on end in a
pipeline will have no overlap.
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Figure 7.18: Complete path-based WCET calculation example
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7.6 Complete example

In Figure 7.18(a)-(m) we give a compact illustration of the steps involved in our
path-based calculation method.

Figure 7.18(a) shows an example control-flow graph consisting of two nested
loops. Figure 7.18(b) shows the corresponding scope graph with the scopes
inner and outer and some attached flow facts. Figure 7.18(c) shows the cor-
responding scope-hierarchy. Figure 7.18(d) illustrates the global timing graph
generated from the scope graph by our low-level analysis.

The path-based calculation is performed bottom-up over the scopes in the
scope-hierarchy, starting with the inner scope. The flow facts attached to
inner will generate four different virtual scopes, inner:1..5, inner:6..8,
inner:9..10 and inner:11..20 as illustrated in Figure 7.18(f). A timing graph
fragment corresponding to inner is singled out, made acyclic and expanded for
long timing effects as given in Figure 7.18(g) and Figure 7.18(h). The longest
path-search method is then applied to the timing graph for each of the virtual
scopes. Figure 7.18(i) illustrates the longest path extracted for virtual scope
inner:1..5 fulfilling the f1 and f3 flow facts. Figure 7.18(j) shows the longest
path extracted for virtual scope inner:9..10 fulfilling the f1 and f2 flow facts.
Note that node D has been removed due to fact f2.

The times for extracted paths over the different virtual scopes are combined
to form a WCET for each virtual scope. The virtual scope WCETs are combined
to form the WCET of 1613 clock cycles for the whole inner scope as illustrated
in Figure 7.18(e).

After calculating a WCET for the inner scope the calculation proceed with
its parent scope outer. A special node is created in the outer scope correspond-
ing to the call to inner. Two virtual scopes outer:1..6 and outer:7..10 are
created for the outer scope as illustrated in Figure 7.18(l). The timing graph
fragment corresponding to outer is extracted and the inner call node is given
the timing extracted for the inner scope as illustrated in Figure 7.18(m). For
virtual scope outer:1..6 the longest feasible path will include this call node,
as illustrated Figure 7.18(n), while for virtual scope outer:7..10 the execution
must go over the I node, as illustrated in Figure 7.18(o).

The times for the two virtual scopes are combined to form a WCET of 9930
clock cycles for the whole program as illustrated in Figure 7.18(k).

7.7 Possible method extensions

7.7.1 Managing more advanced flow information

One limitation with the current version of our path-based calculation method
is the inability to handle flow facts which are giving flow information over col-
lections of paths, i.e., total facts or facts referring to the execution of entities
in descendant scopes. One key observation is that for such facts it is often not
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enough to extract a single path, but instead we need to combine several paths
that together satisfy given flow facts.

A small illustrating example is the following: Assume that a total fact
s : [] : #A = #B + 2 is given over a scope s with a loop bound of 10. Both
node A and B are located in scope s. We can not extract a single path that
fulfils the given fact when executed on all ten iterations. Instead, we need to
extract a number of longest paths which together form the WCET of s.

We here outline a possible extension of our path-based method which allows
us to handle non-overlapping total flow facts. The algorithm works in two steps.
In the first step we extract a number of longest paths. In the second step we cre-
ate a small constraint system to extract the worst case path combination which
together satisfies the given flow fact. We will use the given fact to illustrate the
different steps in more detail.

We first create a virtual scope s:1..10 and corresponding local timing graph
for our path-based method. To extract longest paths for virtual scope s:1..10
we note that only two different nodes, A and B are referred by the fact. We are
therefore interested in the longest paths that include respectively not include
these nodes. Each extracted path must be structurally feasible and not con-
tradicting any foreach facts which overlap the virtual scope. For s:1..10 the
longest paths of interest are:
� pA,B: the worst case path passing both A and B.
� pA,¬B: the worst case path passing A but not B.
� p¬A,B: the worst case path not passing A but B.
� p¬A,¬B: the worst case path neither passing A or B.
The set P holds all the extracted paths. Note that no other paths need to be
extracted, since any other path will have lower execution time and have the
same properties in terms of passing / not passing A and B as one of the already
extracted paths.

In the second step we extract the worst case path combination fulfilling the
given flow fact by creating a small constraint system. Let ti hold the timing of
path pi and let count variables xi hold the number of times path pi is executed.
For example, tA,B holds the timing and xA,B is the count variable of path pA,B. The
additional count variables, xA and xB, are created to hold the number of times
nodes A and B are executed. A number of constraints are created to constrain
path executions and relate their executions to the given flow fact.

Figure 7.19 shows the constraint system for this example. The resulting max-
imization problem will extract a WCET for s:1..10 with the given constraints.
A solver would also provide an instantiation of the given count variables, i.e.,
the combination of paths that produces the worst case timing.

The method can be further extended to handle facts with overlapping ranges
in a fashion similar to the IPET-based calculation method presented in Chapter
8. Similarly, to handle facts with count variables referring to entities located in
descendant scopes we can no longer extract WCET for a single scope in isolation
but need to combine paths in several different scopes.
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// Original flow fact
s : [] : #A = #B + 2
// Paths of interest
pA,B, pA,¬B, p¬A,B, p¬A,¬B

// Limit the number of times the different paths can be taken
xA,B + xA,¬B + x¬A,B + x¬A,¬B ≤ iters(1..10) = 10
// Collect all paths executing A respectively B

xA = xA,B + xA,¬B

xB = xA,B + x¬A,B

// Flow fact converted to constraint
xA = xB + 2
// Problem to maximize
WCET = max(

∑
pi∈P xi ∗ ti) =

max(xA,B ∗ tA,B + xA,¬B ∗ tA,¬B + x¬A,B ∗ t¬A,B + x¬A,¬B ∗ t¬A,¬B)

Figure 7.19: Paths and constraint system

A potential advantage of a combined path- and constraint-based approach
is that the resulting constraint system becomes very small, i.e., a lot of prepro-
cessing is made in the longest path search part. The disadvantage is that the
number of paths to extract within a scope might rapidly grow with the num-
ber of virtual scopes and referred count variables. The method has not been
implemented and will therefore not be further elaborated upon.

7.7.2 Differentiating between out-edges

When calculating a WCET estimate for a scope s the least costly alternative
is to calculate a WCET estimate for all out-edges s simultaneously. This will
result in a safe but sometimes pessimistic estimate.

One cause of pessimism is that flow facts might sometimes prohibit the ex-
ecution to leave a scope at a certain out-edge or that the timing for a scope
becomes different depending on where the execution left the scope. The pes-
simism can be resolved by calculating a separate WCET for each individual
out-edge of the scope, i.e., having several ⊥x nodes in the timing graph. The
cost to pay for the reduced pessimism would then be a more costly calculation.

In Section 9.4.2 we will elaborate further on calculating timing for program
fragments with several entry and exit locations.

7.7.3 Handling unstructured code

Another limitation of the current version of our path-based method is its in-
ability to handle unstructured code. For example, a scope can only have one
in-node which must also be its only header-node. Since unstructured code exists
in embedded systems and might be produced by compiler optimizations, this
is a potentially severe limitation [Eng99a]. We will here outline some possible
method extensions for handling this problem.

To capture that we can enter a scope at one or several nodes not being the
header node of the scope we can create a separate virtual scope for the zero:th
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iteration. During this iteration the execution can take nodes in the scope which
are not the header node. The execution must not be able to leave the scope
before a header node has been taken.

For scopes having multiple header nodes the calculation becomes more com-
plicated, but we can still extract one or several worst-case paths corresponding
to a single iteration. Remember that in the case of multiple header-nodes an
iteration is defined to start at any of the header nodes and end at a back- or
out-edge. The calculation must then guarantee that the final extracted longest
path becomes continuous, i.e., if an iteration i ends at a back-edge with header
h as target then iteration i + 1 must start at header h.



Chapter 8

Extended IPET Calculation

In this chapter we present a WCET calculation method using integer lin-
ear programming (ILP) or constraint programming (CP) techniques to de-
termine a WCET estimate. In the WCET literature this type of calcu-
lation technique is called implicit path enumeration technique, (IPET), re-
flecting that the longest path no longer is explicit but implicitly represented
[PS95, FMW97, HLS00b, LM95]. Our method is able to handle more com-
plex flow and timing information than previously presented IPET calculation
methods, thereby allowing for tighter WCET estimates to be obtained.

Our calculation method takes two inputs: a scope graph with flow facts,
representing possible program flows (see Chapter 5), and a timing model with
timing for nodes and timing effects for sequences of nodes, representing hardware
timing (see Chapter 6). The use of our timing model allows the calculation
method to handle the effects of hardware without using a detailed hardware
model in the calculation.
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Figure 8.1: WCET tool architecture for IPET calculation

Figure 8.1 gives an overview picture of our WCET tool when using extended
IPET. All components of the system, except the calculation phase, remain un-
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changed, demonstrating the modular structure of the tool.
The first section of this chapter presents the basics of constraint-based cal-

culation. The succeeding sections describe our constraint-based calculation
method in more detail. Section 8.2 presents how the input scope graph is ex-
panded into a virtual scope graph, to correctly account for given flow facts.
Section 8.3 presents how constraints are generated from the virtual scope graph
and the input flow facts. Section 8.4 presents how to generate an objective
function, whose maximization, subject to generated constraints, will produce
a WCET estimate. The section also shows how to safely constrain the impact
of long timing effects. Finally, Section 8.5 gives the overall WCET calculation
algorithm and a complete example of our constraint-based calculation method.

8.1 IPET calculation basics
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Figure 8.2: Basic IPET calculation

An IPET calculation method builds upon reformulating the WCET calcula-
tion problem into a maximization problem (or minimization for BCET), where
the program structure, restrictions on program flow and execution times are
given as algebraic and/or logical constraints. Each basic block and/or program
flow edge in the program is given a time variable (tentity), denoting the execution
time of the node or edge, and a count variable (xentity), denoting the number of
times the node or edge is executed. For example, node B in Figure 8.2(b) has
timing tB = 5 and count variable xB.

The count variables are considered global for the program (part) for which
WCET is calculated, and their values reflect the total number of executions of
entities for the complete execution of the program (part). For example, xB holds
the total number of times that node B is executed over the complete program
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(part) execution.
The possible flows through the program structure are modelled using struc-

tural constraints. For a node to be executed a number of times the execution
must have entered the node through its incoming edges and exited the node
through its outgoing edges the same number of times. For each node, two
constraints are generated: One constraint sets the sum of count variables for
in-edges to be equal to the node count variable, and one constraint sets the
node count variable to be equal to the sum of count variables for out-edges. For
example, in Figure 8.2(b) the constraints xCE + xDE = xE and xE = xEF + xEG

are generated for node E. The structural constraints are given by the program
graph layout and need not be described by any additional flow information.

Constraints are also needed to guarantee the finiteness of the program and
the termination of the calculation. The finiteness is ensured by giving an upper
bound on the number of times each looping construct in the code can iterate.
This is done by bounding the count variable of the header node of the loop. For
example, for the program in Figure 8.2(b) the constraint xA ≤ 100 gives a total
bound on the number of iterations of the inner loop.

Additionally, constraints are needed to make sure that the program starts
and exits once. This is done by setting the execution count of the program start
node and the program exit node to one, (i.e., xstart = xexit = 1).

To constrain the possible flows through the program additional constraints
can be given on the count variables, limiting the total number of times the
corresponding entity can be executed. The type of constraints allowed depends
on the type of solver used, e.g., using a linear solver limits the flow constraints
to be linearly formulated.

The final WCET estimate is generated by maximising an objective func-
tion, i.e., a sum of products of execution count variables and timing, subject
to the constraints reflecting the structure of the program and possible flows:
WCET = max(

∑
i∈entities xi∗ti). The maximisation problem can be solved us-

ing a constraint programming [OS97] (CP) or integer linear programming (ILP)
[PS95, FMW97, HLS00b, LM95]. Constraint solvers allows for more complex
constraints to be expressed, but with a potential risk of longer calculation times.

The result of the maximisation is a WCET estimate as well as a worst case
count for each entity count variable, and not an explicit path like in path-
based calculation. Figure 8.2(c) illustrates generated worst case count values
for entities found in Figure 8.2(a). Note that there is no information about the
resulting execution order, only information on the total amount of executions
made for each entity in the graph.

The constraint-based calculation method presented in the following sections
extends the basic IPET calculation method. By allowing the full expressive
power of our flow fact language, the type of flow information possible to handle
using IPET is extended. By generating constraints to safely capture the impact
of timing effects for longer node sequences, the method also extends the type of
timing information that can be taken into account.
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8.2 Expanding the scope graph

The first input to our extended IPET calculation method is a scope graph with
flow facts that together represent possible program flows. Both total and foreach
facts, valid for all or certain ranges, are allowed. Flow facts can refer to count
variables corresponding to entities located in the defining or descendent scopes
of the fact. Scopes are allowed to contain one or more header nodes, and to have
several in-nodes and out-edges, something which allow us to handle most types
of unstructured code. To simplify the presentation all in-nodes are assumed to
also be header-nodes.
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Figure 8.3: Example scope graph and timing model

The type of flow constraints allowed by basic IPET can be said to have the
same expressive power as total/all flow facts with a defining scope equal to the
root scope in the scope graph. However, there are many types of flows which we
are able to express in our flow fact language which can not be formulated using
constraints in classical IPET. For example, loop : <1..20> : #D = 1 illustrated
in Figure 8.3, gives flow constraints in a local loop scope context and valid only
for loop’s first 20 iterations.

Comparing flow facts to the IPET flow constraints in more detail, we note
that our flow fact language uses scope-local semantics, while IPET uses a global
semantics. Therefore, to use IPET for calculating a WCET estimate we need to
convert the local flow information into a consistent set of constraints reasoning
about variable values valid over the complete program execution.

Furthermore, flow facts with ranged context specifiers only provides partial
information on the executions of referred entities. This means that such flow
facts cannot be converted to constraints valid for all executions of an entity.
Also, flow facts can interact with each other, e.g., by having overlapping ranges
or referring to the same entity count variable, and we need to make sure that
all facts together get safely accounted for in the final WCET estimate.

The following subsections will outline how the scope graph and flow facts are
converted to constraints to account for the flow information provided by flow
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facts. The basic approach is as follows: we use flow facts to create specifications
of execution environments that need to be differentiated to correctly account for
flow information provided by flow facts. The specifications are used to extend
the input scope scope into a virtual scope graph, consisting of one or more virtual
scopes. Each virtual scope is a physical representation of a specific execution
environment but also a copy of a scope in the original scope graph, including
copies of nodes and edges.

In Section 8.3 we show how to convert the flow facts to constraints over
executions of entities in the virtual scope graph. Additional constraints are
generated from the virtual scope graph reflecting possible program flows and
the structure of the graph.

8.2.1 Iteration space partitioning

We start by showing how flow facts are used to create specifications of execution
environments that should be differentiated. The need to differentiate between
execution environments comes from flow facts with ranged context specifiers,
only valid for one or a few iterations of a particular scope. For example, a flow
fact like inner : [5..10] : #A ≤ 3 only constrains the execution of A when the
iteration count of scope inner is between 5 and 10. This means that we cannot
convert such a flow fact to one single constraint valid for all executions of A.

Instead, we note that we can partition the executions of A into two sets; the
ones taking place when the iteration count of inner is between 5 and 10 and the
ones taking place when the iteration counter of inner is something else. Only
the executions taking place when the iteration count of inner is between 5 and
10 should be constrained. The observation is used to break down the iteration
space of a scope into non-overlapping subranges, where each flow fact is valid
for all iterations of a subrange.

The iteration space partitioning of a scope creates one or more scope:range
pairs. For example, inner:5..10 specifies executions made in inner when the
iteration count of inner is between 5 and 10.

If several ranged flow facts have the same defining scope and overlap-
ping ranges, the iteration space of the scope needs to be split into dis-
joint subranges. For example, the facts inner : <1..7> : #B = 1 (f1) and
inner : [5..10] : #A ≤ 3 (f2) produce the following pairs: inner:1..4,
inner:5..7 and inner:8..10. Both facts cover inner:5..7, while only f1
covers inner:1..2 and only f2 covers inner:6..7.

If the created pairs not cover the complete iteration space of the scope,
extra pairs are created to fill the gaps. Therefore, each iteration from the first
iteration to the loop bound of the scope gets covered by one scope:range pair.
For example, assuming scope inner has an upper bound of 20 and flow facts f1
and f2, we get the scope:range pairs: inner:1..4, inner:5..7, inner:8..10
and inner:11..20.

It would be possible to make a partitioning that differentiate between each
iteration of a scope, e.g., inner:1..1, inner:2..2, . . ., inner:20..20. How-
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CreateV irtualScopeSpecs(factset FS, scope s):

// Create scope:range pairs for scope s
SR := ∅
b := 1 // Get first iteration of scope s
FSb := facts in FS with range covering iteration b in s
// Loop over all iterations of s
for each iteration i between b + 1 and loopbound(s) do

FSi := facts in fs with range covering iteration i in s
// Check if set of covering facts has changed
if FSb �= FSi or i = loopbound(s) then

// Create new scope:range pair
e := i - 1
sr := s : b..e
SR := SR ∪ {sr}
// Restart search
b := i
FSb := FSi

end for

// Create virtual scope specifications for scope s
VSSsub := ∅, VSS := ∅
// Get virtual scope specifications from descendant scopes
for each child c to scope s do

VSSsub := VSSsub ∪ CreateV irtualScopeSpec(fs, c)
end for

// Create virtual scope specifications with s as root scope
for each scope range pair sr in SR do

for each virtual scope specification vsssub in VSSsub do
// Append specifications from descendant scopes to sr
vss := append(sr,vsssub)

VSS := VSS ∪ {vss}
end for

// Create specification with sr as only element
VSS := VSS ∪ {sr}

end for
// Return set of virtual scope specifications
return VSS

Figure 8.4: Virtual scope specification extraction

ever, this would result in a very large virtual scope graph, with each iteration
explicitly represented by a copy of the original scope. Instead, we note that
we only need to differentiate between executions in different iterations of the
same scope if there are flow facts which constrain execution within the iterations
differently.

8.2.2 Virtual scope specifications

Another key observation is that a flow fact can constrain executions in scopes
differently from its defining scope by referring to entities located in descendant
scopes. This means that the iteration space partitioning of a scope can not
be made in isolation, but needs to be made in relation to the partitioning of
iteration spaces of ancestral scopes.
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The algorithm given in Figure 8.4 does iteration space partitioning over
several scopes. The algorithm works in two steps; first partitioning the iterations
space of each individual scope into a set of scope:range pairs, and then extending
the partitioning in relation to the partitioning of ancestral scopes.

The algorithm creates a number of specifications of execution environments,
each consists of a list of scope:range pairs. We call such execution environment
specification a virtual scope specification. The scope in the last (right-most) pair
is called the anchor scope, and is the scope that the virtual scope specification
will be used to constrain executions. The scope:range pairs in the list goes via a
sequential branch in the scope-hierarchy, i.e., the last range corresponds to the
anchor scope for the fact, the second last range corresponds to the parent scope
of the anchor scope, etc.

An example of the generation of virtual scope specifications can be found
in Figure 8.5(a). First we partition the iteration spaces of scopes according to
attached flow facts. Flow fact f3 partitions the iteration space of q into scope
range pairs q:1..4 and q:5..10. Flow facts f1 and f2 are both defined in p
and have different ranges. The iteration space partition of scope p result in the
scope:range pairs p:1..15 and p:16..20.

Flow fact f2 reaches down into the q scope by constraining executions of node
Q1, and the iteration space partitioning of q should therefore be made in relation
to the partitioning of p. As a result, four virtual scope specifications are created
for q, as depicted in Figure 8.5(b). A specification such as p:16..20,q:5..10
has q as anchor scope, and specifies the execution environment of the last six
iterations of the q scope when the iteration count of scope p is between 16
and 20. Since p has no parent in the scope-hierarchy, only two virtual scope
specifications are created for p, as shown in Figure 8.5(b).

8.2.3 Virtual scope graph creation

The virtual scope specifications are used to expand the input scope graph into a
virtual scope graph, consisting of one or more virtual scopes. Each virtual scope
is a copy the anchor scope of its specification, including nodes and edges.

Figure 8.5(c) illustrates the virtual scope graph created from the scope graph
in Figure 8.5(a) and virtual scope specifications in Figure 8.5(b). Two virtual
scopes are created from p and four virtual scopes are created from q. The
algorithm for the graph expansion is given in Figure 8.6. It takes a scope graph
and a set of virtual scope specifications as input and produces a virtual scope
graph.

The algorithm starts by creating a virtual scope for each virtual scope specifi-
cation. A virtual scope will contain copies of the nodes and internal edges of the
anchor scope of the specification. For example, the virtual scope specifications
p:1..15 and p:16..20 generate two copies of the p scope. Each virtual scope
gets the name of its virtual scope specification. We denote the node created
from a virtual scope specification vss and original node n with nvss .
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CreateV irtualScopeGraph(scopegraph sg, vsspecset VSS):

// Create virtual scopes
vsg := create empty scope graph
for each vsspec vss in VSS do

vscope := create scope with name vss
// Copy nodes and internal edges
s := anchor scope of vss
for each node n in s do

add node nvss to vscope
end for
for each edge u → v in s with u, v ∈ nodes(s) do

uvss := node in vscope generated from u
vvss := node in vscope generated from v
add edge uvss → vvss to vscope

end for
// Set loop bound and add virtual scope to graph
r := range of scope s in vss
loopbound(vscope) := max(r) - min(r) + 1
add scope vscope to vsg

end for

// Create hierarchy between virtual scopes
for each vsspec vsschild in VSS do

vscopechild := scope with name vsschild in vsg
vssparent := remove last scope:range pair from vsschild

vscopeparent := scope with name vssparent in vsg
set vscopeparent to be parent of vscopechild in vsg

end for

// Create edges between nodes in different virtual scopes
for each edge u → v in sg such that scope(u) �= scope(v) do

// Get ancestral scopes of source and target nodes
Au := ancestors(scope(u)) ∪ {scope(u)}, Av := ancestors(scope(v)) ∪ {scope(t)}
// Get common ancestral scopes and ancestral scopes unique for node v
Aboth := Au ∩ Av, Avonly

:= Av − Aboth

for each vsspec vssu in VSS with scope(u) as anchor scope do
for each vsspec vssv in VSS with scope(v) as anchor scope do

if (∀s in Aboth exists identical s : r pair in both vssu and vssv) and
(∀s in Avonly

exists s : r pair in vsst such that min(r) = 1) then

vscopeu := scope with name vssu in vsg
vscopev := scope with name vssv in vsg
uvssu := node in vscopeu generated from u
vvssv := node in vscopet generated from v
add edge uvssu → vvssv to vsg

end for
end for

end for

// Copy and redirect back-edges to successor scopes
for each back-edge u → v in sg do

for each vsspec vssv in VSS with scope(v) as anchor scope do
rv := range of scope(v) in vssv

// Skip virtual scope covering last iteration of scope(v)
if max(rv) �= loopbound(scope(v)) then

// Get virtual scope covering following iteration
for each vsspec vssn in VSS with the same length as vssv do

if (∀s in ancestors(scope(v)) exists identical s : r pair in both vssn and vssv)
and (∃ range rn in vssn for scope(v) such that min(rn) = max(rv)+1) then
vscopen := scope with name vssn in vsg
vvssn := node in vscopen created from v
// Get source nodes in descendant virtual scopes
for each vsspec vssu in VSS with prefix vssv and scope(u) as anchor scope do

vscopeu := scope with name vssu in vsg
uvssu := node in vscopeu generated from u
add edge uvssu → vvssn to vsg

end for
end for

end for
end for
// Return created virtual scope graph
return vsg

Figure 8.6: Virtual scope graph creation
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The loop bound of a virtual scope is set to be the number of iterations
covered by the range of its anchor scope. For example, virtual scope p:1..15
gets a loop bound of 15 and the virtual scope p:16..20,q:5..10 gets a loop
bound of 6.

The next step is to create a hierarchy of virtual scopes. The parent of a scope
c with a specification vss is the scope p corresponding to vss with the anchor
scope:range pair removed. For example, virtual scope p:16..20 is the parent of
virtual scopes p:16..20,q:1..4 and p:16..20,q:5..10. The resulting scope-
hierarchy forms a tree.

Next, edges in and out of virtual scopes are created. The edges reflect the
potential program flows through the virtual scope graph. We only create an edge
between virtual scopes if there exists a corresponding edge in the original scope
graph. However, the scope-crossing edges should reflect the potential flows
going between their target and source nodes specific execution environments.
Therefore, an edge uvssi → vvssj between nodes uvssi and vvssj is only created if
there exists an original edge u → v with scope(u) �= scope(v), all scope:range
pair for all common ancestors of scope(u) and scope(v) are the same in vssi

and vssj , and all the remaining scope:range pairs in vssj cover the first iteration.
For example, scope q in Figure 8.5(a) has one in-edge and two out-edges.

In the resulting virtual scope graph, in Figure 8.5(c) scope q exists in four
different versions. In the original graph the execution can enter q from p using
one in-edge. In the new graph the original in-edge has been copied into two
new in-edges entering virtual scopes p:1..15,q:1..4 and p:16..20,q:1..4
respectively. The remaining virtual scopes originating from q will have no in-
edges from virtual scopes originating from p, reflecting that the execution must
take the first iterations of a scope before the following ones.

Since the execution should be able to leave the original p scope during any
iteration of p, its original out-edges are copied to all the generated virtual scopes.
For example, in Figure 8.5 the original out-edge of q going to exit, will exist in
four different versions in the virtual scope graph.

Finally, back-edges are copied and redirected to reflect that the execution
should continue to the next virtual scope after all iterations have been executed
in the current. For example, the back edge in virtual scope p:1..15,q:1..4
points to the to the header-node of virtual scope p:1..15,q:5..10. For virtual
scopes with a range that cover the last iteration of the anchor scope, (i.e., the
iteration corresponding to the loop-bound), no back-edges need to be redirected.
Note that back-edges can have source nodes in descendant scopes.

8.3 Constraint generation

The next step is to convert the virtual scope graph and flow facts to constraints.
The virtual scope graph is converted to constraints reflecting possible program
flows and graph structure, and the flow facts are converted to constraints over
executions of entities in the virtual scope graph.
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VSGraphToConstraints(vsspecset VSS, scopegraph vsg):

CS := ∅ // Empty constraint set
// Start and exit constraints
add xstart = xexit = 1 to CS
// Structural constraints
for each node n located in virtual scope tree vsg do

Esource := edges having n as source node
add xn =

∑
e∈Esource

xe to CS

Etarget := edges having n as target node n
add xn =

∑
e∈Etarget

xe to CS

end for

// Relate header variables to headers
for each virtual scope vs in vsg do

add xvs
header =

∑
h∈headers(vs) xh to CS

end for

// Relate entry variables to in-edges
for each virtual scope vs in vsg do

add xvs
entry =

∑
e∈in edges(vs) xe to CS

end for
// Relate entries and iterations of virtual scopes
for each virtual scope vs in vsg do

add xvs
header ≥ xvs

entry to CS
add xvs

header ≤ loopbound(vs) ∗ xvs
entry to CS

end for

// Relate entries of different virtual scopes
for each vsspecs vssi and vssj in VSS do

if immediate predecessor(vssi,vssj) do

add x
vssi
entry ≥ x

vssj
entry to CS

add (loopbound(vssi) − 1) ∗ x
vssj
entry ≤ x

vssi
header − x

vssi
entry to CS

end for

// Return updated constraint set
return CS

Figure 8.7: Virtual scope graph constraint generation

8.3.1 Constraints from the virtual scope graph

We with the algorithm for generating constraints from the structure of the
virtual scope graph. The constraints are similar to the ones generated by basic
IPET (see Section 8.1), but extra constraints are needed for relating entries and
iterations of virtual scopes. The algorithm is given in Figure 8.7.

For each entity (node or edge) in the virtual scope graph a corresponding
virtual scope variable, xvss

entity, is created. The variable holds the number of
times the referred entity is executed within the execution environment given by
the virtual scope. Each scope in the virtual scope graph is also given a header
count variable (xvss

header ), and an entry count variable (xvss
entry). For example, for

a scope p:1..15 and node P3 we generate a virtual scope variable x
p:1..15
P3 , an

entry variable xp:1..15
entry and a header variable xp:1..15

header . The resulting constraints
will all be formulated over such virtual scope variables.

The start and exit constraints give that the execution must be able to enter
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ForeachToTotalFacts(factset FS):

// Convert foreach facts to total facts
for each fact f = scope : context : constr in FS do

if is foreach(f) then
// Multiply all constants with header of scope
for each constant c in constr not part in multiplication or division do

constr := in constr replace c with c ∗ #header(scope)
context := ’[’ range(context) ’]’

end for
end for

// Return updated set of facts
return FS

Figure 8.8: Conversion of foreach to total flow facts

and exit the virtual scope graph precisely once. Next, structural constraints are
generated from the structure of the virtual scope graph. These constraints are
identical to the constraints generated by basic IPET.

We need to further relate and constrain the executions within and between
virtual scopes. For this we use the virtual scope header variables, xvss

header , and
virtual scope entry variables, xvss

entry . We first make sure that these variables have
a correspondence in the virtual scope graph. For each virtual scope, its header
variable is set equal to the sum of header node variables of the virtual scope
and its entry count variable is set equal to the sum of its in-edge variables.
For example, x

p:1..15,q:1..4
entry is set equal to the count variable of the in-edge

originating from p:1..15.
Additional constraints are generated to relate the number of iterations in a

virtual scope to the number of entries of a virtual scope. Constraint xvscope
header ≥

xvscope
entry gives that the virtual scope must be iterated once for each entry of the

virtual scope. Constraint xvscope
header ≤ loopbound(vscope) ∗ xvscope

entry are gener-
ated to specify the loop bound of a virtual scope that should be valid for each
entry of the virtual scope. The last constraint also serves as a basic finiteness
bound for each loop found in virtual scope graph. For example, for virtual scope
p:1..15,q:1..4 we generate the constraints x

p:1..15,q:1..4
header ≥ x

p:1..15,q:1..4
entry and

x
p:1..15,q:1..4
header ≤ 4 ∗ x

p:1..15,q:1..4
entry .

The executions and entries between different virtual scopes are also related.
A virtual scope specification prev is defined to be an immediate predecessor of
another specification next if the two specifications have the same anchor scope
and identical lists of scope:range pairs except for the anchor scope. Also, the
last iteration in the range of the anchor scope for prev should be one smaller
than the first iteration of the range for the anchor scope of next. For example,
p:1..15 is an immediate predecessor of p:16..20. Virtual scope specification
p:1..15,q:1..4 is an immediate predecessor of p:1..15,q:5..10, but not of
p:16..20,q:5..10.

The constraint xprev
entry ≥ xnext

entry ensures that no virtual scope can be entered
more often than its immediately preceding virtual scope. To guarantee that a
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virtual scope only can be entered if the preceding virtual scope has executed all
its iterations, the constraint (loopbound(prev)− 1) ∗ xnext

entry ≤ xprev
header − xprev

entry

is generated. For example, virtual scope p:16..20 can not be entered unless its
immediate predecessor p:1..15 has been entered and all 15 its iterations has
been executed. This generates the constraint 14 ∗ xp:16..20

entry ≤ xp:1..15
header − xp:1..15

entry .

8.3.2 Fact conversion

The next step is to convert the locally defined flow facts to globally valid con-
straints over virtual scope variables. This is made by the two algorithms outlined
in Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9.

All foreach facts are first converted to total facts by the algorithm given in
Figure 8.8. Basically, a foreach fact gets converted from being for each separate
iteration of a given range to be for all iterations within the given range. This is
done by multiplying each constant not part in any multiplication or division by
the header count variable of its defining scope, and by substituting the foreach
context specifier (<>) with a total context specifier ([]). This is necessary since
IPET works across all iterations and not just small parts.

For example, flow fact p : <1..20> : #P3 = 1 gets converted to flow fact
p : [1..20] : #P3 = 1 ∗ #header(p). While the first fact specifies that node P3
should be executed each iteration of the scope p, the resulting fact specifies that
P3 should be executed as many times as p is iterated. Basically, we make sure
that the constant gets counted as many times as the scope is iterated within the
range. It should be noted that this conversion might introduce some pessimism
since more executions might get allowed by the converted total fact than for the
original foreach fact.

The next algorithm, given in Figure 8.9, converts locally defined (total) flow
facts, valid for each entry to a given scope and range, to global constraints,
valid for all entries of the given scope and range. Simultaneously, the facts are
converted to constraints over virtual scope variables.

First, all constants not part in any multiplication or division, i.e., terms
without variables, gets multiplied by the entry count variable of the defining
scope. This ensures that the constant gets counted as many times as the scope
and range is entered.

Next, each execution count variable gets replaced by a sum of virtual
scope variables. Only count variables originating from the same entity as
the original count variable and are located in virtual scopes covered by the
range of the fact should be included in the sum. For example in Fig-
ure 8.5(a) flow fact p : [16..20] : #P3 ≤ #Q1 gets converted to x

p:16..20
P3 ≤

xp:16..20,q:1..4
Q1 + xp:16..20,q:5..10

Q1 . Variable xp:16..20
P3 holds the number of times

node P3 gets executed when the iteration counter of scope p is between 16
and 20. Since Q1 is located in the q scope we get two resulting variables
xp:16..20,q:1..4
Q1 + xp:16..20,q:5..10

Q1 , together holding the executions of Q1 when
the iteration counter of scope p is between 16 and 20.
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FactsToConstraints(scopegraph vsg, factset FS, constraintset CS):

// Multiply all constants in fact with entry variable of scope
for each fact f = scope : context : constr in FS do

for each constant c in constr not part in multiplication or division do
constr := in constr replace c with c ∗ #entry(s)

end for

end for

CS := ∅ // Empty constraint set
// Convert fact to constraint on virtual count variables
for each fact f = scope : context : constr in FS do

VSSf := vsspecs in VSS including s : r pair such that s = scope and
min(range(context)) ≤ min(r) and max(range(context)) ≥ max(r)

// Replace each entity count variable
for each entity count variable #e in constr do

se := scope where entity #e is located

VSSe := all vsspecs in VSSf with se as anchor scope
if #e = #entry(se) then

// Treat scope entry variables specially
VSSe := all vspecs in VSSe ending with se:re such that min(re) =

smallest iteration of se covered by any scope-range pair in VSSe

// Replace original variable with sum of virtual scope variables
constr := in constr replace #e with

∑
vss∈VSSe

xvss
e

end for
// Add generated constraint to constraint set
add constr to CS

end for
// Return updated constraint set
return CS

Figure 8.9: Flow facts to constraints conversion

Substitution of header variables is performed in the same way as normal
entity count variables. However, substitution of entry count variables needs to
be given special treatment. This is because an entry of a subrange of a range
indirectly implies that the whole range is entered. An entry count variable
should therefore be replaced with a sum of virtual scope entry variables with
a specification whose anchor scope is the same as the flow facts defining scope
and includes the first iteration in the range of the flow fact. For example, if
flow fact p : [1..20] : #P4 = 7 gets added to Figure 8.5(a) it would result in
the constraint x

p:1..15
P4 + x

p:16..20
P4 = 7 ∗ x

p:1..15
entry . An entry of range p:1..20 is

implied by an entry of virtual scope p:1..15 and xp:16..20
entry should therefore not

be included in the sum.

It should be noted that the conversion to global constraints might poten-
tially introduce some pessmism in the WCET estimate. Basically, the program
execution paths allowed by the local flow facts is a subset of the execution paths
allowed by the global flow facts. However, as long as no execution paths allowed
are removed, the calculated WCET estimate are safe.
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8.3.3 Mapping to global count variables

The generated constraints are sufficient to, together with timing information
from the timing model, (see Section 8.4), generate a WCET estimate. However,
we can create additional constraints that relate virtual scope variables to the
count variables used in basic IPET. This is useful for giving simplified execution
information on the total number of times each scope graph entity can be exe-
cuted. However, the virtual scope variables provide a more detailed view than
the global variables. Also, only virtual scope variables and no global variables
should be included in the objective function (see Section 8.4.1).

The mapping to global IPET variables is made by creating count variables
(xentity) for the different entities (nodes and edges) found in the original scope
graph. The value of each such entity count variable is set equal to the sum of
the virtual scope variables created from the entity. For example, in Figure 8.5
we create the count variable xQ1 for node Q1 and generate the formula xQ1 =
x
p:1..15,q:1..4
Q1 + x

p:1..15,q:5..10
Q1 + x

p:16..20,q:1..4
Q1 + x

p:16..20,q:5..10
Q1 .

We can also create constraints to relate entries of scopes to entries of virtual
scopes. However, we can not just set a global entry count scope variable to be
equal to the sum of entry count variables of virtual scopes generated from the
scope. An entry of the scope is the same as an entry of the virtual scopes which
covers the first iteration of the scope. This means that for a scope s only entry
count variables with a specification with s as anchor scope and a range covering
the first iteration of s can contribute to the sum. For example, for scope p in
Figure 8.5 we get the constraints xentry(p) = xp:1..15

entry and for scope q we get the
constraint xentry(q) = xp:1..15,q:1..4

entry + xp:16..20,q:1..4
entry .

8.3.4 Constraint generation example

For an example on how the algorithms works, consider the code given in Figure
8.10. It shows the flow-relevant parts of the kernel of a DSP algorithm. To
simplify the presentation, the code in the fir function and the inner loop is
not shown in detail. Also, the structure of the source code and object code
are assumed to be the same (i.e., no flow-changing compiler optimizations are
performed).

Analysis of the code has given flow information specifying that node A is
executed during the last 18 iterations of the outer loop and node B is executed
during first 17 iterations of the outer loop. Also, node C is taken the first 682
iteration of the outer loop. This is given as flow facts f1–f3.

The inner loop executes (18, 19 . . . 34, 35 . . . 35, 34 . . . 19, 18) times across the
iterations of the outer loop. This gives a basic finiteness bound of 35, and the
more precise loop bounds given in flow facts f4–f6. The ramp-up and ramp-
down each contain a total of

∑34
i=18 i = 442 iterations, and are given as one fact

each of total style (f4 and f6).
The derived flow information results in the flow facts f1–f6. Note that we

use both foreach and total flow facts to model the possible flows, illustrating
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acc length = 18, len = 35, // initialization
ptr = start + 17, end = start + 700;

for(i=0;i<700;i++) { // outer loop
for(j=1;j<acc length;j++) // inner loop

{ // calculation }
if(ptr == end)

acc length--; // node A

else {
if(acc length < len)

acc length++; // node B
ptr++; // node C

}
} // end of loop

Basic finiteness loopbound(outer) = 701
loopbound(inner) = 35

node A taken last 18 outer:<683..700> : #A = 1 (f1)
node B taken first 17 outer:<1..17> : #B = 1 (f2)

node C taken first 682 outer:<1..682> : #C = 1 (f3)

Bounds on inner outer:[1..17] : #header(inner) = 442 (f4)
outer:<18..683> : #header(inner) = 35 (f5)

outer:[684..700] : #header(inner) = 442 (f6)

Figure 8.10: fir kernel with flow facts

the convenience of having both types. Flow facts f4–f6 have outer as defining
scope but refers to the header node of inner, illustrating the need to allow flow
information to reach over the borders dictated by loops or functions.

Figure 8.11(a) illustrates the scope graph generated from the fir code and
the derived flow information. Loop bounds for all loops have also been added
to the scope graph. Figure 8.11(b) illustrates the virtual scope specifications
derived from the scope graph and the corresponding flow information. Figure
8.11(c) illustrates how the resulting virtual scope graph would look like. The
virtual scope specifications have five distinguished execution environments for
the outer scope, and accordingly five copies of scope outer are created, each
with an own copy of inner as a child scope.

Some of the resulting constraints are illustrated in Figure 8.12. (A) shows the
constraints over virtual scope variables generated from the original facts. (B)
shows constraints generated between the entry variables and header variables of
virtual scopes. Finally, (C) shows examples of how global IPET variables gets
related to virtual scope variables. The constraints generated from the structure
of the virtual scope graph and the start and exit constraints are not shown in
the example.

8.4 Converting the timing model

The constraints generated so far are not sufficient to produce a WCET estimate.
To construct an objective function to maximize, we also need information on
timing for entities. This is provided by the timing model tm, which has been
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Figure 8.11: Virtual scope graph generation for fir kernel

generated by our low-level analysis, as outlined in Chapter 6.

8.4.1 Objective function

The low-level analysis is performed once for the complete scope graph. The
resulting timing model consists of timing for nodes tnode and timing effects δseq

for sequences of nodes (see Chapter 6).
After expanding a scope graph into a virtual scope graph, each original node

or node sequence exists in one or more versions in the virtual scope graph. From
the original timing model tm, we therefore create a new timing model tmvsg ,
containing timing and timing effects for the entities found in the virtual scope
graph. This allows us to perform the pipeline timing analysis over the original
scope graph, but to use the derived timing information for the entities found in
the virtual scope graph, avoiding a reanalysis. The resulting objective therefore
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A: Converted flow facts

x
fir:1..1,outer:683..683
A + x

fir:1..1,outer:684..700
A = 1 ∗ (x

fir:1..1,outer:683..683
header + x

fir:1..1,outer:684..700
header ) (f1)

x
fir:1..1,outer:1..17
B = 1 ∗ x

fir:1..1,outer:1..17
header (f2)

x
fir:1..1,outer:1..17
C + x

fir:1..1,outer:18..682
C = 1 ∗ (x

fir:1..1,outer:1..17
header + x

fir:1..1,outer:18..682
header ) (f3)

x
fir:1..1,outer:1..17:inner:1..35
header = 442 ∗ x

fir:1..1,outer:1..17
entry (f4)

x
fir:1..1,outer:18..682:inner:1..35
header +x

fir:1..1,outer:683..683:inner:1..35
header =

35 ∗ (x
fir:1..1,outer:18..682
header + x

fir:1..1,outer:683..683
header ) (f5)

x
fir:1..1,outer:684..700:inner:1..35
header = 442 ∗ x

fir:1..1,outer:684..700
entry (f6)

B: Relation between subheader and subentry variables for outer

xfir:1..1,outer:1..17
header ≤ 17 ∗ xfir:1..1,outer:1..17

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:18..682
header ≤ 665 ∗ xfir:1..1,outer:18..682

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:683..683
header ≤ 1 ∗ xfir:1..1,outer:683..683

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:684..700
header ≤ 17 ∗ xfir:1..1,outer:684..700

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:701..701
header ≤ 1 ∗ xfir:1..1,outer:701..701

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:1..17
header ≥ xfir:1..1,outer:1..17

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:18..682
header ≥ xfir:1..1,outer:18..682

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:683..683
header ≥ xfir:1..1,outer:683..683

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:684..700
header ≥ xfir:1..1,outer:684..700

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:701..701
header ≥ xfir:1..1,outer:701..701

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:1..17
entry ≥ xfir:1..1,outer:18..682

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:683..683
entry ≥ xfir:1..1,outer:684..700

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:18..682
entry ≥ xfir:1..1,outer:683..683

entry

xfir:1..1,outer:684..700
entry ≥ xfir:1..1,outer:701..701

entry

(17 − 1) ∗ x
fir:1..1,outer:18..682
entry ≤ x

fir:1..1,outer:1..17
header − x

fir:1..1,outer:1..17
entry

(665 − 1) ∗ x
fir:1..1,outer:683..683
entry ≤ x

fir:1..1,outer:18..682
header − x

fir:1..1,outer:18..682
entry

(1 − 1) ∗ x
fir:1..1,outer:684..700
entry ≤ x

fir:1..1,outer:683..683
header − x

fir:1..1,outer:683..683
entry

(17 − 1) ∗ x
fir:1..1,outer:701..701
entry ≤ x

fir:1..1,outer:684..700
header − x

fir:1..1,outer:684..700
entry

C: Examples of mapping to global variables

xheader(outer) = x
fir:1..1,outer:1..17
header + x

fir:1..1,outer:18..682
header + x

fir:1..1,outer:683..683
header +

x
fir:1..1,outer:684..700
header + x

fir:1..1,outer:701..701
header

xheader(inner) = x
fir:1..1,outer:1..17,inner:1..35
header + x

fir:1..1,outer:18..682,inner:1..35
header +

x
fir:1..1,outer:683..683,inner:1..35
header + x

fir:1..1,outer:684..700,inner:1..35
header +

x
fir:1..1,outer:701..701,inner:1..35
header

xentry(outer) = x
fir:1..1,outer:1..17
entry

xentry(inner) = x
fir:1..1,outer:1..17:inner:1..35
entry + x

fir:1..1,outer:18..682:inner:1..35
entry +

x
fir:1..1,outer:683..683:inner:1..35
entry + x

fir:1..1,outer:684..700:inner:1..35
entry +

x
fir:1..1,outer:684..701:inner:1..35
entry

xC = x
fir:1..1,outer:1..17
C + x

fir:1..1,outer:18..682
C + x

fir:1..1,outer:683..683
C +

x
fir:1..1,outer:684..700
C + x

fir:1..1,outer:701..701
C

Figure 8.12: Example of constraints generated for fir

function becomes:

WCET = max(
∑

n∈nodes(tmvsg)

xn ∗ tn +
∑

s∈sequences(tmvsg)

xs ∗ δs) (8.1)

For each node with a timing tnode the product xnode ∗ tnode is added to the
objective function, where xnode is the count variable of the node. Similarly,
each node sequence seq, with a timing effect δseq, gets an associated execution
count variable xseq, holding the number of the times the sequence is executed.
The resulting outcome will be an instantiation of virtual scope count variables
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giving the number of times each entity is taken in the worst case, as well as a
total worst case execution time for the program.

8.4.2 Constraints for node sequences

To be sure that get a safe and tight WCET estimate we need to produce con-
straints to constrain the impact of long timing effects on the total execution
time. Basically, a timing effect for a sequence should only be accounted for
when the execution goes uninterrupted via all the nodes in the sequence.

The count variable for a sequences of length two is defined to be the count
variable for the edge going between the two nodes, and number of executions
of an edge is constrained by structural constraints from the scope graph. For
example, xAB is the count variable for the A → B edge but also the count variable
for the number of times δAB should be accounted for in the final WCET.
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Figure 8.13: Example of constraints on node sequences

For sequences longer than two we do not have such direct correspondence in
the scope graph, and we need to derive safe upper and lower bounds on their
executions. The bounds are expressed relative to the executions of shorter se-
quences, where the structural constraints represent the base case. The upper
bound is needed when the timing effect is positive (to bound the program exe-
cution time), and the lower bound makes sure that the execution of a negative
timing effect is not ignored by the objective function.

The upper bound constraint is derived from the observation that a sequence
seq of length l is executed only if its two subsequences of length l−1 are executed.
This is expressed using two inequalities, using s[i..j] to denote the subsequence
of s starting at node i and ending at node j:

xs ≤ xs[1..l−1] (8.2)
xs ≤ xs[2..l] (8.3)
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For example, for the timing effect δABC over a sequence ABC in Figure 8.13 we
get the following upper bound constraints: xABC ≤ xAB and xABC ≤ xBC.

Note that this means that count variables for all subsequences of a sequence
have to be generated, even if those subsequences have no timing effects associ-
ated with them (for a sequence ABCD, we will need constraints over the count
variables for sequences ABC and BCD, etc.).

The lower bound constraint is derived by considering the stepwise construc-
tion of a sequence from prefix sequences. Intuitively, a lower bound can be
derived by the possible flow through a sequence: a certain number of executions
enter the start of the sequence, and at each node in the sequence, one edge leads
the way to the next node in the sequence. At each such node there might be
other edges leading to nodes not part of the sequence, thus diminishing the total
number of executions of the sequence.

The result is that a sequence can be executed as many times as its prefix
of length l − 1 is executed, minus the sum of executions of edges leaving the
sequence at the second-last node. Using s[i] to pick a single node from a sequence
s, and succ(n) to return all successor nodes to node n in the scope graph we
get:

xs ≥ xs[1..l−1] −
∑

∀n∈succ(s[l−1])�=s[l]

xs[l−1] ◦ n (8.4)

For example, for a timing effect δABC in Figure 8.13 we generate the following
constraint: xABC ≥ xAB − xBR.

8.4.3 Tightening constraints

IPET has no concept of “execution paths”, only the values of the execution
count variables matter for the maximisation of Equation 8.1, but not the precise
execution order of the entities. Therefore, it is sufficient to model infeasible
paths as constraints on single nodes, as long as there are no timing effects for a
sequence along the infeasible path.

...
i = 0;

do {
if(x < 20) // A

// B

if(x > 50) // C
// D

i++; // E

} while (i<2)
...
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Figure 8.14: Example of infeasible path

For example, consider Figure 8.14, where the sequence BCD can never be
taken during any iteration. The infeasible path is expressed using the flow
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fact loop : <> : #B + #D ≤ 1. The flow fact is converted to the constraint
xloop:1..2
B + xloop:1..2

D ≤ 1 ∗ xloop:1..2
A using the fact that A is the header node of

the scope and the loop has an upper bound of 2. This constraint is sufficient for
a tight WCET estimate, despite the fact that we do not directly state that the
specific sequence ABCDE is infeasible. E.g., assuming that the loop is iterated
twice, it is possible that the first iteration took sequence ABCDE and the second
iteration took sequence ACE. As the timing of a node or edge is independent of
when the node or edge is taken, the obtained answer is correct.

However, the infeasibility of the specific sequence BCD would matter if there
was a timing effect for the sequence (i.e., δBCD �= 0). To make sure that the timing
effect does not contribute to the total WCET sum an additional constraint
like x

loop:1..2
BCD = 0 has to be added. The constraints generated for x

loop:1.2
BCD

by Equations 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 are not strong enough to express this fact. This
extra constraining of timing effect variables are not part of any of the algorithms
presented and has not been implemented.

8.5 Main algorithm and complete example

CalculateWCET(scopegraph sg, factset FS, timingmodel tm, constraintset CS):

// Create virtual scope specifications
VSS := CreateVirtualScopesSpecs(FS, root(sg))
// Create virtual scope graph from specifications
vsg := CreateVirtualScopeGraph(sg, VSS)
// Convert flow facts to constraints
FS := ForeachToTotalFacts(FS)
CS := FactsToConstraints(vsg, FS)
// Convert virtual scope tree to constraints
CS := CS ∪ VSGraphToConstraints(V SS, vsg)
// Create timing model for virtual scope graph
tmvsg := CreateVST imingModel(tm)
// Generate objective function
sum := CreateObjectiveFunction(tm, sum)
// Greate constraints for long timing effects
CS := CS ∪ T imingEffectsToConstraints(tmvsg , vsg)
// Generate WCET estimate
WCET := maximize(sum) given constraints in CS
// Return obtained WCET estimate
return WCET

Figure 8.15: Extended IPET WCET calculation

We are now ready to give the complete algorithm for our extended IPET
calculation method. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 8.15 and uses all
the algorithms previously presented in this chapter. To solve the obtained
maximization problem an integer integer linear programming (ILP) solver or
constraint programming (CP) can be used.

In Figure 8.16(a)-(n) we give a compact illustration of the steps involved in
our extended IPET calculation method.
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Figure 8.16: Complete IPET-Based WCET Calculation Example
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Figure 8.16(a) shows an example control-flow graph consisting of two nested
loops. Figure 8.16(b) shows the corresponding scope graph with scopes inner
and outer. Each scope has a loop bound and some flow facts attached. Figure
8.16(c) shows the resulting scope-hierarchy. Figure 8.16(d) illustrates the timing
model generated from the scope graph by our low-level analysis. Observe the
long timing effect δDFI over the DFI node sequence.

Figure 8.16(f) gives the virtual scope graph generated from the virtual scope
specifications in Figure 8.16(e). Scope inner gets cloned into three virtual
scopes. Figure 8.16(g) shows the flow facts after being converted to be con-
straints over virtual count variables. Figure 8.16(h) gives the start and exist
constraints for the virtual scope graph. Figure 8.16(i) gives some example con-
straints generated from the virtual scope graph structure.

Figure 8.16(j) shows how entry and header variables get related to some
entity count variables found in the virtual scope graph. Figure 8.16(k) shows
constraints generated to relate the executions and entries of different virtual
scopes. Figure 8.16(l) shows upper and lower bound constraints generated on the
count variables for copies of the DFI node sequence. Figure 8.16(m) shows the
objective function to maximize, generated for all nodes and sequences of nodes
in the timing model. Finally, Figure 8.16(n) shows some examples of mappings
between count variables of the original scope-graph and count variables found
in the new expanded graph (not really needed to produce a WCET estimate).
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Chapter 9

Clustered Calculation

A critical part of WCET analysis is the calculation, which combines the flow in-
formation and low-level timing information in order to derive a program WCET
estimate. The type of flow information which a calculation method can han-
dle is to a great extent determining the WCET estimate precision that can be
achieved. Traditionally, we have had a choice between precise methods that per-
form global calculations with a risk of high computational complexity, and local
methods that are fast but cannot take into account all types of flow information.

In this chapter we present an innovative hybrid method to handle com-
plex flows with low computational complexity, and still generates safe and tight
WCET estimates. The method uses flow information to find the smallest pos-
sible parts of a program that have to be handled as a unit to ensure precision.
These units are used to calculate a program WCET estimate in a demand-driven
bottom-up manner. The calculation method to use for a particular unit is not
fixed, but could depend on the characteristics of the included flow information
and program structure.

9.1 Introduction

A correct WCET calculation method must take into account possible program
flow, like loop iterations and function calls, as well as effects of hardware fea-
tures, like caches and pipelines. The possible program flow can be described
by a set of flow facts, each providing a certain piece of information about the
program (like loop bounds, infeasible paths, execution dependencies, etc.).

A key observation is that program flow information is usually local in its
nature, expressing facts that only affect a small region of a program. However,
these regions might be larger than the units used in local calculation schemes (a
loop nest rather than a loop, or an entire function rather than just a loop inside
that function). In general, the boundaries for a flow fact might not agree with
the boundaries of a calculation scheme based on the structure of a program.
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When flow facts cross structural boundaries, and thus calculation boundaries,
they cannot be accounted for, which leads to a lower precision.

The obvious solution to the boundary problem is to work globally on the
entire program at once. However, this has a potentially high complexity, and
makes scaling to large programs risky. Almost all techniques for performing
global calculations are based on integer linear programming (ILP) or constraint
programming (CP) techniques, thus having a complexity potentially exponential
in the program size. Also, as discussed in Section 8.3, some flow facts get less
precise when being converted to a global program level.

However, by structuring local calculations after the boundaries dictated by
the flow facts, it is possible to achieve both efficient local calculation and high
precision, since all flow information can be accounted for, while avoiding the
need for performing global calculation (unless there are actual flow facts that
make this necessary).

Another key observation is that in many cases it is not sufficient to consider
each provided flow fact in isolation. For a WCET tool using several types of
automatic flow analyses and manual annotations, many different type of flow
facts might be generated for the same program. Such flow facts can interact
and together constrain program flow in a manner not possible by single flow
facts. A WCET calculation method working over smaller program part must
therefore, to achieve maximum precision, find interacting flow facts and treat
them as a unit.

9.2 Method overview
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Figure 9.1: WCET Tool architecture when using fact clustering

The clustered WCET calculation method presented in this chapter builds
upon the reasoning above. Figure 9.1 gives an overview of our WCET tool when
using a clustered calculation module (as discussed in this chapter). All compo-
nents of the system except the calculation phase remain unchanged, demonstrat-
ing the modular structure of the tool. As for our path-based and IPET-based
calculation methods, the cluster-based calculation method builds upon a clear
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separation of the calculation from the rest of the WCET analysis stages, thereby
enhancing reusability and retargetability.

The possible program flow is represented by a scope graph with flow facts.
The calculation method uses the given flow information to construct sets of flow
facts, where all the included flow facts have to be considered together to ensure
precision (box “Fact cluster generation” in Figure 9.1). Such fact clusters are
caused by flow facts sharing application area with some other flow facts, by
reaching down into subscopes and by having overlapping range specifications.
The facts in a fact cluster indirectly specify the scopes in the scope graph that
needs to be evaluated as a unit together with the flow facts.

The flow facts and covered scopes are used together to perform a local WCET
calculation (box “IPET- or path-based WCET calculation” in Figure 9.1). The
WCET estimates extracted for different fact clusters together form a WCET es-
timate for the whole program. The calculation is performed bottom-up, letting
extracted WCET estimates for clusters be represented as a node when calcu-
lating a WCET estimate for clusters higher up in the scope-hierarchy, (box
“Scope graph traversal”). The calculation is also demand-driven, and calculates
a WCET estimate for a cluster only when it is needed in the WCET calculation
of other clusters. Sections 9.3-9.4 will present the details of our cluster-based
WCET calculation method.

For a given set of flow facts it is possible to construct various kind of fact
clusters. In Section 9.3.2 we outline several potential fact clustering algorithms,
each with the property of putting interacting flow facts in the same resulting
cluster. The presented fact clustering algorithms will each generate different
amount of fact clusters. Having many small fact clusters results in more local
WCET calculations, but the calculation cost for each cluster decreases. Further-
more, the scope graph fragment specified by a fact cluster might have multiple
entry and exit points. In Section 9.4.2 we present different calculation alterna-
tives for such fact clusters and graph fragments, showing that WCET estimate
precision can be traded for calculation speed.

Furthermore, not only flow information can reach over the borders dictated
by local calculation schemes. As discussed in Chapter 6 some hardware depen-
dencies might reach over larger program parts of a program. When performing
WCET calculation over smaller program parts the calculation must guarantee
to safely capture such long reaching hardware dependencies.

We identify such long reaching dependencies in our low-level analysis, i.e.,
in a stage clearly separated from the calculation. In our resulting timing model,
which is given as input to the calculation, the dependencies are represented
using timing effects over sequences of nodes (see Chapter 6). In Section 9.5 we
outline how to safely capture the impact of long timing effects when they reach
over calculation borders dictated by fact clusters.

Finally, in Section 9.6 we give a complete example of our clustered calculation
method.
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9.3 Clustering of flow facts

Our clustered calculation method takes two inputs: (1) a description of possible
program flows, represented as a scope graph with flow facts (see Chapter 5), and
(2) a timing model, including timing for nodes and timing effects for sequences
of nodes (see Chapter 6).

The scope graph structure and flow facts allowed depends on the final cal-
culation methods used within the extracted clusters, but basically we allow the
full expressiveness of the flow fact language as presented in Chapter 5. Both
total and foreach facts, valid for all or certain ranges, are allowed. Scopes are
allowed to contain one or more header nodes, and to have several in-nodes and
out-edges, something which allow us to handle most types of unstructured code.

To understand how we construct fact clusters with dependent flow facts we
need some extra definitions. For a flow fact we define all scopes between the
defining scope and the scopes containing referred count variables to be covered
by the fact. As mentioned in Chapter 5, a flow fact is only allowed to refer to
count variables corresponding to entities in the complete subtree of the flow fact.
Thus, the scopes covered by a fact form a subtree in the scope-hierarchy with
the defining scope as root (see Section 5.2.3 on page 64). We define cover(f)
to return the set of scopes covered by a facts f . Furthermore, for each scope
covered by a fact the fact spans a number of iterations. For the defining scope
the span is the number of iterations specified by the context specifier. For all
other covered scopes the span is all iterations of the scope.

We define a fact cluster to be a set of flow facts. The defining scope of a fact
cluster is defined to be the first common ancestor of all the facts in the cluster.
The cover of a fact cluster is all scopes between the defining scope and the
scopes containing count variables referred to by a flow fact in the scope. Thus,
the covered scopes forms a subtree in the scope-hierarchy with the defining scope
as root. We define cover(c) to return the set of scopes covered by a fact cluster
c. The scopes in a covered subtree with no children are called leaf-scopes. For
the defining scope s of a cluster the span is all iterations between the minimum
and maximum iteration of s spanned by any of the facts in the cluster. For all
other covered scopes the span is equal to all iterations of the scope.

In Figure 9.2(a) an example scope-hierarchy with associated flow facts is
given. In Figure 9.2(b) we show the defining scopes, defining scope spans, and
cover of each given flow fact. The name of a referred count variable gives the
scope in which the corresponding entity is located, e.g., #N1 refers to executions
of node N1 located in scope n. The function lb(i) returns the loop bound for a
scope i.

The fact clusters generated from the facts are given in Figure 9.2(c). For
each generated fact cluster we show its defining scope, its defining scope span,
and the scopes covered by the cluster. Note that the same flow fact can be
present in several clusters, and that not all flow facts in a cluster need to have
the same defining scope.
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Figure 9.2: Fact clustering example

9.3.1 Flows causing clusters

for(i=0; i<10; i++) /* Bound: 10, (scope r) */

for(j=i; j<10; j++) /* Local bound: 10, (scope s) */

{ ... } /* executed at most 55 times */

Figure 9.3: Example 1: Triangular loop

Program flows causing fact clusters and reaching over several scopes are
actually quite common. The simplest example is illustrated in Figure 9.3. It is
the classical “triangular” loop, i.e., a nested loop where the number of iterations
of the inner loop depends on the current iteration number of the outer loop (cf.
scopes r and s in Figure 9.2(a)).

The inner loop considered in isolation will have an iteration bound of 10, and
so will the outer loop. If WCET calculation is performed locally, the WCET
calculation for the inner loop will assume 10 iterations, and the WCET calcu-
lation for the outer loop will use 10 executions of the inner loop, leading to
the body of the inner loop being counted 100 times, when it is actually never
executed more than 55 times. This requires that we handle the inner and outer
loop together. Flow fact f5 in Figure 9.2(a) shows how this type of triangular
loop dependency can be captured.

Flows in nested scopes can be related in other ways, for example if the
outcome of a decision in a scope determines the paths taken in a loop (maybe
deeply) nested in the scope (with varying outcome), like e.g., for the scopes
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void foo(bool x) { /* Function foo(), (scope m) */

if( cond )

x = true; /* Block M1 */

for( ... ) /* Outer loop, (scope p) */

for (... ) /* Inner loop, (scope q) */

if( x )

Q1 /* Block Q1, execution is implied by M1 */

}

Figure 9.4: Example 2: Long reaching dependency

m, p and q in Figure 9.2(a). Figure 9.4 gives example code with such long
reaching dependency. Flow fact f4 in Figure 9.2(a) captures this type of nested
dependency. It gives that an execution of M1 implies an execution of Q1, (node
Q1 can still be executed on its own).

In the next example, (shown in Figure 9.5), block N3 does not belong to the
loop, (due to the break statement), and the way the loop is exited will determine
whether it should be counted or not. Thus, N3 depends on the decision cond in
the loop body, but N3 is a node in the parent scope of o (scope n).

for( ... ) { /* Bound: 10, (scope o) */

if( cond ) { /* False during last 3 iterations */

N3 /* Block N3, big chunk of work */

break;

}
...

}

Figure 9.5: Example 3: Condition dependent dependency

Fact f3 in Figure 9.2 captures this dependency by specifying that the edge
from O2 to N3 can’t be taken during the last three iterations of the o scope.

Another case of flow information causing clusters is when information from
different types of flow analysis methods or manual annotations interact, and
therefore need to be considered together in the WCET calculation. An example
of such overlapping flow information is shown in Figure 9.2(a) with flow facts
f1 and f2. Both flow facts have the same defining scope n and they overlaps in
the ranges of their context specifications.

9.3.2 Fact clustering algorithm

An algorithm to create the clusters of flow facts is given in Figure 9.6. The
algorithm makes a bottom-up traversal of the scopes in the scope-hierarchy, i.e.,
all clusters for a subscope are generated before its parent scope is processed.

For each scope s, we look at the facts defined in the scope, and partition the
facts based on their range specifications. Two facts with ranges that overlap,
i.e., have some iteration numbers in common, should belong to the same set:
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ClusterFacts(scopegraph sg):

FC := ∅ // To hold set of fact clusters
// Traverse scope-hierarchy bottom up
for each scope s in sg in bottom-up order do

Fs := facts in sg with s as defining scope

FCs := ∅
// Partition facts in Fs into overlapping sets of facts
for each fact f in Fs do

FCf := all fact clusters in FCs with span of s overlapped by f
if FCf = ∅ then

// No overlapping facts, create and add cluster for f
FCs := FCs ∪ {f}

else // Merge all overlapping facts into one fact cluster
FCs := FCs - FCf

fcf := merge(FCf ) ∪ f
FCs := FCs ∪ fcf

end for

// Add fact clusters defined in descendant scopes
for each fact cluster fcs in FCs do

Sub := scopes covered by fcs in sg
Sub := Sub - s
for each fact cluster fcsub in FC with defining scope in Sub do

fcs := fcs ∪ fcsub
end for

// Update set of fact clusters
FC := FC ∪ {fcs}
end for

end for
// Return set of fact clusters
return FC

Figure 9.6: Minimal fact clustering algorithm

∀fi, fj ∈ facts(s) : ((∃i ∈ range(context(fi)) ∧ i ∈ range(context(fj)) ∧
∧fi ∈ F ) ⇒ fj ∈ F . This creates sets of facts where the range expression of
each fact overlaps one or more of the facts in the same set.

For example, fact f1 and f2 in Figure 9.2 have overlapping ranges and the
same defining scope n, and should therefore be put in the same set. Note that if
there are any “all iterations” facts (using context specification [ ] or < >), there
will only be one fact set for this scope since these facts include all iterations,
and thus overlap with all other facts defined on the scope.

We also need to consider interactions of flow facts located in different scopes.
For each extracted fact-cluster we check if it covers any descendant scopes. For
all covered descendant scopes all facts in clusters defined on these scopes are
added to the cluster, together covering a set of scopes that have to be considered
jointly. Note that this means that a fact can be part of several fact clusters. For
example, fact f5 in Figure 9.2 covers both scope r and s and should therefore
be clustered together with fact f6, resulting in fact cluster {f5,f6} with r as its
defining scope. Fact f6 is at the same time the only fact in the cluster having
s as defining scope.

The algorithm given in Figure 9.6 generates minimal fact clusters, i.e., sets of
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facts where all included facts need to be considered together, but includes as few
facts as possible. We call this clustering algorithm for minimal fact clustering.
It is also possible to form larger clusters, (note that any clustering has to put
all interacting facts in the same unit), and natural examples of such clusterings
are:
� Scope-based clustering : All facts defined in a scope are put in the same clus-

ter, together with all the facts in fact clusters defined in covered subscopes.
� Maximum clustering : All flow facts in the scope graph are put into one big

cluster with the first common ancestor scope as its defining scope. Scopes
not covered by the resulting fact cluster will be calculated separately from
the scopes in the cluster.

� Global clustering : All flow facts in the scope graph are put into one big cluster
with the root scope of the scope graph as its defining scope. All scopes in the
scope-graph are part of the cluster. This is identical to the global calculation
view used by our IPET-based calculation method (see Chapter 8).
Furthermore, we can construct even smaller clusters by subdividing foreach

facts into facts valid for smaller ranges. A foreach fact gives flow information
valid for each individual iteration and therefore do not need to force overlapping
subranges to the same cluster. Instead, we apply the algorithm given in Figure
9.6 only to total facts. The remaining foreach fact are split into new foreach facts
across the ranges of the resulting clusters. E.g., in Figure 9.2(a) the total fact f1
does not overlap f2 completely, so we split f2 into the facts n : <3..5> : #N1+
#N3 = 1 (f2’) and n : <6..7> : #N1+ #N3 = 1 (f2”). The resulting fact clusters
becomes {f1,f2’} and {f2”}. We call such clustering split-foreach-fact minimal
clustering. Compared to the minimal clustering algorithm the split of foreach
facts will result more facts but in smaller clusters covering a smaller program
parts.

In Chapter 10 we evaluate the WCET estimate precision and calculation
speed due to the usage of different fact clusterings.

9.4 WCET calculation using fact clusters

The algorithm for calculating a WCET estimate using fact clusters is shown
in Figure 9.7. The algorithm performs a demand-driven traversal of the scopes
in the scope-hierarchy. For each scope we find the fact clusters defined on
the scope, and for each fact cluster the scopes covered by the cluster are
extracted as a subgraph over which a local WCET calculation is made (the
CutOutScopeGraph(...) algorithm, given in Figure 9.9). This means that if
there are fact clusters that cover more than one scope, a WCET calculation is
performed over all covered scopes as a unit.

The WCET estimate for a scope s is obtained by iterating over the clusters
having s as defining scope in range order, i.e., fact clusters spanning the first
iterations of s are processed before fact clusters spanning later iterations of s.
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ScopeWCET(scope s, scopegraph sg, factclusterset FC, timedatabase tdb):

// Initialize timing variables for scopes and clusters
ts,back = ts,out = tfc,back = tfc,out = 0
// Get fact clusters for scope s
FCe := create empty clusters with a cover of s for each range

of s not spanned by fact clusters in FC
FCs := FCe ∪ fact clusters in FC with s as defining scope
// Make WCET calculation over clusters
for each fact cluster fc in FCs in increasing range order over s do

// Create scope graph for cluster
sgcut := CutOutScopeGraph(sg,FC,fc,tdb)
// Get begin nodes for cluster
if fc spans first iteration of s then b := in nodes(s)
else b := headers(s)
// Calculate time to out-edges for cluster
tfc,out := ClusterWCET (fc, b, out edges(s), sgcut , tdb)
// Update time to out-edges for scope
if valid(tfc,out) then

ts,out := max(ts,back + tfc,out,ts,out)

// Calculate time to back-edges for cluster
if fc does not span last iteration of s then

tfc,back := ClusterWCET (fc, b, back edges(s), sgcut, tdb)
// Update time to back-edges for scope
if valid(tfc,back) then

ts,back := ts,back + tfc,back

// Break loop if execution can’t continue
else break

end for
// Update timing database and return
add time ts,out for scope s to tdb
return tdb

Figure 9.7: Cluster-based WCET calculation algorithm

If some scope range is not spanned by any fact cluster, an empty fact cluster
is created. Such empty cluster covers just the current scope and spans only
consecutive iterations not spanned by any fact. For a scope not covered by any
flow fact, an empty cluster is created, spanning all iterations of the scope.

A timing estimate for a program fragment should be calculated from where
the execution can enter the fragment to where the execution can exit the frag-
ment. A calculation for a cluster is therefore performed from some begin-nodes,
where the execution can enter the covered scopes, to some end-edges, where the
execution can exit the covered scopes. The cluster spanning the first iteration
of a scope has begin-nodes equal to the in-nodes of the scope. For the remaining
clusters the begin-nodes are equal to the header-nodes of the scope, since this
defines the start of a new iteration.

Similarly, for all clusters except the one including the last iteration, we make
two distinct calculations, one ending at an out-edge and one ending at a back-
edge. This is because the execution path taken to exit a scope might be different
from the path taken when continuing to the next cluster. If a WCET estimate
for the back-edges cannot be calculated, e.g., due to some contradicting flow
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Figure 9.8: Calculation over clusters

information in the cluster, the execution can not continue further. If so, we
stop iterating over the ranges and return the total time accumulated for the
scope.

Figure 9.8 shows an example of a WCET calculation working over clusters.
The algorithm starts at scope u where there are several facts covering the iter-
ation range. The name of a referred count variable gives the scope in which the
corresponding entity is located, e.g., #V1 refers to executions of node V1 located
in scope v. The facts f1 and f2 together form a cluster, {f1,f2}, spanning
range 1..7 of u. Since neither f1 nor f2 cover v, a local calculation is made for
v by a recursive call to the algorithm.

The local WCET calculation for v only needs to consider facts and fact
clusters defined on v. Fact f4 creates a fact cluster on its own, {f4}. Two
calculations are made for the {f4} cluster: one to the out-edges and one to the
back-edges. The remaining iterations (5..10) of v are not spanned by any fact
and an empty fact cluster { } is therefore created for these iterations. Since the
fact cluster covers the last iteration of v, a WCET estimate is only made to the
out-edges, and not to the back-edges as in the previous clusters.

After calculating a WCET estimate for v, the calculation restarts at u with
the fact cluster {f1,f2}. There are no facts spanning range 8..9, and an empty
fact cluster { } (covering just u) is created. For both these calculations, the
call to scope v is represented by a call node with the timing of the extracted
WCET estimate for v, i.e., no details of v except its timing are included in the
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CutOutScopeGraph(scopegraph sg, factclusterset FC, factcluster fc, timedatabase tdb):

// Create new scope graph, copy covered scopes, nodes and edges
sgcut := create empty scope graph
add root scope with nodes startcut and exitcut to sgcut

for each scope s in cover(fc) do
scut := create new scope
// Copy nodes
for each node n in s do

add node ncut to scut

end for
loopbound(scut) := iterations of s spanned by fc
add scope scut to sgcut

end for
// Copy edges
for each edge u → v in sg with scope(u),scope(v) ∈ cover(fc) do

ucut := node in sgcut generated from u
vcut := node in sgcut generated from v
add edge ucut → vcut to sgcut

end for
// Copy hierarchy between scopes
for each scope pair c, p in sg such that p = parent(c) do

ccut := scope in sgcut generated from c
pcut := scope in sgcut generated from p
set pcut to be parent of ccut in sgcut

end for

// Add edges to enter and exit scope graph
d := defining scope of fact cluster fc
// Create edges to in-nodes and header-nodes
for each edge u → v within (in edges(d) ∪ back edges(d)) do

vcut := node in sgcut generated from v
add edge start → vcut to sgcut

sgcut := CreateHistoryNodes(u,v,startcut,vcut,tdb,sgcut)
end for
// Copy and redirect out-edges and back-edges
for each edge e = u → v within (out edges(d) ∪ back edges(d)) do

ucut := node in sgcut generated from u
add edge ucut → exitcut to sgcut

end for

// Add call-nodes for non-covered subscopes
for each child scope sub to leaf scopes of cover(c) do

// Do demand-driven analysis of subscopes
if time for sub not in tdb then

tdb := ScopeWCET (sub, sg, FC , tdb)
// Replace calls to subscopes with call nodes
tsub := time for scope sub in tdb
add node nsub to sgcut

add timing tsub for node nsub to tdb
// Create edges going to call node
for each edge u → v in sg with scope(u) ∈ complete subtree(sub) and

scope(v) ∈ cover(fc) do
ucut := node in sgcutg generated from u
add edge ucut → nsub to sgcut

end for
// Create edges leaving call node
for each edge u → v in sg with scope(u) ∈ scope(u) ∈ cover(fc) and

scope(v) ∈ complete subtree(sub) do
vcut := node in sgcut generated from v
add edge nsub → vcut to sgcut

sgcut := CreateHistoryNodes(u,v,nsub,vcut,tdb,sgcut)
end for

end for
// Return extracted scope graph
return sgcut

Figure 9.9: Algorithm for creating scope graph for fact cluster
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calculation.
Fact f3, however, covers both scope u and v and will be clustered together

with the f4 fact as {f3,f4}. This means that when calculating a WCET esti-
mate for scope u over the range 10..20 we cannot use the previously generated
time for scope v, but must do the calculation over both u and v. Observe, that
the cluster covers the last iteration of u so no calculation for the back-edges is
needed.

9.4.1 Extracting a scope graph from covered scope

The scopes covered by a fact cluster are used to extract a new scope graph
over which a local WCET calculation is made. The algorithm for extracting the
scope graph is given in Figure 9.9. The algorithm starts by generating copies of
all the scopes, nodes and edges covered by a fact cluster. A root scope with a
start and exit node is also created.

Edges are added to let the execution enter and exit the scopes covered by a
fact cluster. Edges are created from the start node to the nodes corresponding
to in-nodes and header-nodes of the defining scope of the fact cluster, i.e., the
nodes where the execution can enter the scopes covered by the fact cluster.
Similarly, to be able to exit the extracted scope graph, edges corresponding to
out-edges and back-edges of the defining scope of the fact cluster are copied and
redirected to go to the program exit node.

WCET estimates for subscopes not covered by the fact cluster are generated
by a recursive call to the algorithm given in Figure 9.7 (this is the demand-
driven aspect of the algorithm) and each non-covered subscope is replaced with
a call-node. A call node is a place-holder for a call to a subscope with a timing
of the WCET estimate extracted for the subscope. Edges are added to let the
execution enter and exit the call-node in the same way as the execution can
call and return from the subscope. To safely encapsulate the effect of border
crossing timing effects, extra history nodes are added when the execution enters
the scopes covered by the fact cluster or returns from a call to a non-covered
subscope (see Section 9.5 for more details). Finally, the extracted scope graph
is returned.

9.4.2 Calculation alternatives

A timing estimate for a program fragment should be calculated from where the
execution can enter the fragment to where the execution can exit the fragment.
For a scope with several in-nodes and out-edges we have the possibility to make
a separate WCET calculation for each in-node and out-edge pair, or to make
one single WCET calculation for all pairs simultaneously. The first alternative
is the least costly in terms of needed CPU resources. However, such calculation
will result in a safe but sometimes pessimistic program WCET estimate, since
a program fragment WCET estimate sometimes differs depending on where it
can be entered or exited.
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Figure 9.10: Calculation alternatives

As an example of the need for the calculation to differentiate between dif-
ferent out-edges of a scope, consider Figure 9.10. The code corresponds to the
third code example in Section 9.3.1, where flow fact f3 specifies that the edge
between O2 and N3 can not be taken during the last three iterations of scope o.

If only one calculation is made for scope o for both its out-edges it will result
in a timing estimate for o which gives that the loop is iterated 10 full iterations.
Later, when doing a WCET calculation for scope n the worst case path will be
passing the call node for scope o together with the nodes N3 and N4. This gives a
safe but pessimistic WCET estimate, since the extracted worst case path could
not be taken in an actual execution.

The other calculation alternative, which is to make a separate WCET cal-
culation for each out-edge of scope o, will discover that the out-edge to node N3
can not be taken during the last three iterations of o. The WCET estimate for
scope o will therefore be different depending on the execution out-edge used. In
the calculation of scope n this will result in two separate call nodes for scope o,
each with different timing. Thus, by making separate calculations for different
in-nodes and out-edges the calculation cost increases, but more precise WCET
estimates can be achieved.

The same reasoning can be applied for WCET calculation of fact clusters.
As discussed in Section 9.4 each fact cluster has a set of begin-nodes and end-
edges, and a timing estimate for a cluster is calculated from its begin-nodes
to its end-edges. The most costly calculation alternative for a cluster is to
make a separate calculation for each pair of begin-nodes and end-edges and the
least costly alternative is to calculate a WCET estimate for all pairs of begin-
nodes and end-edges simultaneously. The algorithm presented in Figure 9.7
is somewhere in between, not differing between begin-nodes, but making two
separate calculations for each cluster, one ending at out-edges and one ending at
back-edges. This alternative will keep the calculation complexity at a reasonable
level, but allows us to differentiate between executions continuing to the next
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cluster in the scope and executions which exit the scope.
Note that we only extract a single scope graph for a fact cluster even though

we perform separate calculations for its in-nodes and out-edges. By adding extra
flow facts stating which begin-nodes and end-edges that are possible for each
particular calculation, an extracted scope graph can be reused. For example,
when performing separate calculations for scope o in Figure 9.10 we extract a
scope graph covering just the o scope. For the first calculation of o we add a
flow fact stating that the 02 → N4 edge is not possible to take. For the second
calculation of o another flow fact is added, stating that the 02 → N3 edge is
infeasible.

In Chapter 10 we evaluate the impact of different node and edge combina-
tions on the WCET estimate precision and calculation speed.

9.4.3 WCET calculation of clusters

After constructing a WCET calculation working over fact clusters, the next step
is to calculate a WCET estimate for each fact cluster and extracted program
part in isolation. Since our clustered calculation framework does not specify any
specific calculation method, different methods can be used for different clusters,
depending on the characteristics of the flow information and covered program
fragment.

For example, for fact clusters consisting of only foreach facts and covering
only a single scope, our efficient path-based calculation method, (see Chapter
7), can be used. For fact clusters with more complicated flow information our
IPET-based calculation method, (see Chapter 8), is preferably used.

9.5 Hardware timing and local calculations

The second input to our clustered calculation is the hardware timing represented
by a timing model with timing for nodes (tnode) and timing effects (δseq) for
sequences of nodes. As discussed in Section 6.5 there is a potential for timing
effects along sequences of nodes longer than two, usually caused by a node using
some CPU resource that is used by a later node in the sequence, but not by the
nodes in between. A WCET calculation method must be able to safely handle
such long reaching hardware timing effects.

Our basic timing model assumes that there is a graph for the entire program,
meaning that there are no internal borders in the model. In previous chapters we
have outlined how calculation methods can handle timing and timing effects for
nodes in the same program graph fragment. This can be done either by graph
rewriting, as in our path-based calculation method, (see Chapter 7), or by giving
constraints for bounding the number of times a sequence can be executed, as in
our IPET-based calculation method (see Chapter 8).

However, for efficiency reasons some calculation methods divides a program
into smaller fragments, thereby introducing artificial calculation borders. For
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the path-based calculation method the program fragment is a single iteration
or a scope, while for the clustered calculation the program fragment can reach
over a larger part of the graph. The IPET-based method does not introduce
any calculation borders by itself, but need to handle the border problem when
used as the final calculation method of our clustered calculation.

9.5.1 Border-crossing timing effects

Timing for nodes and node sequences of length two should be accounted for
whenever the corresponding node or edge is executed. A timing effect for a
longer node sequence should only be accounted for when the execution goes
uninterrupted via all the nodes in the sequence. This means that timing effects
have to be accounted for where they end, since only at the end of a sequence do
we know that it was actually executed.

This means that when timing effects cross one or more calculation bound-
aries, they should be accounted in the fragment containing the end of the se-
quence. However, when calculating the timing for a graph fragment in isolation
no knowledge of the worst case execution path in the surrounding fragments can
be assumed, i.e., we do not know if the prefix nodes of the sequence was taken
or not. Therefore, at the boundaries between fragments, rules are needed to
make sure to maintain a safe timing approximation and (hopefully) precision,
basically by using a pessimistic but safe assumptions on the possible executions
made in the surrounding fragments.
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Figure 9.11: Managing timing effects at fragment borders

Using this reasoning, timing effects over pairs of nodes can be handled by
including the edge in the same calculation fragment as its source node. This
means that edges going from one fragment into another will be counted with
the “from” fragment, as shown in Figure 9.11. It is not safe to count the timing
effect at both the source and target nodes, since this will count the timing effect
of the edge (at least) twice.

Long timing effects are harder to handle, since they lie on a specific sequence
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of nodes in the graph. If that sequence is divided by a boundary, it is in the
general case not possible to know whether to include the timing effect of the se-
quence or not. This is handled by adding special history nodes, representing the
potential paths taken before entering the given graph fragment. In a fragment
containing incoming timing effects, such history nodes are added at the start of
the fragment.

History nodes have an execution time of zero, and their only purpose is to
provide support for the specification of long timing effects. A history node is
added for each node belonging to a surrounding fragment also included in a
long timing effect which ends in a node in the fragment. Edges are added to
connect the history nodes, with the result that all incoming timing effects get
a corresponding history node sequence. Each added edge has a timing effect of
zero.

If there are incoming execution paths not included in any timing effect se-
quence, extra edges should be added from the start node to the entry of the
fragment. This allow the calculations to bypass incoming timing effects if this
would result in a larger WCET estimate for the fragment.
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Figure 9.12: Managing long timing effects at fragment borders

Figure 9.12 shows an example of the handling of long timing effects. Due
to the two (overlapping) long timing effects over the sequences CEFG and EFG,
two history nodes corresponding to nodes C and E are added in the timing
model for fragment (2), together with the long timing effects. The calculation
for fragment (2) will then find the local longest path including the long timing
effects overlapping fragments (1) and (2).

The insertion of history nodes gives a safe but possibly pessimistic estimate
of the execution times, since we will always use the worst incoming timing effect.
For example, in Figure 9.12 the worst case execution path for fragment (1) will
exit in sequence DE, giving that the long timing effects should not be used in the
calculations in fragment (2). However, this cannot be modeled in a fragmented
timing model, which will cause an overestimation of the final WCET estimate.
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This imprecision is the price we have to pay for the convenience of using a
subdivided calculation method.

Note, however, that there is a special case when long timing effects can be
modeled precisely across fragment boundaries. If a long timing effect sequence
has all its nodes but the last inside one fragment, its timing effect is modeled as
part of the originating fragment. Since the exit edge leading to the last node is
part of the first fragment, it can be deduced within the first fragment whether
the long timing effect is activated or not.
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Figure 9.13: Special case of only last node across the boundary

Figure 9.13 illustrates the special case. When fragment (2) exits via the
edge EF, we know that F will be the next node executed. Thus, the long timing
effect DEF can be modeled within fragment (2) rather than by history nodes in
fragment (3).

9.5.2 Generating history nodes

We have constructed an algorithm for generating history nodes for long timing
effects reaching over calculation borders. The algorithm is given in Figure 9.14
and takes six arguments. The first two arguments, uorg and vorg, are the nodes
that the original long timing sequence must be passing to generate new history
nodes in the extracted graph. The third and fourth argument, unew and vnew

are the nodes that the new history node sequences will be going in between. tdb
is the timing model for the original scope graph. For border crossing sequences
from subscopes, the unew node will be a newly created call-node, and for border-
crossings over the begin-nodes of the cluster, unew will be the root-scope start
node of sgnew.

The algorithm starts by extracting border crossing time sequences with more
than one node in the covered scopes. These are the long timing sequences
including the uorg,vorg subsequence and ending in a node in the fragment. For
example, for the example graph in Figure 9.12 the CEFG and EFG sequences both
pass the EF subsequence and has more than two nodes in fragment (2), and will
therefore both generate history nodes.
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CreateHistoryNodes(scopenode uorg, scopenode vorg, scopenode unew,

scopenode vnew, timedatabase tdb, scopegraph sgnew):

// Collect long border crossing timing sequences
PreSeqs := ∅ // Set for holding prefixes of border crossing sequences
// Extract node sequences generating history nodes
for each timing effects δseq with length(seq) ≥ 3 in tdb do

if seq includes subsequence uorg,vorg and last node in seq �= vorg then

pre := prefix sequence of seq ending at uorg in last uorg,vorg subsequence
PreSeqs := PreSeqs + pre

end for

// Create history nodes from prefix sequences
Proc := ∅ // Set for holding processed prefix sequences
for each prefix sequence pre in PreSeqs in decreasing length order do

if pre is suffix of previously processed sequence in Proc do

// The prefix sequence is suffix of previously created history nodes
proc := previously processed sequence in Proc having pre as suffix

nproc := new history node in proc created from first node in pre
create edge from node unew to node nproc

add newly created edge to sgnew

else
// Create and connect history nodes
prenew := create new history node sequence from nodes in pre
create edge from node unew to first node in prenew

create edge from last node in prenew to node vnew

add newly created history nodes and edges to sgnew

Proc := Proc + pre
end for

// Return updated scope graph
return sgnew

Figure 9.14: Algorithm for history node creation

Next, sequence prefixes are extracted to reflect that only the nodes before
the last uorg,vorg subsequence will generate history nodes. For example, for the
border crossing sequences in Figure 9.12 the prefix sequences CE and E will be
extracted.

In the next step the history nodes are generated and connected according to
the extracted prefix sequences. The algorithm needs to consider that if a short
prefix sequence is a suffix of another longer prefix sequence then an execution of
the longer sequence implies an execution of the shorter sequence. For example,
in the resulting graph fragment in Figure 9.12 an execution of history node
sequence CE implies an execution of history node sequence E.

9.5.3 Example of timing effects over calculation borders

Figure 9.15 gives an example of long timing effects reaching over fact cluster
calculation borders. Figure 9.15(a) shows a scope graph fragment with the
scopes t and u. Scope t has a flow fact covering scope t but not scope u. This
generates a fact cluster only consisting of this single fact covering only the t
scope. The corresponding timing graph fragment contains timing for nodes and
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Figure 9.15: Example of clustered calculation and long timing effects

edges, (not shown in the figure), as well as two long timing effects, illustrated
as δACD and δEGI.

When making a clustered calculation the u scope will be calculated in isola-
tion from the t scope. A worst case estimate for scope u is first calculated and
given a timing. The extracted scope graph for scope t is illustrated in Figure
9.15(b). In the graph, the call to scope u has been replaced with a call-node. To
be sure to capture the long timing effect δACD a history node is created for the A
node. Since we can enter t by two different edges, an extra edge from the start
node is added to allow the calculation to bypass the timing effect sequence.

We also have a long timing effect δEGI originating in node E in the non-covered
scope u. To be sure to capture this long timing effect, a history node is created
for the E node. Since the execution is forced to pass the E node in order to leave
scope u, all paths leaving the new u node must also pass the E history node.

In Chapter 10 we will evaluate the pessimism introduced by long timing
effects over calculation borders dictated by fact clusters.

9.6 Complete example

In Figure 9.16(a)-(k) we give a compact illustration of the steps involved in
our clustered calculation method. To simplify the presentation, no timing for
entities is included in the example.

Figure 9.16(a) shows an example control-flow graph consisting of a single
loop and a loop nest consisting of two loops. Figure 9.16(b) shows the corre-
sponding scope graph with scopes main, loop, outer and inner. Each scope
has a loop bound and some have flow facts attached. Note that both loop and
outer have multiple out-edges. Figure 9.16(c) shows the corresponding scope-
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Figure 9.16: Complete example of clustered calculation
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hierarchy, with flow facts attached to the different scopes. Figure 9.16(d) shows
the defining scopes, defining scope spans, and cover of the different flow facts,
as defined in Section 9.3.

Figure 9.16(e) shows the fact clusters generated when applying the minimal
clustering algorithm given in Figure 9.6. Since fact f1 and f2 overlap in their
ranges they will be put in the same cluster. Fact f3 refers to the header node
of scope inner and is therefore put in the same cluster as f41.

Figure 9.16(f) shows the fact clusters generated when applying the split-
foreach-fact minimal clustering (see Section 9.3.2). Fact f1 has been split
into two new facts loop : <1..5> : #D = 1((f1’) and loop : <6..40> : #D =
1((f1’’). The fact clusters {f1’,f2} and {f1’’} together span the same range
as the {f1,f2} cluster given in Figure 9.16(e).

Figure 9.16(g) shows the fact cluster generated when applying the global
clustering, (see Section 9.3.2). All facts are put into one cluster, with main as
defined scope, and will all be consider together as a unit in the final calcula-
tion. This corresponds to the overall program view used in our extended IPET
calculation (see Chapter 8).

For the rest of the example we use the clusters in Figure 9.16(e) as generated
by the minimal clustering. Figure 9.16(h) shows the resulting set of clusters,
after adding empty clusters for all ranges of scopes not covered by any cluster.
This is done as part of the algorithm given in Figure 9.7. An empty cluster for
range 1..1 of main and one empty cluster for range 41..50 of loop is created.

Our demand-driven WCET calculation algorithm given in Figure 9.7 starts
at scope main. Since only main is covered by the empty fact cluster, recursive
calls are made for scope loop and outer, before calculating the WCET of main.

Scope loop is covered by two fact clusters, {f1,f2} and an empty cluster.
The calculation starts with cluster {f1,f2}, since it spans the first iteration of
loop. Using the algorithm given in Figure 9.9 a new scope graph is extracted for
the covered scope loop. The resulting scope graph is given in Figure 9.16(i). For
the extracted scope graph and fact cluster {f1,f2}, two different calculations
are made: one ending at the back-edge of loop (Calculation 1) and one ending
at the out-edge of loop (Calculation 2). The same scope graph is used for both
calculations, but some extra flow facts are added in each calculation to constrain
where the execution should end (as outlined in Section 9.4.2).

The calculation continues with the empty cluster spanning range 41...50 of
scope loop. When calculating a WCET estimate for this cluster we reuse the
extracted scope graph for scope loop. Since the cluster is empty, no flow facts
are included, except one specifying that the execution must end at the out-
edge (Calculation 3). The three different WCET estimates extracted are used
together, as given by the algorithm in Figure 9.7, to calculate a WCET estimate
for scope loop.

The next step is to calculate a WCET estimate for scope outer. Since the

1Fact f4 is also constituting a fact cluster on its own, {f4}, defined on scope inner, but
this is not included in Figure 9.16(e), since f4 will always be calculated together with f3.
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fact cluster {f3,f4} covers both scope outer and inner, a WCET estimate will
be extracted for both scopes together. Using the algorithm given in Figure 9.9
we first extracts a new scope graph for the scopes, as shown in Figure 9.16(j).
For the extracted scope graph and fact cluster, two different calculations are
made, one to the out-edge with node I as source (Calculation 4), and one to the
out-edge with node O as source (Calculation 5). As discussed in Section 9.4.2,
making just one calculation for both out-edges might result in a pessimistic
WCET estimate.

After calculating WCET estimates for scope loop and outer a WCET esti-
mate for scope main can be calculated. A scope graph for scope main is extracted
(again using the algorithm in Figure 9.9), as shown in Figure 9.16(k). In the
extracted graph, the calls to scope loop and outer are replaced with call nodes.
Each node is given a timing equal to the WCET estimate extracted for the call
to the corresponding scope. Note that scope outer gets replaced with two dif-
ferent call nodes. No fact is covering scope main, and only calculation needs to
be made for this scope (Calculation 6).

Note that we do not put any demands on the calculation method to use
when calculating a WCET estimate for a scope graph and fact cluster. For
example, for the calculations of the main scope or the last range of loop, both
our path-based (Chapter 7) and extended IPET (Chapter 8) methods can be
used. For fact clusters with more complicated flow information, such as {f3,f4},
the extended IPET is preferably used to guarantee that all included flow facts
can be accounted for.



Chapter 10

Prototype Tool and
Experiments

In this chapter we present our implemented WCET analysis tool. We present
results from a number of experimental runs to evaluate the correctness, precision
and efficiency of our prototype. In particular, we evaluate the impact of timing
and flow information on the WCET estimate precision and computation time,
as well as individual analysis phases.

10.1 Prototype implementation
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Figure 10.1: WCET tool prototype implementation

Based on the modular WCET tool architecture presented in Chapter 3 we
have implemented a WCET analysis tool prototype. Figure 10.1 illustrates the
current prototype implementation. The prototype incorporates the scope graph
and flow facts flow representation (Chapter 5), the pipeline timing analysis
and the resulting timing model (Chapter 6), and the three different calculation
methods (Chapters 7, 8 and 9). The tool does not yet use automatic flow
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analysis, and global low-level analysis has not been needed for the targets and
programs we have studied. Thus, the current prototype is a subset of the WCET
tool architecture outlined in Chapter 3.

The prototype runs under Solaris, Linux, and Windows 2000. The tool
currently performs WCET analysis for two different target chips, NEC V850E
[NEC99] and ARM9 [ARM00], both typical 32-bit RISC micro-controller archi-
tectures with pipelines.

A basic block graph and a scope graph (annotated with loop bounds and flow
facts) are required as input to our prototype. For ARM9 programs, we directly
parse object code to generate a basic block graph. For NEC V850E programs,
we rely on a modified IAR V850/V850E C/Embedded C++ compiler [IAR99].
We have defined a textual format for scope graphs and flow facts and a special
target-independent textual format for basic block graphs.

We have implemented an algorithm to construct a scope graph from a basic
block graph by identifying loops and functions. The program does not currently
handle all type of programming constructs found in normal code, such as func-
tion pointers and recursion. No automatic flow analysis is currently performed,
and flow information, in the form of flow facts and loop-bounds, must be man-
ually added. Work is currently under way to automate the generation of scope
graphs and flow information [GLSB03].

The implementation of the scope graph and flow fact language supports all
of the features presented in Chapter 5. However, the implementation does not
support scopes with multiple headers, disallowing some type of unstructured
code to be handled, but this is planned as future work.

We have implemented a cache analysis in the style of Ferdinand et al.
[FMW97], (not shown in Figure 10.1), just to check that it is possible to deposit
information about cache hits and misses in the scope graph. However, we are
not using it in our experiments, since none of our target architectures use a
cache.

We have implemented two rather different CPU models [Eng02], one for the
NEC V850E [NEC99] and one for the ARM9 [ARM00]. Both models returns
obtained execution times for a given sequence of instructions based on a trace-
driven simulation.

To gain insight in how a simulator works and to facilitate experiments with
complete control of the simulator, the V850E CPU model was implemented in
a detailed manner. Engblom reports on experiences from the implementation
in [Eng02]. The model includes a detailed simulation of CPU resource usage in
terms of pipeline stages for instructions. The timing behaviour of the V850E
model has been validated against an emulator for the NEC V850E [Mon00].
The validation indicates that the CPU model has a close timing correspondence
to the real hardware.

Our ARM9 CPU model was developed to support a case study for doing
WCET analysis on interrupt disable regions of the OSE Delta RTOS [CEE+02].
The model has mainly been developed from the execution time information
found in ARM9 user’s manual [ARM00]. The model uses a table of execution
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counts for each instruction, based on type of operands and operations performed,
with additional rules for handling data dependencies between instructions, i.e.,
a much simpler model than for the V850E. The ARM9 model has not been
validated against real hardware. We will not use the ARM9 model in any of our
experiments.

As illustrated in Figure 10.1, we have implemented three different calculation
modules: a path-based (Chapter 7), an Extended IPET (Chapter 8) and a
clustered calculation method (Chapter 9). Each calculation module takes the
same inputs: a scope graph with flow facts (representing possible program flows)
and a timing model (representing hardware timing). Each calculation module
can be chosen independently from the target processor, indicating that our
modular design makes it easy to port the tool to new targets and exchange
components and analyses.

Our extended IPET calculation method and the clustered calculation
method both rely on integer linear programming (ILP) or constraint program-
ming (CP) to solve generated constraint systems. We have integrated the mixed
ILP solver lp solve [Ber03] into our prototype. We also support the possibility
to export generated constraints in a format suitable as input to Sicstus Prolog
CP [Int95]. The Prolog solver is much slower than lp solve, but allows more
complicated constraints in our flow facts, e.g., multiplication between variables.
We have also done some testing with the commercial mixed integer and con-
straint solver CPLEX [CPL03]. It was very fast for most of our benchmarks. We
have used lp solve in all our experiments, mainly because it is much faster
than the Prolog solver, and it is freely available (which CPLEX is not).

The current implementation does not support the possibility to perform
path-based calculation within clusters, i.e., only our extended IPET can be used
within clusters. Support for allowing both calculation methods inside clusters
is planned as future work.

The extended IPET calculation can produce both WCET and BCET esti-
mates. A BCET estimate is calculated by minimizing (instead of maximizing)
the objective function. Flow facts should be valid for all possible program exe-
cutions, i.e., not just the worst case, and can therefore be used in both WCET
and BCET calculations. Also, the timing information produced by our pipeline
timing analysis should be valid both for WCET and BCET analysis as long
as we do not use a hardware model specially constructed for WCTE analysis.
However, when using global low-level analysis we must be sure that all possible
execution scenarios are included, not just the worst cases.

10.2 User interaction and feedback

Our prototype WCET analysis tool is currently command-line driven, and sup-
ports a number of different command-line options. For example, it is possible to
select the CPU model by using a --cpu option, and the --mode option specifies
the input file and which calculation method to use.
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For each calculation method there are additional options to choose from, spe-
cific for the particular method used. For example, for our clustered calculation
method we can choose between five different algorithms for clustering facts (see
Section 9.3.2 on page 150). Also, there is a number of debug options used for
giving statistics of program runs, something used heavily for the measurements
presented in this chapter.

Both the scope graph and the basic block graph can be visualized graphically.
We use dot [Dot97] from AT&T Bell laboratories to illustrate generated graphs.
Obtained results, in form of generated counts for nodes and edges, are displayed
in the graphs.
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Figure 10.2: Scope graph for fir generated by prototype tool

Figure 10.2 illustrates the scope graph generated for a fragment of fir using
our WCET analysis tool. The scope graph corresponds to the scope graph
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depicted in Figure 8.11 on page 137. Note that each node and edge contains the
execution time and timing effect, as well as an execution count of the entity in
the WCET execution.
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Figure 10.3: Scope hierarchy for fir generated by prototype tool

Figure 10.3 illustrates the corresponding scope hierarchy as generated by our
prototype tool. Note that the root scope is explicity represented as root .

10.3 Benchmark programs

“Benchmarks are like sex, everyone wants it, everybody is sure they know how to
do it, but nobody knows how to compare performance” [Tur02]. This citation is
particularly true when evaluating WCET analyses. All WCET research groups
use different target architectures. Two obtained WCET estimates can only be
directly compared, if the estimates are derived for same target architecture using
the same configuration and for the same object code (different compilers might
generate very different executables from the same source code). This is never
the case.

However, by comparing obtained WCET estimates with actual worst-case
executions (assuming they are available) we can get an idea of the precision
of a particular WCET analysis method. Furthermore, to get an indication
of computational complexity of a particular WCET analysis method and its
included components, we can investigate its computation time characteristics as
we scale the workload. For example, having three different calculation methods
and using an identical setup for the remaining tool components, we can compare
their precision and computation time.

We have performed a number of experiments using the collection of bench-
mark programs shown in Figure 10.4. The benchmarks are a diverse collection
of test programs differing in types of flows and structures, intended to thor-
oughly test all aspects of the flow representation, pipeline timing analysis and
calculation. Most of the programs have been used by other WCET research
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Program Description Properties

compress Compression using lzw. Nested loops, goto-loop, function calls.
crc Cyclic redundancy check com-

putation on 40 bytes of data.
Complex loops, lots of decisions, loop
bounds depend on function arguments,
function that executes differently the first
time it is called.

duff Using “Duff’s device” [Ray00]
to copy 43 byte array.

Unstructured loop with known bound,
switch statement.

expint Series expansion for computing
an exponential integral func-
tion

Inner loop that only runs once, struc-
tural WCET estimate gives heavy over-
estimate.

fibcall Simple iterative Fibonacci cal-
culation, used to calculate
fib(30).

Parameter-dependent function, single-
nested loop.

fir Finite impulse response filter
(signal processing algorithms)
over a 700 items long sample.

Inner loop with varying number of itera-
tions, loop-iteration dependent decisions.

insertsort Insertion sort on a reversed ar-
ray of size 10.

Input-data dependent nested loop with
worst-case of n2/2 iterations.

jfdctint Discrete-cosine transformation
on a 8x8 pixel block.

Long calculation sequences (i.e., long ba-
sic blocks), single-nested loops.

lcdnum Read ten values, output half to
LCD

Loop with iteration-dependent flow.

matmult Matrix multiplication of two
20x20 matrices.

Multiple calls to the same function, nested
function calls, triple-nested loops.

ns Search in a multi-dimensional
array

Return from the middle of a loop nest,
deep loop nesting.

nsichneu Simulate an extended Petri
Net

Automatically generated code containing
massive amounts of if-statements (	
250)

Figure 10.4: Benchmark programs used in experiments

groups, while some have been specially crafted to test a particular aspect of our
WCET analysis.

Figure 10.5 shows some properties of interest for our WCET analysis phases.
All properties are given for the executable program when compiled for the V850E
processor. The Basic block column gives the number of basic blocks in the
object code and is an indication of the program size. The Scopes and Scope
nodes give the number of scopes and scope nodes in the scope graph. The
number of scopes is an indication of the number of loops and functions found
in the source code program.

For most programs the number of scope nodes is just two plus the number
of basic blocks. In these scope graphs each basic block is referenced by a single
scope node, and then we add start and exit nodes. However, for some programs,
such as crc and matmult, the number of scope nodes are higher. This indicates
that some basic blocks are referenced by several different scope nodes. This is
typically due to a function being called from two different places in the code (see
Section 5.6). The Flow facts column gives the number of flow facts (excluding
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Program Basic blocks Scopes Scope nodes Flow facts

compress 91 24 108 9

crc 29 12 57 11

duff 20 6 22 2

expint 24 7 26 4

fibcall 7 4 9 0

fir 14 5 16 7

insertsort 7 4 9 1

jfdctint 14 6 16 0

lcdnum 26 4 28 2

matmult 27 16 38 0

ns 18 7 20 1

nsichneu 754 3 756 129

Figure 10.5: Benchmark properties

Basic With Flow With Pipe Flow & Pipe Actual
Program Cycles +% Cycles +% Cycles +% Cycles +% Cycles

compress 126242 +1357 10388 +20 92482 +967 8672 +0.12 8662
crc 61624 +104 61340 +103 30389 +0.39 30271 0 30271
duff 1823 +86.3 1775 +63.9 1104 +1.9 1083 0 1083

expint 68077 +693 10062 +17.2 41359 +382 8588 0 8588
fibcall 559 +78.6 559 +78.6 313 0 313 0 313

fir 487970 +40.2 487808 +40.1 352162 +1.2 352073 +1.1 348095
insertsort 2328 +117 1428 +33.0 1794 +67.0 1074 0 1074

jfdctint 5388 +9.4 5388 +9.4 4925 0 4925 0 4925
lcdnum 501 +153 341 +72.2 283 +42.9 198 0 198
matmult 275879 +24.4 275859 +24.4 221824 0 221824 0 221824

ns 25741 +84.8 25713 +84.6 17373 +24.7 17353 +24.6 13928
nsichneu 150841 +195 87193 +70.6 97645 51116 0 51116

Figure 10.6: WCET estimates with and without timing effects and flow facts

basic loop-bounds) added to provide additional flow information.
For each program we have derived an actual WCET value by running a

worst-case trace of the program through the CPU simulator used by the WCET
analysis. Thereby, the experiments only deal with the effectiveness and preci-
sion of the WCET analysis phases, and do not need to take into account any
differences between the simulator and the actual hardware. The traces were
obtained by manual analysis of the program source and object codes, and ex-
tensive testing was undertaken to make sure that they really correspond to the
actual WCETs.

10.4 WCET estimate precision

The need for both correct low-level timing and flow information in deriving safe
and tight WCET estimates is illustrated in Figure 10.6. The column Basic
gives the WCET estimate when ignoring pipeline overlap between basic blocks,
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(but including the pipeline overlap within basic blocks), and using only basic
loop bounds as flow information. The columns including Flow gives WCET
estimates resulting from adding flow facts to the program. Columns including
Pipe gives WCET estimates where timing effects between nodes have been
accounted for. Column Actual gives the actual WCET of the program, as given
by a simulation of the target platform. The numbers in the +% columns give
the pessimism of each WCET estimate in percent, relative the actual WCET.

The need for analyzing the pipeline timing is illustrated by the values in the
With Pipe column. The WCET overestimation is clearly reduced compared
to the Basic column. In general, modelling pipeline overlaps between basic
blocks seems to tighten the WCET estimates by at least 20 percent, (ignoring
pipeline effects within basic block would create WCET estimates about five
times higher, since V850E has a five-stage pipeline). The benefit is greatest for
programs with many small basic blocks (like crc, fibcall and nsichneu), and
least for programs with large basic blocks (like jfdctint).

The need for correct flow information is illustrated by the values in the
With Flow column. The improvements in WCET estimate precison due to
flow information vary much more for the different benchmarks than the effect
of pipeline analysis. Some benchmarks, like compress and nsichneu, show
large decrease in obtained WCET overestimations, while for other programs
the improvement is much smaller.

The good results in the Flow & Pipe column indicates that to obtain
WCET estimates both high quality flow and timing information must be ob-
tained. All WCET estimates are safe, i.e., larger than or equal to the actual
WCET. The remaining execution time overestimation is mostly due to the prob-
lem of correctly model the program flow.

Compared to other work in WCET analysis, the WCET estimate precision
we achieve is competitive. Healy et al. report 0% overestimation (perfect agree-
ment) for predictable programs like matmult, and up to 100% overestimation
for a sort program similar to insertsort, considering only the pipeline of the
MicroSPARC 1 [HAM+99]. Stappert and Altenbernd report overestimations
between 4% and 13% for straight-line code on a superscalar PowerPC 604 pro-
cessor with caches [SA00]. Ernst and Ye report overestimates ranging from 0%
to 10%, analyzing a SPARC pipeline similar in complexity to our V850E, using
IPET calculation [EY97]. Colin and Puaut report overestimates between 1%
and 265% for a simplified integer-only Pentium CPU with caches and branch
prediction [CP00]. Lundqvist and Stenström report overestimates between 0%
for programs with predictable flow, up to 1600% for programs with very irreg-
ular flow [LS00].

Note that not all published work include measurements comparing the gen-
erated WCET estimates with actual execution times; in many cases, the ef-
fectiveness of analysis methods are evaluated by comparing the estimated and
actual number of cache misses etc., and not actual execution times.
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Program Path-based Local Facts Clustered Ext. IPET Actual Lte
Cycles +% Cycles +% Cycles +% Cycles +% WCET

compress 8670 +0.09 8670 +0.09 8670 +0.09 8670 +0.09 8662 3
crc 30275 +0.01 30271 0 30271 0 30271 0 30271 0
duff - - 1083 0 1083 0 1083 0 1083 0

expint 8588 0 8588 0 8588 0 8588 0 8588 0
fibcall 313 0 313 0 313 0 313 0 313 0

fir 352073 +1.14 352073 +1.14 348095 0 348095 0 348095 0
insertsort 1794 +67.04 1794 +67.04 1074 0 1074 0 1074 0

jfdctint 4942 +0.3 4926 +0.02 4926 +0.02 4925 0 4925 3
lcdnum 198 0 198 0 198 0 198 0 198 0

matmult 221824 0 221824 0 221824 0 221824 0 221824 0
ns 23746 +70.49 17353 +24.59 17353 +24.59 17353 +24.59 13928 0

nsichneu 51133 +0.03 51116 0 51116 0 51116 0 51116 1

Figure 10.7: WCET estimate precision for calculation methods using V850
model

10.5 Flow facts and WCET precision

Not all calculation methods can make use of all type of flow information. In
order to evaluate how this will affect the WCET estimate precision we calculated
WCET estimates for all benchmarks using our different calculation methods.
Indirectly we also test how different types of flow facts will affect the WCET
estimate precision.

The table in Figure 10.7 shows that the WCET estimate precision compu-
tation time depends on the calculation method used. The Path-based column
gives results for our path-based implementation, using only foreach facts valid
within single scopes. The Local Facts column gives results for a clustered
calculation using facts (both foreach and total) valid within single scopes. The
Clustered column gives results using minimal clustering and Ext. IPET gives
results for the global extended IPET calculation method.

The Cycles columns gives the WCET estimates extracted (in clock cycles)
and the +% columns gives the pessimism of each WCET estimate in percent.
The numbers in the Actual WCET gives the actual WCET of the program.
The path-based approach does not work with the duff benchmark, since it
contains an unstructured loop.

Comparing the With Pipe column in Figure 10.6 with the columns in
Figure 10.7, we first conclude that for most programs loop bounds alone are
not sufficient to achieve tight WCET estimates. The path-based and local-facts
WCET estimate precision is of the same quality as the clustered and extended
IPET for most programs. This also indicates that using foreach facts to model
possible program flows are for many programs sufficient for achieving precise
WCET estimates. However, some programs like insertsort and fir need extra
flow facts covering several scopes to reduce the overestimation. This indicates
that the local calculation schemes are not sufficient to handle the flow of all
programs. The almost identical values in columns Clustered and Ext. IPET
tell us that the clustered calculation performs as well as extended IPET, the
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Program Path-based Local Facts Clustered Ext. IPET Actual Lte
Cycles +% Cycles +% Cycles +% Cycles +% WCET

compress 15457 +1.10 15306 +0.11 15306 +0.10 15304 +0.10 15289 26
crc 34432 +1.53 33917 +0.01 33917 +0.01 33917 +0.01 33914 8
duff - - 1468 0 1468 0 1468 0 1467 2

expint 8720 0 8720 0 8720 0 8720 0 8720 0
fibcall 332 0 332 0 332 0 332 0 332 0

fir 597206 +1.19 597206 +1.19 590168 0 590168 0 590168 0
insertsort 3963 +40.55 3981 +68.97 2361 +0.21 2361 +0.21 2356 3

jfdctint 6626 +3.77 6393 +0.13 6393 +0.13 6392 +0.12 6385 3
lcdnum 268 +12.61 238 +12.61 238 0 238 0 238 5
matmult 312550 +9.53 287470 +0.74 287470 +0.74 287468 +0.74 285348 13

ns 29243 +70.56 21350 +24.53 21350 +24.53 21349 +24.52 17145 1
nsichneu 135793 +0.01 135776 0 135776 0 135776 0 135776 3

Figure 10.8: WCET precision using V850 model with 6 cycle memory

current method with highest precision.

10.6 Long timing effects and WCET precision

A long timing effect is an effect reaching over a sequence of three or more nodes
(see Section 6.5). The number of long timing effects varies with the processor
architecture and the properties of the program code. For the V850E, only a few
of our benchmark programs contained long timing effects. The Lte column in
Figure 10.7 gives the number of long timing effect generated for each program.

We have also used a model of the NEC V850E with a data memory latency of
6 clock-cycles. This is an artificial model not corresponding to any real setup of
the V850E, but very useful in provoking long timing effects. The impact for the
pipeline timing analysis computation time and precision with the appearance of
many long timing effects is discussed in more detail in [Eng02].

We use the model to investigate how long timing effects affect the WCET
estimate precision. This is particularly relevant for calculations that partition
the program into smaller parts to increase efficiency, such as our path-based and
clustered calculation. When long timing effects reach over calculation bound-
aries they might introduce pessimism in the WCET estimate calculation, as
discussed in Section 9.5. For example, in Figure 10.7 the one clock cycle differ-
ence of WCET estimates for jfdctint of the clustered and the extended IPET
calculation, is caused by a border-crossing long timing effect.

Figure 10.8 gives the WCET precision achieved for our calculation methods
when using the V850E model with 6 cycle data memory. We use the same scope
graphs, flow facts and basic block graphs as for the runs in Figure 10.7. For
some programs, like compress and matmult, many long timing effects appeared,
while for others there was no impact.

More long timing effects makes the precision of the clustered WCET esti-
mates for compress, jfdctint, matmult and ns to be a little worse than for
extended IPET. Since the WCET estimates for these programs were identical
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Program IPET, Lte IPET, no Lte Actual
Cycles +% Cycles +% WCET

compress 15304 +0.10 15461 +1.12 15289
crc 33917 +0.01 34427 +1.50 33914

duff 1468 0 1765 +20.31 1467
insertsort 2361 +0.21 2361 +0.21 2356

jfdctint 6392 +0.12 6626 +3.77 6385
lcdnum 238 0 268 +12.61 238
matmult 287468 +0.74 312550 +9.53 285348

ns 21349 +24.52 21350 +24.53 17145
nsichneu 135776 0 135793 +0.01 135776

Figure 10.9: Effect on WCET estimate precision of ignoring long timing effects

when using the basic V850E model, as given Figure 10.7, we conclude that the
obtained pessimism is due to long timing effects across calculation boundaries.

For all our benchmarks only negative long timing effects where observed,
even though the V850E CPU has a potential of exhibiting positive long timing
effects [Eng02]. This means that for the tested programs, a calculation method
would obtain pessimistic but safe estimates by ignoring the long timing effects.

To evaluate the effect of ignoring long timing effects, we calculated WCET
estimate for programs using the slow memory and extended IPET calculation
method, while ignoring all long timing effects. The result is shown in the IPET,
no Lte column in Figure 10.9. For all programs except insertsort, ignoring
long timing effects lead to an overestimation of the WCET estimate. For some
programs, such as duff and lcdnum, the consequences of ignoring long timing
effect are quite substantial. Altogether, we conclude that long timing effects
must be modelled in order to generate safe and tight WCET estimates.

10.7 Computation time

In order to test the computational complexity and find potential costly “hot
spots” we measured the time spent in different analysis stages for our benchmark
programs. The result is shown in Figure 10.10. All times are given in seconds,
obtained on a Pentium III 500 MHz processor with 256 MB RAM. Column
Load Time shows the time required to read the input files into the tool. The
column Pipe Time shows the time for the pipeline analysis using our V850E
model. The columns Path, IPET and Clustered give the computation time
required for each calculation method.

The time taken for the pipeline analysis is roughly linear to the program
size, as measured by the time to load the code. For all our benchmarks, ex-
cept nsichneu, the time spent in the calculation stages is almost negligible.
In general, the path-based calculation method is much faster than the other
two calculation methods. The computation time for the clustered calculation
method is comparable to extended IPET.
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Program Load Time Pipe Time Calculation Time
Path IPET Clustered

compress 1.2 1.6 0.1 1.2 1.5
crc 0.3 0.7 0.03 0.17 0.22
duff 0.15 0.3 0.01 0.05 0.27

expint 0.22 0.3 0.02 0.13 0.3
fibcall 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.07

fir 0.15 0.25 0.02 0.18 0.39
insertsort 0.1 0.15 0.01 0.02 0.02

jfdctint 0.7 0.7 0.02 0.04 0.1
lcdnum 0.12 0.35 0.03 0.23 0.9
matmult 0.23 0.54 0.03 0.13 0.31

ns 0.12 0.26 0.02 0.07 0.25
nsichneu 28.0 15.5 1.07 7.9 8.7

Figure 10.10: Computation times of WCET analysis stages

Program Facts/ign. Scopes VScopes Paths Explored +/−
compress 9 / 0 24 27 244 39 -15.98%

crc 11 / 4 12 11 44 16 -36.36%
expint 4 / 0 7 8 25 13 -52%
fibcall 0 / 0 4 3 6 4 -33%

fir 7 / 2 5 8 34 15 -56%
insertsort 1 / 1 4 3 6 5 -17%

jfdctint 0 / 0 6 5 10 8 -20%
lcdnum 2 / 0 4 5 30 7 -77%
matmult 0 / 0 16 15 25 22 -12%

ns 1 / 1 7 7 19 11 -57.89%
nsichneu 129 / 0 3 2 3.73E97 3 ≈ -100%

Figure 10.11: Complexity measures for path-based calculation

10.8 Path-based calculation evaluation

This section evaluates our path-based calculation method in more detail. The
path-based calculation method is very efficient, and for most programs it is
much faster than the other two calculation methods.

Figure 10.11 shows more detailed measurents for the path-based calculation
method. The Facts/ign. column gives the number of flow facts and the number
of flow facts not used by the calculation method. Flow facts ignored were total
facts and facts referring to entities not located in the defining scope of the fact.
This explains most of the WCET estimate precision pessimism obtained for the
path-based method, as given in Figure 10.7.

The Scopes column lists the number of scopes required to model the pro-
gram, and VScopes the number of virtual scopes created to account for ranged
flow facts. Note that no virtual scope is created for the root scope, and thus the
number of virtual scopes might be smaller than the number of original scopes.
Paths shows the number of possible execution paths (summed over all virtual
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Extra Path-based Ext. IPET Clustered
facts time expl. paths time lptime constr. vars. time lptime calcs

0 0.09 3 3.73E97 1.78 0.66 1651 2139 2.153 0.72 2
1 0.2 5 1.11E98 14.45 5.02 3417 4528 8.64 1.85 4
2 0.31 7 1.87E98 32.84 11.71 4931 6665 13.28 3.06 6
3 0.46 9 2.61E98 58.38 21.80 6445 8802 19.98 4.24 8
4 0.58 11 3.36E98 92.43 35.32 7959 10939 27.04 5.48 10
5 0.74 13 4.11E98 135.90 51.94 9473 13076 36.13 6.73 12
6 0.92 15 4.85E98 187.86 71.35 10987 15213 49.33 7.99 14
7 1.05 17 5.59E98 248.87 95.06 12501 17350 54.35 9.14 16
8 1.19 19 6.34E98 319.51 120.81 14015 19487 59.44 10.34 18
9 1.32 21 7.09E98 390.73 149.54 15529 21624 66.80 11.52 20

10 1.34 23 7.83E98 476.26 182.84 17043 23761 78.20 12.82 22

Figure 10.12: Scaling measures of calculation methods

scopes, before applying facts to the graph), and Explored the number of paths
that the search actually explored. The last column shows how Explored relates
to Paths.

In every case, the path-based calculation method explores only a subset of
the total number of paths, and the more complex the program gets (many paths
compared to the number of virtual scopes), the proportion of paths explored
goes down. For nischneu, which contains a massive amounts of if-statements,
the number of possible paths is very large, but only three paths are actually ex-
plored. Compared to path-based calculation methods which explicitly explores
each execution path, our path-based method will execute much faster.

10.9 Scalability of calculation methods

Most of the benchmarks programs given in Figure 10.4 are quite small and do not
really stress our prototype tool and the calculation methods. To evaluate how
the different calculation methods scale with added flow facts and the program
size, we used an altered version of the nischneu benchmark.

The original scope graph generated for nsichneu consists of three scopes (see
Figure 10.5). The innermost scope is very large, containing 752 scope nodes.
By adding extra dummy flow facts, spanning a particular iteration of the inner
scope and not actually removing any possible execution paths, we increase the
computational load. For example, adding one dummy fact will create a virtual
scope graph for our extended IPET method consisting of 1508 scope nodes (752
+ 752 + 4). The IPET method will create a constraint system over the whole
graph while the clustered and path-based calculation methods will partition the
problem into smaller subproblems. For each calculation run all WCET estimates
achieved were exactly the same as reported in Figure 10.6.

Figure 10.12 gives computation times obtained for our calculation methods
when adding dummy flow facts. The Extra facts column gives the number
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Figure 10.13: Computation time scaling

of added dummy facts. For each calculation method we give some values of
interest for understanding its particular execution time properties. For the path-
based calculation the computation time (time), the number of explored graphs
(expl.) and the number of potential paths found in the virtual scope graph
(paths) are given. For the Extended IPET calculation, the computation time
(time), the time spent in the linear programming solver lp solve (lptime),
and the number of constraints (constr.) and variables (vars.) generated are
given. For the clustered calculation the computation time (time), the number
of lp solve calls made and the total time spent in lp solve (lptime) are
given. All computation times are given in seconds. The computation time for
Extended IPET and Clustered calculation includes the time spent in lp solve.

The measurements were performed on a AMD Athlon 1800+ with 512 MB
RAM. From the measurements it is clear that the path-based calculation method
is always the fastest. Extended IPET is faster than the clustered calculation on
the original version of nsichneu, but not when problem size increases.

Figure 10.13 shows computation times of each calculation method plotted
against the number of added dummy flow facts. We note that the compu-
tation time seems to be linearly increasing with the problem size both for the
path-based and clustered calculation, while the extended IPET has a more than
linear increase. Furthermore, both the extended IPET and the clustered calcu-
lation method spend most of the calculation time in constructing graphs and
generating constraint systems.

The graph also plots the time spent in lp solve for the extended IPET
and clustered calculation. For the extended IPET a single call to lp solve
is made for each calculation, with constraints and variables for the complete
virtual scope graph. For the clustered calculation, the number of lp solve
calls increases with the number of added dummy scope, but not the size of each
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Program min-split minimum scope max global
cl call time cl call time cl call time cl call time cl call time

compress 6 34 0.29 4 34 0.28 4 30 0.3 1 23 0.34 1 1 0.28
crc 6 6 0.04 6 6 0.01 6 6 0.04 1 1 0.01 1 1 0.02
duff 2 12 0.04 2 12 0.04 2 12 0.03 1 4 0.02 1 1 0.01

expint 4 11 0.04 4 11 0.04 2 7 0.03 1 6 0.03 1 1 0.01
fibcall 0 4 0.01 0 4 0.01 0 4 0.01 0 4 0.01 0 1 0.01

fir 5 12 0.05 2 6 0.04 2 3 0.03 1 1 0.02 1 1 0.02
insertsort 1 1 0.01 1 1 0.01 1 1 0.01 1 1 0.01 1 1 0.01

jfdctint 0 5 0.02 0 5 0.02 0 5 0.02 0 5 0.02 0 1 0.01
lcdnum 2 23 0.13 2 23 0.12 1 19 0.11 1 21 0.12 1 1 0.03

matmult 0 15 0.04 0 15 0.04 0 15 0.05 0 15 0.04 0 1 0.01
ns 1 13 0.03 1 13 0.03 1 10 0.02 1 13 0.03 1 1 0.01

nsichneu 1 2 2.18 1 2 2.17 1 2 2.06 1 2 2.17 1 1 1.72

Figure 10.14: Clustered calculation measures

generated constraint system. Each call to lp solve by the clustered calculation
of the innermost scope contained 2156 variables and 1660 constraints and took
approximately 0.65 seconds. The total computation time spent in lp solve
seems to grow exponentially with the problem size for extended IPET, but only
linearly for the clustered calculation.

We conclude that the extended IPET has quite bad scaling properties. This
could be a general problem for calculation methods relying on global ILP solvers
for calculating WCET estimates. Our path-based calculation method is very
efficient, only exploring a few of the total number of possible paths, and seems
to scale very well. However, it should be noted that nsichneu only contains
foreach facts, making it especially suitable for the path-based calculation. The
clustered calculation is somewhere in between in complexity, scaling reasonable
well, while still being able to handle complex flow information. In general, the
computation time needed for each particular calculation method depends of the
structure of the program, and the properties of the provided flow facts.

10.10 Clustered calculation evaluation

In Section 9.3.2 we outlined a number of alternative fact clustering algorithms.
The algorithms differ in how many flow facts that will be considered together,
and consequently in how large part of the scope graph that will be covered by
each local WCET calculation performed. Figure 10.14 shows the effect of ap-
plying different fact cluster algorithms to our benchmarks. Columns labelled
cl gives the number of fact clusters generated (not including empty clusters).
Columns labelled call gives the number of local WCET calculations performed,
i.e., the number of calls to lp solve and columns labelled time gives the com-
putation time of the calculation.

We have implemented all five clustering algorithms outlined in Section 9.3.2.
Column min-split gives the gives values obtained when applying the split-
foreach-fact minimal clustering algorithm, i.e., minimum clustering but splitting
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Program minimum, diff in-out minimum, no diff
clusters calls WCET clusters calls WCET

compress 6 38 8670 6 31 8670
crc 6 6 30271 6 6 30271
duff 2 12 1083 2 5 1083

expint 4 11 8588 4 10 8588
fibcall 0 4 313 0 3 313

fir 5 12 348095 5 12 348095
insertsort 1 1 1074 1 1 1074
jfdctint 0 5 4926 0 5 4926
lcdnum 2 23 198 2 7 198
matmult 0 15 221824 0 15 221824

ns 1 13 17353 1 8 23746
nsichneu 1 2 51116 1 2 51116

Figure 10.15: Effect of differing between flows in and out of clusters

foreach facts when the span ranges of created clusters. Column minimum gives
values for the minimal clustering algorithm, as given in Figure 9.6. Column
scope gives values when all facts defined on the same scope are put into the same
cluster, (plus all facts in fact clusters defined in covered subscopes). Column
max gives values when putting all facts in the same cluster, but not including
non-covered scopes in the cluster. Column global gives values when creating
a cluster that covers all scopes and all flow facts in the scope graph. This is
identical to the global calculation view used by the extended IPET calculation
method.

Looking at Figure 10.14, we note that the left-most clustering algorithms
(min-split and minimum) generate many small clusters, and result in many
local WCET calculations. At the other extreme we have the global clustering
(global) which performs one single WCET calculation for the whole program.
Scopes not covered by any fact clusters are traversed bottom-up generating one
or more local WCET calculations, explaining the different number of WCET
calculation calls made for programs not using any flow facts, such as jfdctint.

Which clustering algorithm to use depends on the structure of the program
and the nature of provided flow facts. For small programs with few flow facts
the global clustering (i.e., extended IPET) should preferably be used. For larger
programs with many flow facts the clustered calculation should be used, as
indicated by Figure 10.13.

For all benchmarks, except jfdctint, all clustering algorithms gave the
same WCET estimates as presented for the clustered calculation in Figure 10.7.
For jfdctint the global clustering gave a WCET estimate of 4925 clock cycles
while the other clusterings gave a WCET estimate of 4926 clock cycles. The
difference is due to a long timing effect reaching over the calculation borders
dictated by fact clusters.

As discussed in Section 9.4.2, each fact cluster defines a fragment of the scope
graph evaluated as a unit together with the flow facts. Furthermore, some graph
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fragments have several points where the execution can enter or exit fragment.
For such fragments we have the calculation option to either make a separate
WCET calculation for each pair of entry and exit points, or to make just one
WCET calculation for all entry or exit points together. The option allows us to
trade WCET estimate precision for calculation time.

Figure 10.15 presents measurements performed using the minimal clustering
algorithm. The minimum, diff in-out measurements differentiate between
entry and exit points, while the minimum, no diff measurements do not. The
clusters columns give the amount of fact clusters generated and is identical
for both algorithms. What is more interesting is the number of local WCET
estimates performed for each program, given by the calls columns. We note
that for many programs, the number of local WCET estimates decreases quite
significantly when not differentiating between entry and exit points. For all
programs, except ns, the precision of calculated WCET estimates is the same.
Program ns contains a non-local return from a deeply nested loop, causing an
overestimation in a fashion similar to the example presented in Section 9.4.2.

The usefulness and impact of the different clustered calculation options de-
pends on the structure of the program, properties of the added flow facts and
the WCET estimate precision that is required. All measurements presented in
previous sections for the clustered calculation have used minimum clustering
differentiating between entry and exit points.
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Chapter 11

Conclusions and Future
Work

This chapter summarizes the contributions of this thesis, discusses how the work
can be extended, and gives directions for future work in WCET analysis.

11.1 Summary of contributions

Estimations of the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) are required in provid-
ing guarantees for timing of programs used in computer controlled products and
other real-time computer systems. Static WCET analysis is a way to determine
the worst-case execution time of a program, using models of program flow and
hardware timing for deriving WCET estimates.

Due to the complexity of embedded systems hardware and software, auto-
mated tools are essential to make static WCET analysis applicable for analysis
of real systems. This thesis have covered several techniques crucial to building
such automated tools.

Five main contributions to the state-of-the-art in static WCET analysis have
been presented:
1) A tool architecture for the modularization of WCET analysis (Chapter 3).

The architecture divides the WCET analysis task into the following four
steps: flow analysis, global low-level analysis, local low-level analysis and
calculation. To guarantee smooth flow of information between these steps,
well-defined interface data structures have been designed.

2) A program flow representation for WCET analysis, consisting of a scope
graph format and a flow fact language (Chapter 5). Additionally, a detailed
discussion of the desired characteristics of a program flow representation is
given (Chapter 4).

3) A path-based calculation method (Chapter 7). The method extends the
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type of flow and timing information that path-based calculation meth-
ods can handle and is more efficient than previously presented methods
[HAM+99, SA00, RGL02], having a computational complexity close to linear
in the size of the program.

4) An IPET-based calculation method (Chapter 8), using integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP) or constraint programming (CP) techniques for calculating
a WCET estimate. Compared to previous research [OS97, PS95, FMW97,
HLS00b, LM95], our method extends the power of IPET to handle new types
of flow and timing information.

5) A clustered calculation method (Chapter 9), using flow information to divide
a program into smaller parts for which local WCET calculations can be made.
This is a completely novel approach which avoids the potential complexity of
global analysis, while being able to produce high precision WCET estimates,
since all flow information will be accounted for.
Overall, our modular tool architecture, including presented interface struc-

tures and analysis stages, aims towards building retargetable, flexible, efficient
and correct static WCET analysis tools (see Chapter 3).

11.2 Evaluation

As presented in Chapter 10, we have implemented a WCET tool prototype and
performed extensive evaluations to asses the correctness, precision and efficiency
of our prototype, as well as to evaluate the individual analyses and calculation
modules. For all our benchmark programs the prototype calculates WCET
estimates that are close or even equal to the actual WCET, indicating that our
techniques are capable of producing high quality WCET estimates.

For many of our benchmark programs the quality of provided flow infor-
mation is a great (if not the greatest) determiner for the WCET estimation
precision achievable. The results indicate that the scope graph and the flow
fact language together form a representation expressive enough to capture the
type of program flows found in various types of programs, most notably those
including unstructured code. The results also indicate that we can perform a
clearly separated flow analysis, and still obtain high quality WCET estimates.

The second determiner of the WCET estimate precision achievable is the
quality of the hardware timing information. We have built hardware models for
two 32-bit embedded RISC micro-controllers, the ARM9 and the V850E. We
extract hardware timing for a CPU by using its corresponding CPU model in the
pipeline time analysis, while the rest of the analysis modules are kept unchanged.
This indicates that our modular architecture provides for easy retargetability.

The results indicate that our pipeline analysis is able to capture the hardware
timing dependencies between instructions in our targeted processors, and that
our timing model is expressive enough to hold the timing information extracted
by the pipeline analysis. The results also tell us that we can perform hardware
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timing analysis in a stage clearly separated from the calculation, and still obtain
high quality WCET estimates.

We have constructed three distinct calculation methods, all based on the
same input structures: a scope graph with flow facts (representing possible
program flow) and a timing model (representing the hardware timing). All three
calculation methods are able to handle complex flow and timing information.
For all our benchmark programs, all presented calculation methods produce
WCET estimates that are safe.

By selecting different calculation modules we have a possibility to trade
WCET estimate precision against WCET calculation computation time. Our
experiments show that the path-based calculation method is very efficient, usu-
ally only exploring a few of the total number of possible execution paths. How-
ever, the path-based method does not always produce tight WCET estimates,
mainly because it can not handle all type of flow information.

The extended IPET and clustered calculation methods handle more complex
types of flow information, but have potentially higher computational complex-
ity. For large programs with a lot of flow facts, experiments indicate that the
clustered calculation scales better than extended IPET. However, the clustered
calculation might produce slightly less tight WCET estimates due to its inability
to properly handle long timing effects over calculation borders.

Overall, the results indicate that it is possible to perform WCET analysis
in a modular fashion, keeping different analysis and calculation stages clearly
separated, and still producing high quality WCET estimates.

11.3 Future work in WCET analysis

This overall target for this thesis has been to outline how a general purpose
WCET analysis tool should be constructed. To support this we have presented
analysis and methods solving some of the problems which are encountered. How-
ever, we have not targeted all problems that should be solved in the search for
the ultimate general purpose WCET tool. This section summarize what is left
to do and the different problems that we believe future work on static WCET
analysis should be targeting.

11.3.1 Flow analysis

High precision flow information is necessary to achieve good precision in WCET
estimates. None of the currently available automatic flow analysis methods come
close to managing all types of constructs found in real code, such as function
pointers, recursion or loops using non-arithmetic operations. Current methods
are basically limited to well-written programs with well-structured loops. It
is not likely that a single type of flow analysis will provide all information.
Instead a combination of several flow analysis methods will have to be used,
each handling a particular part of the overall problem.
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However, even if automatic flow analyses are developed, there will always be
complex programs for which it is not possible to derive the intended program
execution behaviour. In those cases the user should be able to manually provide
extra flow information. It would also be beneficial for the overall precision if
the user can aid the analysis with extra guiding information, such as bounds for
variables.

Since the source code level is the semantically clearest and most easily ana-
lyzed level, the problem of mapping flow information from the source code to the
(maybe heavily optimized) object code has to be solved (see Section 2.2.3). In
our view, the most practical solution to this is to integrate the WCET analysis
into a compiler framework. This both solves the mapping problem, and gives the
analysis access to all the information about a program that is available inside
the compiler.

The alternative route, chosen by many WCET researchers today, is to try
to derive the flow information directly from the object code. This is certainly
possible for some programs and architectures, but it is in general hard to get
good precision with this method, since it is much harder to identify the variables
and data objects that affect the program flow in the object code.

For future work we would like to see WCET researchers agree upon a stan-
dardized format for describing possible program flows, either at the object-code
or preferably, source-code level. This would allow the possibility for WCET
researchers to exchange flow analysis results, compare methods, and simplify
the construction of tool frameworks.

11.3.2 Low-level analysis

Most research in the WCET analysis area has been targeting the impact of
different hardware features, such as pipelines, caches, branch predictors etc.
We believe that this will be important also in the future, basically because new
performance enhancing features will be invented and added to CPUs, and new
CPUs will constantly be released on the market. However, this unfortunately
means that WCET analysis research will always be a step behind hardware
design, trying to analyze the impact of whatever features that has been added
to a particular CPU.

We would like WCET researchers to take a more active role in the design
of real-time embedded systems, trying to show real-time practitioners how to
design systems that are predictable, rather than just chasing whatever hardware
designers happen to put out on the market.

For engineers building real-time systems, selecting hardware which in itself
is predictable and analyzable is of key importance to ensure the ultimate re-
liability of the system. Performance enhancing features, such as caches and
branch predictors, are often designed to optimize the average case execution
time. This indirectly means that they will potentially introduce more execution
time variability, i.e., an increase in the difference between the worst and average
case execution time. These features will also make WCET estimates more pes-
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simistic, since conservative assumptions will have to be made in the situations
when precise analysis is not possible. The literature on WCET analysis offers
some guidelines on which types of hardware features that make systems less
predictable [AP01, BA01, Lun02, Eng02, HLTW03, Eng03].

CPU manufacturers should design their hardware with predictability in
mind, and provide CPU manuals with sufficient detail to allow for good hard-
ware models to be constructed. Our ability to predict the execution time of a
program is critically dependent on the ability to obtain a correct and sufficient
detailed model of the processor used.

11.3.3 Calculation

The calculation methods presented in this thesis gives a number of choices for
trading WCET estimate precision against computation time. In general, which
calculation method to use is highly dependent on what type of flow and tim-
ing information that needs to be handled and the WCET estimation precision
that is required. IPET-based calculation methods are able to handle the most
complicated types of flows and unstructured programs, making them the most
probable choice for future WCET tools.

We believe that keeping the calculation clearly separated from the other
analysis stages is crucial for producing a WCET tool allowing for easy hardware
retargeting and replacement of analyses.

Parametrized WCET calculation methods might help the user getting bet-
ter insight in how different parameters affect the worst-case program execution.
However, the usefulness of a parameterized WCET calculation method highly
depends on the ability to reduce the WCET calculation to a simple understand-
able parametric formula. For complex hardware, the combined effects of caches,
pipelines, and unknown program make this hard.

A future trend of interest for calculation is that automatic flow analyses
are likely to produce a large number of flow facts. While a human user will
provide a handful of facts for a typical program, preliminary experiments with
automatic flow analysis indicates that many more facts are generated [GLSB03].
In this scenario, the clustered calculation method becomes important to keep
calculation times down.

11.3.4 WCET analysis tools

As discussed in Chapter 2, a lot of research effort has been spent on static WCET
analysis. However, it is not likely that WCET researchers can have an impact
on the development of real-life real-time systems without providing a WCET
analysis tool useful for practitioners. We believe that the WCET technology is
mature enough, and that the main focus for future WCET research should be
on the practical development of usable tools.

We see an encouraging trend in that some WCET analysis tools are being
deployed in industry. For example, the first major use of WCET tools in a
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commercial setting has recently been presented by Thesing et al. [TSH+03],
with very encouraging results. However, practical experience of WCET analysis
in industrial settings has so far been quite limited, used in a few case studies in
space [HLS00b, HLS00a] and aerospace industry [FHL+01, HLTW03]. Also, the
WCET tools are still too hard-to-use to reach a broader audience. For instance,
we believe that automatic flow analysis is necessary to make WCET analysis
useful to other than experts.

When a broader market develops, it is possible that the main use for WCET
tools will be for other purposes than scheduling and schedulability analysis,
since most embedded real-time systems are not built using operating systems
that really support advanced schedulability analysis. For most embedded system
developers, getting some type of timing estimates would be of great value in its
own.

Today, real-time system designers are in general unaware of the potential
benefits of static WCET analysis. Students and system developers should there-
fore be educated about the benefits of WCET analysis and WCET analysis tools.
One possibility for doing this would be to integrate the WCET analysis in more
general system development environments, such as those available for compilers
and/or real-time operating systems.
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